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Embedded in the sidewalks of New York City are brass plaques at the front doors of magnificent buildings
along 41st Street in close proximity to Grand Central Station and The New York Public Library. Using
thin rice-based rubbing paper, drafting tape, and everlasting patience for human traffic, J. Tully Watson
painstakingly made large, 24x36-inch rubbings of the building plaques: five of the rubbings are reproduced
on the cover and part pages. These buildings are General Electric (1930), Fred F. French (1927), Chrysler
(1929), Lincoln (1930), and Citicorp Center (1978). According to the artist, “After spending countless hours
crouching on a busy sidewalk, I experienced a sensory overload from seeing thousands of people rushing by,
sounds of cars, subways, and pedestrians, the smells of exhaust, garbage, food, and smoke, feeling the dirty
grime of the sidewalk sometimes accompanied by scalding heat, and the taste of my own sweat mixed
with the thick, stale New York City air.” The rubbings in this issue represent other worlds, other times,
and countless footsteps.

p u b l i s h e r ’s s tat e m e n t
The Chrysalis Reader is a journal of spiritual discovery published in honor of Emanuel Swedenborg,
eighteenth-century scientist, civil engineer, and mystic, who used his scientific orientation to explore the
world of spirit. Respectful of all lives lived according to faith in the divine, Swedenborg described the everpresent reality of the spiritual world. Individuals who have responded to Swedenborg’s ideas with
great energy can be found in the arts, especially in literature and painting, as well as in psychology
and the social sciences. The Swedenborg Foundation celebrates and furthers this Swedenborgian connection
with the arts with the Chrysalis Reader and the annual Bailey Prize for literature.
_______________
Publication of the Chrysalis Reader is partially funded by a bequest
from Esther Blackwood Freeman (Mrs. Forster Freeman Jr.).
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e d i t o r ’ s n o t e : r o b e r t f. l aw s o n

Portal
to Abyssinia

we seldom have chances to sample foreign worlds. When we
step out of our everyday worlds, do we discover possibilities we would
never have expected? Imagine, for instance, a young boy exploring a
spacious house in Belfast, Maine, where he finds the treasures of a
great-uncle who returned to America after years abroad. Near the top
of a grand staircase, mounted on wood-paneled walls, are two oblong
African shields and a pair of crossed spears. Guarding the landing is
the tawny, black-striped fur of a tiger skin. Its head rises from the parquet floor in a perpetual snarl.
Other mementos from a long career in the diplomatic service
cover walls, tables, and desks. A young prince with a dark beard and
moustache and curly black hair stares regally from a framed picture.
There are signed photographs of U.S. presidents from McKinley to
FDR; a group picture taken at the American Club of Paris, 1924, the
men dressed in formal tail coats and white vests; a picture of Greek
soldiers marching in regulation pleated skirts, white stockings, and
tasseled shoes in front of the American embassy in Athens; and the
boy’s favorite: an architectural chart showing some of the world’s
most noted buildings as of 1927, placed side by side—including the
Eiffel Tower, Karnak, the Pyramid of Cheops, and the Woolworth
Building.
The boy, this editor, is called downstairs for dinner and is seated
at one end of a very long dining table. A crystal goblet of milk awaits
on his right. Then an unusual meal ensues on beautiful plates with
gold edging. One item is served at a time—green beans cut in half
and on the diagonal, mashed potatoes baked in their skins, meat cut
in slivers with a white sauce. Afterward, lemon tarts. Exotic dishes in-
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Opposite:
As emperor of Ethiopia
from 1930 to 1974
and during his long life,
Haile Selassie
(1892–1975) must have
experienced many worlds.

x
Robert F. Lawson

deed. His great, great-uncle Rob, retired diplomat, first American
ambassador to Abyssinia (now called Ethiopia) in 1903, sits at the
other end of the table, barely visible in the dim light, his bald head
bowed as he eats.
There are so many questions I want to ask: Tell me about the
spears. Were you on safari? Did you shoot the tiger? Who is the darkhaired prince? Did you meet Tarzan?
Years later I will understand the importance of Uncle Rob’s mission to Ethiopia to establish trade relations for the U.S. I will be fascinated by his friendship with the prince Ras Tafari, heir to the
throne. But most of all I will admire my uncle’s model of wise diplomacy, allowing a young boy from the Midwest to visit him, allowing
me to move between different worlds, honoring the cultures of each.
Yet at a primal level, I was transported to the heartbeat of Africa
as I knelt before the gleaming yellow eyes of the tiger, as I traced with
my finger the blood-red pattern on one of the shields, as I met the
gaze of the future king, who would change his name to Emperor Haile
Selassie. I did not need to know his name. His imperial look said
everything, and the allure of Africa has stayed with me ever since.
Imagine That! Breaking Through to Other Worlds provides portals
to worlds that surround us and are within us. This collection of fiction, non-fiction, and poetry illustrates that we each live a double life
with one foot in the natural and the other in the spiritual world.
Imagine That! explores this multi-dimensional force field. We discover that travel agents among us may appear suddenly, providing unexpected breakthroughs or unwanted intrusions.
In such a fluid state, time and space may melt away. As
Swedenborg points out from his experiences, concepts of time are replaced by spiritual states in the next life. Likewise, in a heavenly world
whose sun, moon, and stars correspond directly to the influx of the
divine, the quality of light and heat depends on one’s receptivity. And
since no one is perfect, no matter which world we are in, according
to Swedenborg, even angels have their dark days!
One writer in this issue on other worlds entertains the paradox
that opposites need each other to exist. He concludes that without the
inner tension of doubts to test one’s beliefs, our spiritual life would
become hard and brittle. Another writer reexamines, thirty years after the fact, his interview of a woman who claimed to have been abducted by aliens. Ultimately, for the emerging spirit in each of us,
Imagine That! highlights the importance of love and compassion, enabling us to embrace the varieties of existence—both the here and
now and the hint of something more—reminding us that as fellow
travelers, we are indeed not alone in the universe.

p r e f a c e : t h o m s at t e r l e e

Awake
in Oxford
A horn to wake the dead, wakes him
and Wycliffe rises to his elbows
in the semi-dark, on a straw mattress
while the old Steward passes by
with the instrument to his lips
and blows again, god-awful noise
like a goose coughing at daybreak.
It will become an old joke
in which the scholars of Balliol
first grumble at the rude awakenings,
then toss shoes at the man,
then finally steal his horn
and hide it under Wycliffe’s bed
because no one would suspect
the scrawny boy from up North.
But so far no one has noticed
young Wycliffe, who follows them
in a line down the rough-hewn stairs
and into the common room,
to a trough filled with water.
He stands shoulder to shoulder
with strangers who will become
known to him, he to them,
and dips his hands into the water,
splashing his face for the first time in Oxford.
thom satterlee teaches creative writing at Taylor University in Upland,
Indiana. In 2007, his poetry book, Burning Wyclif, was named an American
Library Association Notable Book.
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p r e f a c e : s t e v e w h i ta k e r

Ahmed
ahmed squatted on his haunches, staring at the ends of a broken
chain. He wore a moth-eaten jersey, black cycling shoes with cobbled
cleats, and a cycling beret with the brim upturned. It took us an hour
to fix his chain. As dusk pushed from the horizon, I struggled to overcome a primal instinct to be settled, and could remember no town in
this part of Algeria large enough for a hotel. No one knew where I
was. I had ridden into a dead end.
Two weeks before, I had reached Sicily, bought a map of North
Africa, and ridden down to the port of Palermo for the recommended shots. Biceps aching, I limped through the final European miles to
Trapani, departure point for Tunisia. In Tunis, I watched men spit
into the sawdust of café floors while waiting three days for an Algerian
visa. An incredulous consular officer at the U.S. embassy informed
me that I was only registering my body, if found. I had no itinerary,
no form of communication, and no backup plan. I did not know
whether I would find bike parts, even tires, in Africa.
My first problem was avoiding the ancient Citroën and Peugeot
clunkers, many with frames so bent I could see the edge of the rear
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bumper as they veered toward me. The second problem was young
boys throwing stones at me, thousands of stones. I also was afraid of
someone stealing my bike because everything I had might be more
than they would ever have. Every puncture repair or derailleur adjustment drew a crowd of hands shifting and searching. Everything
was touched many times, including me.
Ahmed and I rode through the dark, side-by-side into his village.
He wheeled my bike down an alley and returned carrying my panniers and handlebar bag. He was wearing my sweatshirt. “On y va,”
he said. He took me to the village’s public baths, whose faded colonial glory was heartbreaking. The larger tiled tubs were empty,
mildewed, and chipped. Everything reeked of clogged drains and
steam. I was handed a threadbare towel and a sliver of soap and directed into a stall. Mercifully, it had a raised wooden floor, for a mucosial soup swirled below. The showerhead hiccupped, shuddered,
and spit lukewarm water. It was one of the best showers I have ever
had.
I had miles in my legs and food on my mind, but for the next two
hours I sat in a café nibbling potato chips and drinking phosphorescent green soda, meeting every male inhabitant of the village. I diplomatically voiced my concern about a hotel, but Ahmed announced
that I would be staying with him. “I have your bike,” he said, laughing. He thumped his fist on the table and said, “On y va.”
Ahmed’s mother served us a huge platter of nuts, blood oranges,
olives, green beans, flat bread, and sauces of cumin, coriander, paprika, mint, and fennel. Ahmed and I lounged on the carpet, eating with
our hands. His mother was the first woman I had seen since leaving
Europe, and I only saw her face. I was not to see another woman until I reached Spain.
That night, Ahmed insisted that I take his bed, which was wide,
with clean sheets and wool army blankets. Other nights I had slept in
fields, on a high table behind an abattoir and a mountain of bleached
goat bones, or on a sea of mattresses scattered across the flat roof of
a youth hostel, where I awoke in the small hours to see others praying, the tape-recorded muezzin wailing from gray speaker-horns
lashed to minarets across the skyline. I was delighted to have a bed.
Ahmed was delighted that I was delighted.
In the middle of the night, however, I realized I was covered by
bed bugs. I tore the covers away and switched on the light. The beauty of bedbugs is that they vanish when the host is no longer offering
a blood meal. I turned out the light and lay down, but not thirty seconds later they raced onto my body. I was up dancing a jig, shooing
shiny bugs onto the floor. Some were swollen, reddish-brown.
Ahmed slept soundly on the floor.
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Then the full force of his generosity hit me. He had opened his
door and offered me his bed. So, I returned to bed to offer my flesh
to the bugs, and the next morning my body was a horror of red spots.
The following night I retrieved my sleeping bag from my bike down
the alley and burrowed deep into it, sweating and gasping for air.
Soon, I literally itched to be on my way, setting my own agenda.
But Ahmed would not let me go until he had arranged a relay of
friends, and friends of friends from other cycling clubs, stretching
westward for three days and 300 miles along the coast, until the daisy
chain dwindled to a final rider who seemed thankful when I relieved
him of an obligation originating from where he did not know. After
the last rider had gone, I threw my infested sleeping bag in a ditch and
set it on fire.
Three days later, I found myself crossing a mountain pass on an
exhausted road, the shoulder plasticized into washboard by longhaul trucks. One by one the spokes of my rear wheel popped. I
stopped to loosen the brake. Then I stopped to remove the rear fender. Two hours later, I removed the brake entirely and wrapped it
around the seat post. My wheel gyrated up and down, left and right,
and I began to wonder how few spokes a wheel could have and still
be a wheel at all.
I noticed wheat-colored thunderheads forming to the south in
the Sahara. To the northwest over the Mediterranean, other clouds
built so high I had to crane my neck to see the anvil tops. The sun
turned the color of cantaloupe.
Day turned to night when the storms collided.
Within minutes I was drenched to my crotch, and water ran
down the road in sheets. Mushy hailstones of sand slammed the road
like fists. I waited under a bridge over a dry stream bed until a slurry
of mud and sticks rose around my ankles. I returned to the road, but
couldn’t see more than a few feet. I pushed my bike along, shoe cleats
slipping on the pavement. A hailstone smacked into my shoulder and
slush ran down my back. To my left I saw a faint electric bulb and
pushed my bike up a dirt road into a muddy courtyard before a corrugated iron shack. I yelled for help again and again, and then heard
a faint, “Içi, içi.” I pushed my bike ahead through a small door and
confronted a wild-eyed old man in baggy pants wielding a hot poker. Two women in chador cowered behind him. He jabbed and jabbed
the poker in my face until I retreated. I found cover under a low shed,
rain and hail pounding the roof. After a few minutes in the freezing
wind, a young man ran over from the shack and offered me a filthy
army coat and a cigarette. He kept asking, “Ça va? Ça va?” Minutes
later, I huddled shivering on my haunches before a coal brazier in the

old man’s shack, tears of relief streaming down my face as my hosts
looked on in confusion and offered stew.
The storm passed and the sun punched through a few clouds. I
apologized over and over to my hosts, tried to explain my tears, my
fears, and the need to continue before dark. That night, I slept in a
field beneath the cosmic smear of the Milky Way.
The next day I pushed on to Algiers. I had the wild idea that if I
could find the city’s velodrome, someone there could repair my Rube
Goldberg wheels. I eventually found it and was ushered under the
stands by a gaggle of cyclists who presented me to their septuagenarian leader. He clucked his tongue at my shabby bike and lifted it onto
his repair stand, then regaled us with stories of victories—hard
fought and at long odds—and defeats—luckless and méchantes—at
the hands of the French on the track above us. He measured the rim’s
wobble with a greasy thumb and then measured spoke tension like a
harp by dragging the same thumbnail along the spinning spokes.
“Allez!” he announced, “Finis!” He declined my offer of money with
outstretched arms because no amount of anything could compensate
for sixty years in the saddle. Dusk had come; it was too late to accept
his offer of a spin on a borrowed track bike. So I rode off, humbled
again.
By week’s end, I was near Melilla, the Spanish port city on the
north coast of Morocco, one of Spain’s remaining outposts in Africa.
The city is claimed by Morocco, but Spain likes to thumb its nose at
the Arab world thirteen centuries after the Moorish invasion. By now,
I had reduced my diet to coffee, croissants, sardines, bread, foilwrapped cheese segments, baked chicken, and liters and liters of
phosphorescent green soda. My body weight had dropped from 190
to roughly 175 pounds. My delay in Ahmed’s village had probably
cost me five pounds, afraid as I was of eating so many things. I was
constantly hungry, but never sure whether or not the food would kill
me.
It almost did.
That evening, as a cuticle moon rose over the central square in
Berkane, Morocco, I ate two lamb kebabs from a roadside stall.
When I awoke the next morning, I suspected already that I might
need medical care. The final leg into Spain was the longest sixty miles
of my life, during which I consumed only Pepsi, a welcome enough
change after a month of green soda. At dinner time, I felt much better and had a beer, then another, and met a couple of Scottish engineers taking a break from the Algerian oil fields. I splurged on a meal
of pasta, steak, red wine, and flan. The next thing I remember, I was
staggering out of control down the sidewalk, pleading with passersby in English to help me. I wandered through traffic to the grassy me-
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dian of an avenue and collapsed. The palm trees above spun like a
carousel. I tried to stand but blacked out.
I awoke back in the restaurant, with my head in a puddle of vomit and someone asking me, “Ar yall raite, mate?” My new best friends
from the oil fields took me to the local hospital where I was offered
an alternative: a three-week course of tiny pills or an injection followed by seven horse pills that would make me wish I were dead, but
cure me faster.
I took the injection and put the seven horse pills in my pocket.
I checked into a cheap hotel and for the next week alternatively
huddled in bed, wrapped in sheets and blankets, or spread-eagled on
the tile floor with fever. Several times each day I would crawl naked
across the corridor into the communal shower, where I would sit on
the floor, scrape dried vomit and feces from my body, and push it
down the drain. Once each day, the kind owner of the hotel would
collect the sheets and drop off new ones outside my door. The
Moroccan lamb kebabs were teaching me how many holes I had in
my body. Fluid even drained from my ears. On the seventh day I wobbled to my feet, went downstairs to a café for a croissant, then a slice
of empanada. The next day, I took the ferry to Almeria, Spain.
My ride ended in tears on a climb east of Almeria. I simply did
not have the strength to turn the bike crank another rotation. I saw
tears drop on my handlebars and soak into the filthy tape. I felt I was
abandoning the Tour, forced to give up my number and ride in the
broom wagon. I turned my bike downhill to the city’s train station.
A week and a French rail strike later I was back in Italy. I weighed
145 pounds. A friend broke down and cried when she saw me.
Riding alone across Algeria was one of the most important, stupid things I have ever done in a life filled with stupid things that I have
done. I learned generosity from Ahmed, from a poker-wielding
grandfather, from a forgotten champion, from Scottish roughnecks,
and from a widowed hotel keeper abandoned on the wrong continent.
Any friend can knock on my door at 3 AM with suitcase in hand
and stay for a year. An Albanian refugee and her infant son once did,
but that is another story.
And I always stop for stranded cyclists.
steve whitaker lives on the central coast of California with his family and
travels often on business to Washington, D.C., Italy, and China. He teaches
in the Johns Hopkins School of Advanced International Studies and in the
Orfalea College of Business at California Polytechnic State University. He
has two essays in Paddler magazine (2007) and is author of AnarchistIndividualism and the Origins of Italian Fascism (Peter Lang Publishing,
2001). This is his second appearance in the Chrysalis Reader.
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I. Porters
and Portals

OPENINGS TO OTHER WORLDS CAN BE GRAND AND MOMENTOUS • THEY CAN BE
EXCITING AND SCARY, LIKE THE DOORWAY OF A HOSPITAL RECOVERY ROOM • PORTERS
TO OTHER WORLDS MIGHT BE WISE TEACHERS, INTELLIGENT CHILDREN GUIDING YOU
INTO THE UNKNOWN, OR TRAIN CONDUCTORS WHO SPEED YOU BELOW THE EARTH.
• EXPLORATION BEGINS WITH PORTALS AND PORTERS •

fredrick zydek

Teaching a Class
on Meditation
How do I tell you that images
of an afterlife will sometimes
pursue you or that getting close
to the clarity of silence will often
require stirring the mud of your
life? To begin—close your eyes.
Step into your own darkness.
Rest your hands, palms up, on
your knees. Straighten your back.
Get comfortable. Take in a long
slow breath through the nose. Pay
attention to how much like wind
rushing among trees it sounds.
Push this same pocket of air out
through the open mouth. You will
be reminded of the sound the sea
makes when we walk along its shore.
Try to look past the score of small
lights vying for attention behind your
closed eyes. Do your best to move
through and beyond them, but if
they persist, give your full attention
to one and ride it just as far as you
can. Chances are it will get you where
you wanted to be in the first place.
fredrick zydek is the author of eight collections of poetry. T’Kopechuck:
the Buckley Poems is forthcoming from Winthrop Press later this year.
Formerly a professor of creative writing and theology at the University of
Nebraska and later at the College of Saint Mary, he is now a gentleman
farmer when not writing and also the editor for Lone Willow Press.
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linda mccullough mo ore

And Not
as a Stranger

George Wesley Bellows.
Portrait of a Young Man,
ca. 1906–1909.
Oil on canvas, 22 x 18 in.
Williams College
Museum of Art. Museum
Purchase. Funds from the
bequest of Joseph Jeffrey
Shedd, Class of 1925,
Karl E. Weston
Memorial Fund.

i’m driving down the road, the last man alive, and who pops up
from the backseat but José. This is not a first: José appears out of
nowhere, when and where he will.
“I’m going to a funeral,” I say in place of, “How did you get into
a locked car?”
“I’m going with you,” José replies.“I slept in your car, for your information.”
I’m thinking it may be a matter of some indifference which car
José spends which night in.
We’re driving through a neighborhood I hate. All the houses have
front lawns, large, flat, and green enough for several soccer games to
be played at the same time.
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“Don’t drive so hasty,” José says. He does his own thing with the
English language. I slow down, which makes it harder to ignore the
mansions, each more flagrant than the last.
“What do you think of these houses?” I ask José.
“I think these houses are like oranges, lemons, and limes, and I
think they are like grapefruit.”
I look in the rearview mirror, and José smirks. He knows I will
have to ask him to explain. He’s clearly got my number. “You know
you’ll have to stay in the car during the funeral,” I say, “and then we
go to the cemetery, and you’ll have to wait again.”
“This thing will not be a problem for me.”
It won’t, either, I think.
“You sure know a lot of dead people,” José says.
“Huh?”I’m still working on the house–citrus analogy, which I expect will blow the lid off conspicuous consumption as filtered through
the perceptions of this nine-year-old migrant philosopher, even
though I know he’ll give me some crazy, goofball explanation. I also
want to know what José means by “all my dead friends,” but this kid’s
life has been so grisly that there are only about three questions that
do not lead directly down some trail strewn with the stuff of nightmares. Besides, it just hit me: he thinks that all the funerals I do are
for my pals.
“I do the funerals for money,” I tell him. José knows more about
me than my shrink, way more than my confessor.
“How many dollars do the dead people pay?”
“Depends.” I say. “Not much. Some fifty or a hundred bucks.
Once it was $250, once $300.”
José whistles. “This is work my family will like to do, I think.”
His reaction makes me ponder. I realize if a whole family picks
peaches in New Jersey—the crop that is the best-kept secret in the
U.S.—it would take a day for mother, father, and two sons to make a
hundred dollars.
José goes on, “Do you need this raiment to get money from the
dead ones?”
Raiment? It takes me a minute to tumble to the New
Testamentese. It’s Bible talk for clothes. Half of José’s words have not
been said aloud outside a church since 1600. José and his family come
to my church. They sit near the front, José with a pen and paper taking furious notes. He’s a word freak. He collects bits and pieces of our
language the way other kids might stockpile swears.
José asks the question a different way. “What raiment does my
family need?”
“Well, it’s not the clothes so much as the training,” I answer.
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“You go to school for this?” Jose’s flat hand pounds the seat beside him. “Where is this school?”
“Texas Theological Episcopal Seminary in Austin, Texas,” I say.
“For instance.”
“How many days do you stay to learn there?”
I do the math. “1,460,” I reply. All José has to do is crawl into my
backseat to make my life look idiotic.
José pauses and asks, “And to take all the money at the 7-12?”
José calls the 7-11 on the corner by the church the 7-12. I swear
to God he’s got the most keenly-honed sense of irony this side of the
Atlantic.
“The 7-12 university is how many days?” asks José.
“Zero,” I respond.
José is incredulous. “When someone works in this place, 7-12,
where they bring in new food every seven hours, and people you don’t
even know their names before, come in to give you money and the
walls are lined with candy, and that is zero days of university for this?
But if you want to wear this dress and wave your hands to make the
men drop boxes of dead people into the ground, it is 1,000 days of
school and 400 days and 60? I do not think my family will be doing
this work at all.”
I consider explaining to him how it wasn’t my plan either, how
my inner-city parish is a sinkhole, how the bishop is a dope, and how
I myself am not paid enough to live on, working as it’s called, halftime. I couldn’t make the payments on this car were it not for about
fourteen different undertakers who have my name and number penciled beside their heavy, black, smelly telephones, to call me—a whole
lot more often than you’d think—to do funerals for people who have
spent whatever life God loaned to them to avoid Him like the plague,
who run screaming or pick ugly fights, or worse, whose eyes glaze
over whenever anybody mentions, or even seems about to mention,
Jesus. And I am supposed to stand over their dead bodies and slightly sway and say,
I am the resurrection and the life, he that believeth in me though
he were dead, yet shall he live and whosoever liveth and believeth
on me shall never, never die,
and then soothe the grieved with sentiments that denigrate and contradict and crash headlong into the Gospel. They pay me $50 or
$200—the price of a nice pair of shoes or a piece of fish cooked just
right and washed down with some adolescent wine—to read to them
and to intimate the dead guy was a peach. And I am intended to pretend that even though everybody knows that God, and Jesus, and the
Bible, and the Church, say that if you sin, you’re going to hell if you
don’t raise your hand at least one time when Jesus says, I died so you

don’t have to; are you interested at all? that God was joking. What a
kidder. Wink, wink. They want me to drop hints that the crucifixion
was a prank, the incarnation a diversion from The Truth: that man is
just fine as he is, thank you very much, and God is optional, at least
until the undertaker calls my number, and there is some sudden and
insistent interest in what God may or may not have on offer—running the gamut from comfort and assurance for the bereaved, to life
eternal for the dead guy.
“Did you ever pick peaches?” José’s voice is conversational, small
talky.
“No,” I say. “Did you ever stand up at a dead person’s funeral and
make a total ass of yourself, and a cheap sleazy joke of God, and Jesus
Christ, and the whole Gospel, and every single thing you stake your
life on?”
“No,” José says. “I never did, and I do not think we will be doing
this at the 7-12.”
I leave José in the car with enough threats to last two hours. I
warn him of this ritzy neighborhood as though any exposure to the
wealth might contaminate his soul—which it could. I see him safer
in the squalor he inhabits, sleeping in his family car parked in abandoned lots in neighborhoods that seemingly God Himself abandoned long before José was born.
“Stay in the car,” I say for the ninth time. I give him my stash of
carbs I carry in the car to combat low blood sugar. If all goes like this
day has gone so far, I will faint just as they lower the polished mahogany into the ground.
I look down as I pull open the undertaker’s back door—I always
sneak in this way, a dog collar at a funeral is like wearing a sign that
says, come get me. Then I notice that on my black jacket is something
that looks and feels remarkably like egg yolk. I get myself directed to
a large sink in what I imagine is the main embalming room; although,
for all I know, it may be where they eat Philly steak sandwiches and
play canasta between events. Two life-used ladies over by a table in
the corner forebear to acknowledge me. People either glom onto a
priest and attempt to inhale him, or else they avert their eyes and pretend he isn’t there. I’m a big fan of the latter.
“I’m not getting any younger,” one of the ladies announces as
though she just received the information in the morning mail.
“You’re not,” her friend agrees.
I have to stop myself from spinning around full circle to take a
gander at a woman who imagines she herself, by contrast, might be
. . . getting younger. I love people who imagine that the laws of nature
do not apply to them. José comes to mind, although I’m not sure why.
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“I have to think where I will want to be living twenty years from
now,” says the one who has determined she will not arrest the aging
process.
“You do,” her friend agrees. “You definitely do.”
“When you live alone, you have to plan.”
“Absolutely.”
Absolutely, I mutter as I walk out into the corridor, as egg-yolkspatter-free as I am going to be.
The next part is the hardest. I need to go one-on-one with the bereaved. They always want something from me, something they refuse
to own or name. They want me to forgive them for their lives, to grant
a grand do-over, not just for themselves and the deceased, but sometimes for several generations of their kind. They want me to design a
God for them who’s useful in the moment, who is inclined to miracles on demand, who will perform when summoned, then stand, quiet, in the corner, until required again. You’d think this would be easier after forty years. You really would.
I must say I am more awkward, and nervier, at cocktail parties.
At least here there’s no expectation in small talk. We have all been
handed little scraps of paper that tell us the parts we’re cast to play—
the roles, newly-assigned for the bereaved, unpracticed, unacceptable, unsupportable almost without exception. My role is long studied, too often rote, stiff, and amateurish at the same time.
I walk into the chapel space. There’s money in the room. A lot of
it. Not well-concealed. I bristle. Even Jesus didn’t hold out much hope
for the rich, young ruler. But, at least, he looked on him with sorrow
as he walked away. At least, He loved him. Unlike me. I can’t stand
people who have money. In my heart it isn’t the love of money that’s
the root of evil, but selfishness. I feel righteous, violent fury against
anyone who has a lot of it and doesn’t give it to the poor.
“You’ll want to meet the mother,” the undertaker grabs my arm
and gestures toward a private space, a little alcove where a woman
stands supported by a gray-haired man. She doesn’t look a day over
thirty. I’m thinking that with enough money you can redress the
damage wreaked by entire decades of decay. My guess is she has paid,
and paid well, for the erasure of a good twenty years, and even then,
this man, who must be her husband, has a running start of, I bet, a
quarter of a century.
I want to go back to the embalming-canasta room and tell the
ladies, Au contraire, there is youth on offer if you’re sufficiently
bankrolled to pay for it.
“He was just nine years old,” the undertaker is whispering to me.
“Who?” I say.
“The boy. Her son.”

“Whose son? What are you talking about?” I ask.
“Paul Andrews, the boy who died.”
“Boy?” It comes out sounding like a word I just made up.
“I had a devil of a time with the face, he was all cut up. What’s
wrong?” says the undertaker.
I drop into a chair. I look down at my chest. There’s still a shiny
shadow of egg yolk on the lapel. “There’s a nine-year-old boy in my
car,” I say to him.
The undertaker is concerned. “What’s wrong with you? Are you
ill? You need to meet the mother.”
“Call someone else,” I say. This guy knows very well I do not, cannot, have not ever buried children. He knows not to ever call me when
it is a child who’s died.
“There is no one else,”he says.“That’s why I called you. I told your
secretary the whole thing. Everybody else who’s on our list said no,
for one reason or another. I told your secretary.”
I don’t bother saying she did not tell me. She most assuredly knew
I would not go.
“I’m glad you’re here.”An elderly woman is bending over me. For
the smallest part of a second I think it is my mother. “You can talk to
her,” she says.
She takes me by the hand—she thinks she is my mother too—
and leads me unresisting to the thirty-year-old mother, who is not an
old woman after all or wasn’t until today. Frail, she stands, composed
of little bits and pieces of a person loosely held together by nothing.
Looking into the future takes us out of the moment.
“I have a nine-year-old boy out in my car,”I say in place of a greeting.
“Then you understand.” The mother names the curse and calls it
understanding.
I shake my head.
“What is your boy’s name?” she says.
“José,” I answer.
“Don’t ever let him die,” she says.
“I won’t.”
“Where’s Jesus?” she says with a Spanish pronunciation as if she
thinks José and I may call God’s son that? Then she repeats the question in English.
“I don’t know,” I say.
“Where’s Paul?” she says. “Where’s my little boy?”
The muscles in my face clamp shut. They close me down.
“I’m ready now,” she says. “I’m ready to die. I wasn’t before, but
now I am. Will you stay with me?”
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“I will.” What I mean is that I will die with her if it should come
to that.
“But what about your little boy who’s waiting in the car?” she
says.
“He’ll be fine.”
“You can’t keep him alive,” she says, as if she is breaking news to
me. She concentrates her face into a tight frown. “We can’t do a funeral for my baby.”
“No,” I respond.
“You tell them,” she stands like a statue, like a guard.
I walk over to the undertaker and tell him to send the people all
away. “We can’t do much,” I say, “but we cannot do this.”
No one objects, not one person in the place. They would stand
on their heads for the afternoon, if they even suspected it might be
of comfort to the mother. One by one, they drift away, until I am left
with the body of a little boy and with the mother, a skeleton search
party scouring the universe for Jesus.
“You can’t make Jesus up.” The mother’s voice is made of metal.
“You can’t invent him. And my Paulie has gone off with him. He
grabbed him like a thief. I hate him with all my heart. I’m going to
have it out with him, right here. You’re sure you want to stay?”
“I’m sure,” I answer.
“I hope that Jesus wins this one.” Her harsh gaze pierces the air.
“I pray to God he plays to win.”
There’s a little mouse scratch noise over in the corner, and I look
up to see José, a bit rumpled perhaps but resourceful-looking for all
that.
He says, “I come to see if you need help.”
“Yes, we do,” I and the mother chorus chant together as though
we’ve practiced it.
“Okay, well then,” José says. “I will tell you of when I died and
what it is like there, and when you know that about it, I will tell you
what the people there tell me to say. And you will ask the question.”
The mother takes in a long, smooth draught of air, then lets it
out, eyes closed. She opens up her eyes and touches José’s sleeve. He
sits down on the padded bench and folds his bony fingers.
And just like that, for the first time in a hundred lifetimes, I’m
liking Jesus’ chances.

linda mccullough moore, author of The Distance Between (Soho Press),
is published in more than two hundred publications and currently has a
novel and a short story collection in search of a good home.
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Long Black Train

in the hours before dusk, the trains are ready for their long journeys through the night. The rail cars, all shiny with new black paint
under the red glow of the station, wait for the departure signal. The
engineers appear from the rail office with their routes and switching
maps in hand and hot thermoses. Their faces, sad and determined,
look as though they have worked all of their lives at the same jobs.
Charley is 107’s engineer tonight. Standing nearly a head taller
than most men on his train, he carries the demeanor of a commander. His long, black engineer coat has an insignia sewn into the sleeves,
as if branded there. Charley is the longest serving engineer and respected by his crew, but he is a taskmaster. Everything must be on
schedule or someone will have to answer to him.
No one is departing from Hobbs End Station this night. There
never is. The signal is given, and the conductors with their black wool
uniforms and leather caps step aboard. The trains slowly rumble out
of the station.
Ivan, a tall, strong man, doesn’t take any guff from anyone except
Charley. Once a cavalry soldier, his crisp actions and strong sense of
duty express his military discipline. Ivan has been a 107 conductor
for . . . well he can’t remember how long. Time only matters to the
schedule. It is 7:05 PM, and that is all he needs to know. There are 84
seats in his car. With standing passengers, the car can hold 120, and
lately he has been coming back to Hobbs End with that many, sometimes more, all stacked in as tight as sardines.
He paces the aisle with an overwhelming feeling of despondency. He needs a mission, the thorn perpetually in his side. No matter
how many runs he makes, there will always be another, and another,
and another. The mission is never accomplished.
Paul has the next car forward of Ivan’s. Sometimes they chat in
the space between the cars.
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“Hardly any rest tonight, heh, Ivan?” jokes Paul.
“Yeah, no rest for the wicked,” Ivan responds without a smile.
“How many cars are we pulling tonight?”
“Eighty-eight cattle and thirty-four freight. And we only have
twelve stops. The poor engine is gonna blow a gasket with the load.
Charley needs a second engine, or we may get stuck somewhere.” Paul
relishes in his work. He once got 136 passengers into his car. Six of
them were children though.
“We will have over a thousand passengers tonight,” Ivan says
without thinking.
“Be careful man, you don’t want Charley catching you counting.
That isn’t our business,” Paul whispers, “we just get them on board.”
“Yeah, we just get them on board.” Ivan turns away with a frown
and closes the door between the cars.
The train travels in darkness toward its first stop. Even when
empty, it always seems to move slowly. Just before 8:00 PM, it pulls
into its first stop. Passengers stream aboard, having poured themselves out of bars along the street running parallel to the tracks. Soon
the whole car is filled with the stench of cigarette smoke and alcohol.
Many have brought bottles on board with them, continuing to drink
as the train passes out into the night. Ivan only takes bottles away
when he sees them, but he doesn’t really care to look for them anymore, just so long as they don’t get off the train with them. He would
be held liable for that.
The next stop is near one of the port towns, usually rife with
drugs, with tonight no exception. People board so stoned they don’t
know or care where they are going. Ivan notes with increasing sadness the number of children boarding. What are they doing out at this
hour? thinks Ivan. Then one of them spits in his face when he asks her
how old she is. Her glazed eyes speak volumes as he turns away to get
people seated. You can’t talk with them when they are like that.
It gnaws at Ivan to think of the children whose lives have sunk to
this level, often because the parents have either given up on them or
are in worse shape themselves. It doesn’t seem fair, but what did justice have to do with it. These children, unwilling or unable to fight
for themselves, have given up on everyone. No wonder they are riding this train tonight. If society has given up on them, why should he
care? The girl with the glazed eyes, who couldn’t have been more than
fifteen, dressed in tattered jeans and a shirt more revealing than suggestive, stares at the seat in front of her.
The train seems to be moving a little more quickly now, but the
time to the next stop remains unchanged. The next stop is in the financial district, bringing together two very opposite parts of society,
but there are very rarely scuffles or violence. Ivan has a great sense for

that sort of mischief and will quickly quell any disorder that might
break out. Dressed in fur coats and fine suits, these new passengers
drip with their own sense of wealth and security. They seem bewildered to find themselves on a train in the night, but Ivan gets them
settled in and arranges for their baggage to be taken to the baggage
cars. People always bring so much more than they will ever need.
“Excuse me, sir,” spoke an elderly gentleman with a hickory crested obsidian cane between his knees, “how long before we reach our
destination, young man?”
“Sometime around 6 AM sir.” Ivan says in a clear but tired voice.
The gentleman, satisfied with his answer, goes off to sleep. They just
don’t understand, thought Ivan, it’s the journey and not the destination
that matters. Ivan turns on his heel and goes back through the car to
make sure everything is in order. Nearly a third of the seats are full.
Some of the young stockbrokers, laptop computers in their briefcases and Wall Street Journals in hand, are annoyed about having to ride
the train. They are unable to get comfortable in their seats. Some
work on whatever projects they have in their computers. They never
notice the trees passing outside their windows, the buildings, or the
people who walk the streets. They remain focused on their tasks,
making all the money they can. They never can get enough, and just
like the junkie girl at the other end of the car, they need more.
Through the night the train rumbles on, filling with passengers
and freight in a never-ending procession through the stops in the redlight district, past the hospital, and through the dark streets of the
poor. Poverty leads so many people to bad decisions, thinks Ivan. A
young man boards the train at the last stop, bleeding from a wound
he had received in a fight. The man sitting next to him offers first aid,
but he refuses any help. The ride will soon be over anyway, thinks Ivan.
There is always the darkness before the dawn, but it is darkest
here at Hope Bridge. This is the last stop. Pulling up, the train settles
under its weight. Ivan surveys his car. He isn’t supposed to count the
number of souls aboard, but it is a habit from having been a soldier.
Commanders always wanted a body count. He has a hundred and
eighteen aboard. The train sits motionless for quite some time, only
the smoke from the stack and the sound of the motor signaling its
presence. He knows Charley won’t go back until they are full.
Ivan stands in the door of his car, stepping down for loading,
waiting. From the shore near the bridge Ivan sees movement. Slowly
some very wet people come aboard. Smelling like the harbor water
they had so recently vacated, they will surely upset some of the passengers who won’t understand why they would have been swimming
at this hour. Ivan looks to the east. The sun is coming up. Not visible
yet, it is just a faint glow on the horizon, but something Ivan remem-
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bers he will never see again, like his family. He looks down the train
and sees other conductors folding their stairs and getting on board.
Turning to look up the train toward the engine, he sees Paul, cowering from the light and rushing aboard after his last passenger is
loaded. Ivan, following no other instinct but duty, folds his steps and
gets aboard. As the train lurches forward under the enormous weight,
due west, Ivan looks back at the bridge. Built as a means of communication and transport, it has also served to break that communication for so many people in the dark, lonely hours before morning, before the light of possibility shines.

Ivan’s car is full. The three new passengers put him one over capacity, but no one cares. They are going back full, even in freight.
Fortunately, the engine will have less work as soon as they reach the
downgrade. Up ahead the light on the front of the engine illuminates
the entrance to the tunnel. A green sign above the tunnel with white
reflective letters, like a highway sign, reads:
I am the way into the city of woe.
I am the way to a forsaken people.
I am the way into eternal sorrow.
Sacred justice moved my architect.
I was raised here by divine omnipotence,
primordial love and ultimate intellect.
Only those elements time cannot wear
were made before me, and beyond time I stand.
Abandon all hope ye who enter here.
No one riding this train ever sees this sign as they ride beneath
it. Most wouldn’t even know what it means. Dante’s words, put there
as a warning, are unseen by those who have lost faith. The train starts
down the long decline, and the passengers hear the slight screeching
of brakes. It is a long ride down to the Hobbs End Station. Ivan starts
collecting bottles and other trash. He throws all of it out the open
door and prepares for unloading. Removing a staff from a closet, he
stands at one end of his car, once again a soldier prepared for battle,
with the door behind him locked. A horrible screeching ensues as the
train comes to a complete stop. The steps are let down.
“Everyone out!” yells the conductors on every car. People look up
in shock to see a grotesque man with a staff bodily throwing people
off the train. The junkie girl hits the pavement with a wailing cry of
pain, financiers look for their laptop cases only to find them gone,
tossed long before out the open door. Cell phones don’t work here.
Everyone is herded out onto the platform where there is great confusion. Ivan makes one last check to make sure everyone is off. He finds
the elderly gentleman asleep in his seat. Ivan wakes him gently and
informs him that this is his stop.
“Thank you, young man. God knows where that conductor is.”
Ivan sees him to the door and boots him off the stairs.
“He does know. He sent me here. Welcome to hell.”
derek tabor was born in Wayland, Massachusetts, and is a freelance writer.
A graduate of the University of Massachusetts at Boston, he completed degrees in English and nursing and holds an honors colloquium in English.
He resides in Rhode Island.
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entranceways are celebrated in the words of scripture. The
psalmist proclaims, “Lift up your heads, oh, you gates! And be lifted
up, you everlasting doors!” The Bible concludes with the vision of a
city with glorious gates. They were made of pearl, and this has given
rise to the universally recognized phrase, “the pearly gates.” That’s
where we are heading one day, to those gates of pearl. We would not,
however, want to come to a gate that was devoid of human warmth.
We hope there will be sympathetic gatekeepers. We hope there will be
attendants, friendly and empathetic.
Now there’s a job to which one might aspire—to be a receptionist at the ultimate gate, the entranceway to eternal life. “I had rather
be a doorkeeper in the house of my God!” the psalmist sang. If you
are gregarious, that kind of interface would be right up your alley.You
would have the pleasure of giving the good news. “You are alive!”
Could this be a cheerful enterprise for you? We’ll get to that in
a moment.
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When Swedenborg lists the general employments of angels, he
mentions those who “attend upon those who are being raised from
the dead.” The awakening process may be figuratively described as the
doorway to eternal life. Those involved are sensitive to individuals
and their needs, keen to observe what newcomers are thinking.
Swedenborg writes that their manner is “soft and tender,” and
one senses the presence of love. When newcomers to the other life are
ready for it, the news can be given with humor. In one example an individual was told in effect that he was currently being buried. To
which he responded that it was just his body that was being buried,
not he himself. Here is perhaps the most delightful description
Swedenborg offers:
When newcomers into the spiritual world are in this first state,
angels wish them an auspicious arrival, and at first these angels
are greatly delighted from conversation with them, since they
know that they do not think otherwise than that they still live
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in the former world; wherefore the angels ask them what they
think of the life after death, to which the newcomers respond in
conformity with their previous ideas; some that they do not
know; some that they are breaths or ethereal appearances; some
that they are airy transparent bodies; some that they are flitting
specters. Some of them deny that anyone lives after death.
When the angels have heard these things they say,
“Welcome, we will show you something new, that you have not
known, namely this, that every person lives as a person after
death, in a body altogether as before.”
To these things the newcomers reply: “This is not possible.
Whence has he a body? Does it not lie with all things of it dead
in the grave?” To these things the angels respond merrily, “We
will demonstrate it to your sight.” And they say, “Are you not
people in perfect form? Look at yourselves and touch yourselves; and yet you have departed from the natural world.”
On hearing these things the new guests are astonished and
exclaim from joy of heart, “Thanks be to God that we are alive,
and that death has not obliterated us!”
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I have often heard newcomers instructed in this manner
concerning their life after death and have seen them gladdened
on account of their resurrection.
—john whitehead, tr., posthumous theological works,
vol. 2 (west chester: swedenborg foundation, 1996), p. 522.

We notice that the angels answer “merrily,” and we could toy with
the thought that being a heavenly receptionist could be a lot of fun.
the reverend donald l. rose attended the University of Grenoble in
France and received his degree from the Academy of New Church in Bryn
Athyn, Pennsylvania. His first assignment was as pastor in Sydney, Australia,
and as visiting pastor to New Zealand. From there he moved to London,
where he served as a visiting minister for groups in Holland and France.
Returning to America, he became the principal of a Swedenborgian elementary school in Pittsburgh, assistant pastor at the Bryn Athyn Cathedral, editor of a monthly journal, and newspaper columnist. For some memorable
glimpses into job opportunities at the heavenly gates, we recommend The
Afterlife, edited by Donald Rose and published by the Swedenborg
Foundation. (See advertisement on the inside back cover of this issue.)
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Seeing Angels

Pablo Picasso.
Self-Portrait, ca. 1902.
Black crayon with color
washes, 12 x 9-3/8 in.
National Gallery of Art,
Washington. Ailsa Mellon
Bruce Collection.
Image ©2007
Board of Trustees,
National Gallery of Art.

the plastic bag on the hospital infusion pole looked like an ordinary blood transfusion. Only this was far from an ordinary procedure. Running into a central line embedded in my chest were bonemarrow stem cells from a total stranger, stem cells that we hoped
would combat non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma, a hematologic malignancy similar to leukemia.
I recently returned home after three months of treatment at
Oregon Health and Sciences University in Portland, one of the select
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medical centers authorized to perform stem-cell transplants for cancer patients. After a three-week hospital stay, I had to remain in the
Portland area for several more weeks both for regular clinic visits and
as a precaution in case I went into crisis. A bone-marrow transfer is
similar to an organ transplant with rejection problems high on the
list of dangers. With already suppressed immune systems, patients are
advised to remain close to the experts rather than taking their
chances with local emergency rooms.
I was lucky. When the hospital plugged my genetic information
into the National Marrow Donor Base, we got an initial 639 “hits” for
potential donors. Some cancer patients wind up with only a few potential donors, some with none. Noreen, the ultra-brilliant hospital
geneticist, assured me that she was confident that we’d find a match
among the 639 for a “generic white guy.”
As the potentially-cancer-fighting cells flowed into my chest, I
closed my eyes to visualize healing angels entering my body like kids
whizzing down a playground slide. The angels were all shapes, sizes,
and races. Each carried a satchel with their belongings and a canister
vacuum cleaner—which they would use to vacuum up my cancer
cells. My wife Louise aided my visualization by whispering Psalm 91
in my ear:
For he shall give his angels charge over thee, to keep thee in all
thy ways.
Visualization and prayer has helped get me through cancer treatment. Last year when I was undergoing devastating chemotherapy, I
visualized standing with my family on the corner of Fifth Avenue and
57th Street in New York. It was twilight, and we were visiting the Big
Apple before Christmas by which time chemotherapy would be behind me. Come December tears poured down my cheeks as we stood
on that very corner. Even the light was as I’d visualized. I had a long
way to go on my cancer journey, but I had passed a milestone.
Noreen phoned me after conducting a preliminary screening of
my genetic makeup.“Lots of British Isles and Germanic heritage,” she
said, telling me what I already knew. “And just a dollop of French.” I
was amazed. That dollop was a great-grandmother. “And then there’s
an odd gene,” she continued, referring to the gene in a code that
sounded like a license plate.“It’s Mediterranean-Iberian Peninsula or
maybe Italian.”
“What?”I said incredulously, knowing that such ancestry was beyond family records.
Our family comes from peasant stock. No way could anyone in
generations past afford a Roman holiday. Did one of the Armada
sailors jump ship and mingle with the natives? Our whole family had
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fun with the mystery gene, saying how it explains Uncle Louie’s hot
temper or niece Erin’s penchant for salsa music.
As Noreen narrowed down the pool, she selected two potential
donors whom she thought might accommodate a generic white guy
with a rogue Mediterranean gene—the first potential donor listed
himself as “Hispanic male,” the second listed himself as “mixed race.”
Bingo. Noreen hit on all cylinders with both donors, matching twelve
out of twelve markers.
Non-related donors must remain anonymous for a year after a
transplant. All I know is that my donor is a twenty-year-old male, recruited from the U.S. Department of Defense, meaning that he’s in
uniform, but I don’t know which branch of the service. I suspect he’s
stationed back East because a courier hand carried the newly-harvested cells onto a plane that didn’t arrive in Portland until about
nine o’clock the same evening. The courier grabbed the first taxi to
get the cells to the hospital. Angels were sliding into me before midnight.
During the initial weeks, doctors concentrate more on monitoring the potentially fatal treatment than the underlying cancer. Blood
counts guide them in adjusting medicine to help make the donor cells
comfortable in their new home while easing my old cells into retirement. This is serious stuff. I was born with an O-positive blood type.
Thanks to my donor cells, I’ll be A-positive for the rest of my life.
While the doctors fiddled with my dosages, I would close my eyes
to visualize my healing angels making themselves at home in my
body. As the weeks wore on, I began to see myself kneeling in a prayer
of thanksgiving inside our front door once I finally got back home.
Fulfilling the visualization would mean that I had survived initial
treatment. Again, tears flowed as my visualization became reality.
Now that I’m back home, I keep a tiny angel my sister sent from
Spain next to my computer—a daily reminder to embrace God’s
grace and the healing energy friends send via prayer or loving
thoughts.
My latest visualization takes me up to another December. I see
our family linking hands around a chop-it-yourself Christmas tree
on a gray, overcast day. If I realize that visualization, I’m sure my tears
will flow as I thank a higher power for continuing to give healing angels charge over me.
And if I realize my Christmas visualization? I’ll probably begin to
see myself celebrating a full year of healing grace by phoning my no
longer anonymous donor to tell him that regardless of whether or not
the treatment ultimately proves effective, he’s a real angel to me.
w.e. reinka is a freelance writer who contributes to publications nationwide. He remains cancer free.

margaret b. ingraham

Proper Words
for Birds
Volery is a word I’m sure
my mother never used,
may have never heard,
although she always pointed out
the birds in flight, the places
they would light, knew every one
by name, found such riotous delight
in the way the cedar waxwings lay
on the winter ground between
Grandpa’s house and ours, not dead
but drunk from stripping
the overripe fire orange berries
off the laden pyracantha branches
she espaliered along our brick wall.
Never did she tell us, if she knew,
that the several mourning doves
my father loved above the other birds
were strictly speaking a piteousness
whenever they came together;
nor would she ever have let on
that the masks distinguishing
the tiny ruby-crowned kinglets
and black-capped chickadees
might have been the very thing
that caused the ornithologists
to look upon their congregations
with so earnest a distrust as to term
them all together a dissimulation.
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Mother’s was a kind of understanding
that reached beyond the limits
of science and its strange taxonomy.
Mother always spoke to us
in other words about the birds:
“Listen,” “Hush,” “Come quickly
if you want to see the crazy nuthatch
creeping upside down again, there,
along the trunk of that maple tree.”
“Watch,” she would explain,
“when the hopping robin stops
and cocks her head toward the ground
it means she’s found a tunneling worm
by the sound only the birds can hear.”
So now when spring sends
migrating parcel after parcel
back from my native South,
reminiscence touches down in me
as a descent of flickers
to magnolia’s glossy leaves.
Teakettle chants of Carolina wren
open memory and Mother’s voice
floats back on each familiar note.
And I want to say in language
plain as I was taught,
“Mother, I have thought of you
when the redwings storm the marsh
and when the goldfinch sings.”
I imagine she would answer me,
“I know you have and that you learned
without so many words
to apprehend the charm
of hummingbirds.”
margaret b. ingraham is the recipient of an Academy of American Poets
Award, the 2006 Sam Ragan Prize, and three poetry fellowships from the
Virginia Center for the Creative Arts. Her poetry has appeared or is forthcoming in Nimrod, New Delta Review, Evansville Review, Louisiana
Literature, Flyway, Hampden-Sydney Poetry Review, Poet Lore, Talking River,
Whiskey Island Magazine, Limestone, Confluence, Phoebe, Carquinez Poetry
Review, Westview, and California Quarterly. She lives and works in
Alexandria, Virginia.

john l. hitchcock

William James
and the Infinite
Inner World

from time to time I dive into William James’s Varieties of Religious
Experience just for the pleasure of encountering the language again.
In doing so recently I was deeply struck by not only the clarity of his
thought, but also the numerous places where he anticipated concepts
well known to readers of C.G. Jung, including his charting of the human unconscious through its personal and collective levels down to
a core of unlimited depth. I was further struck by James’s prescience
in other areas of current thinking and ended by writing a book documenting his wide-ranging foresight in medicine, philosophy, and
theology as well as psychology. For this article I focus on the theme
of the infinite inner world and James’s influence on Jung in this regard.
James’s view that the fruits of religious experience for living are
what give such experience its value, rather than some philosophical or
theological criterion, is a major point in his philosophy. The second
chapter of Varieties contains James’s famous definition of religion:
the feelings, acts, and experiences of individuals in their solitude, so far as they apprehend themselves to stand in relation to
whatever they may consider the divine. (p.31)
Religion is thus drawn completely into the experiential sphere. A
bit later, James adds this, which ties him in immediately with the
theme of other worlds:
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Religion, whatever it is, is one’s total reaction upon life . . . Total
attitudes are different from usual or professional attitudes. To
get at them you must go behind the foreground of existence
and reach down to that curious sense of the whole residual cosmos as an everlasting presence, intimate or alien, terrible or
amusing, lovable or odious, which in some degree everyone
possesses. This sense of the world’s presence, . . . is our answer
to the question, “What is the character of this universe in which
we dwell?” (p.35)
James notes that “we are in the end absolutely dependent on the
universe” (p. 51). These statements are profound, although we seldom think about their vast implications.

The Interdependence of Science and Religion
to the degree that we are mistaken as to the nature of this physical cosmos, our experience in the dimension of the spirit is a continuous self-deception. At the same time, there being no final answer as
to that nature, we can only go as deep as we can go, which is good
enough, provided we realize that our quest is open-ended, and we
work steadily at coming to greater depth and objectivity of understanding. To know that we have indeed gone as far as we can presently go requires, in turn, that we know ourselves to a degree appropriate to our knowledge of the universe, so as to avoid deceiving ourselves as much as we can. If undertaken seriously, this dual process
may well be a reasonable description of a “total reaction upon life,”
in James’s sense. And knowing ourselves now involves taking into account unconscious motivations and processes.
In Varieties James considers the divergent attitudes of “healthymindedness,”in which the reality of evil is essentially denied, and “the
sick soul,” in which suffering engenders growth:
There is no doubt that healthy-mindedness is inadequate as a
philosophical doctrine, because the evil facts which it refuses
positively to account for are a genuine portion of reality; and they
may after all be the best key to life’s significance, and possibly the
only openers of our eyes to the deepest levels of truth. (p.163,
emphasis added)

Conversion: Forming a New Center
the formation of a deeper personal center establishes a new
unity of the personality. Let us note that for Jung, like James, the unifications include not only the reconciliation of previously discordant
parts of the individual psyche, but also the alignment of that unified
person with the universe of matter and spirit.

James notes that each of us has a variety of interests or personal
centers. He gives as an example alternative pictures of the President
of the United States either in Washington or camping in the mountains as two essentially different persons.
What brings such changes about is the way in which emotional
excitement alters. Things hot and vital to us today are cold tomorrow. [The hot parts] are in short the centers of our dynamic energy, whereas the cold parts leave us indifferent and passive
in proportion to their coldness . . .
Let us hereafter, in speaking of the hot place in a man’s
consciousness, the group of ideas to which he devotes himself,
and from which he works, call it the habitual center of his personal energy. (pp.195-196)
In this framework, then, conversion is the formation of a new,
more stable and permanent center of personal energy, as James says:
A mind is a system of ideas, each with the excitement it arouses
. . . The collection of ideas alters by subtraction or addition in
the course of experience . . . A mental system may be undermined or weakened by this alteration . . . and yet for a time kept
upright by dead habit. But a new perception, a sudden emotional shock, or an occasion which lays bare the organic alteration, will make the whole fabric fall together; and then the
centre of gravity sinks into an attitude more stable, for the new
ideas that reach the centre in the rearrangement seem now to
be locked there, and the new structure remains permanent.
(p.197)
Jung would describe the same process as the appearance of a
symbol that embodies a steeper gradient in the psyche toward which
things now move. James quotes James H. Leuba, whose thought is
virtually identical to James’s own summary of his lectures:
Professor Leuba, in a valuable article on the psychology of conversion, subordinates the theological aspect of the religious life
almost entirely to its moral aspect. The religious sense he defines as “the feeling of unwholeness, or moral imperfection, of
sin, to use the technical word, accompanied by the yearning after the peace of unity. The word “religion,” he says, “is getting
more and more to signify the conglomerate of desires and
emotions springing from the sense of sin and its release.”
(p. 201)
James’s own summary formula (pp. 507–508) is:
The warring gods and formulas of the various religions do
indeed cancel each other, but there is a certain uniform
deliverance in which religions all appear to meet. It consists of
two parts:
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1. An uneasiness; and
2. Its solution.
1. The uneasiness, reduced to its simplest terms, is a sense
that there is something wrong about us as we naturally
stand.
2. The solution is a sense that we are saved from the wrongness
by making proper connection with the higher powers.
When James comes to the topic of mysticism and mystical experience, he sounds an experiential note echoed later by J. Middleton
Murry, in God, in which he compares and contrasts the experience of
anesthesia with the true mystical opening that is the product of an
intensive personal search. But here we begin to get the approach to
the concept of the unconscious as such, and the fact that mystical experience universally involves a deep sense that questions are answered and opposites are reconciled. James says that it was his experience with nitrous oxide that showed him that our normal “rational” consciousness is only a part of our being, only one form of consciousness, and that for him it points to a metaphysical reality.
The keynote of [the experience] is invariably a reconciliation. It
is as if the opposites of the world, whose contradictoriness and
conflict make all our difficulties and troubles, were melted into
unity. Not only do they, as contrasted species, belong to one
and the same genus, but one of the species, the nobler and better
one, is itself the genus, and so soaks up and absorbs its opposite
into itself. (pp. 387–389)

Opposite:
Pavel Tchelitchew.
Head VII, 1950.
Pastel on paper.
High Museum of Art,
Atlanta. Gift
in memory of
Mr. Robert R. Snodgrass
from a private
collection.

The assertion that our “rational” ego-consciousness is only one
of many possible forms of consciousness is very innovative. The
framework of concepts in which we think could be replaced by others, even in the physical sciences. This also suggests that the concepts
themselves, while they cover the seemingly available logical ground,
don’t encompass the worldfield, which is nonrational in itself.
Beyond the experiences of being in the presence of an overarching meaning, James puts “cosmic consciousness” itself, a term that
James credits to R. M. Bucke. According to Bucke, cosmic consciousness is an awareness of the life and order of the universe. There is also
a sense of intellectual enlightenment which alone would make the individual almost a member of a new species. Then there is a state of
moral exaltation and joyousness, which is even more important than
the enhanced intellectual power. Finally, there is a consciousness of
eternal life, “not a conviction that he shall have this, but the consciousness that he has it already.” (p. 398)
This sense of the aliveness of the universe resonates with the distinction, in ancient Greek, between Zoë (indestructible aliveness) and
bios, the characteristic traits of a specified life, the outlines that dis-
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tinguish one living thing from another. As Karl Kerenyi says
in Dionysios:
Zoë is the thread upon which every individual bios is strung
like a bead, and which, in contrast to bios, can be conceived of
only as endless . . . (p. xxxvi)
This is the best characterization of the aliveness in the depths of
the psyche that I have encountered.

The Conversion Process as Motivated from Within
as to process, James employs the analogy of our trying to remember a word or a name, the access to which remains “jammed” as long
as we concentrate upon recalling it. And so it is with conversion:
A man’s conscious wit and will, so far as they strain towards the
ideal, are aiming at something only dimly and inaccurately
imagined. Yet all the while the forces of mere organic ripening
within him are going on towards their own prefigured result,
and his conscious strainings are letting loose subconscious allies behind the scenes, which in their way work towards rearrangement.
Starbuck seems to put his finger on the root of the matter
when he says that to exercise the personal will is still to live in
the region where the imperfect self is the thing most emphasized. Where, on the contrary, the subconscious forces take the
lead, it is more probably the better self in posse which directs the
operation. Instead of being clumsily and vaguely aimed at from
without, it is then itself the organizing center. (pp. 209–210,
emphasis added)

Toward Jung’s Formulation of the Self
this last quotation is an almost perfect formulation of Jung’s
idea of the Self, which definitely is “the better self in posse,” in one of
its major aspects. Jung’s colleague, Erich Neumann, gave a most instructive image of the Self as Jung sees it, noting that although a living body contains many systems and processes, it still functions as a
coordinated unity:
These processes together constitute a unity, the virtual center of
which is the Self or entelechy, which is a symbol for the phenomenon of the totality of the organism. The total structure . . .
can also be conceived of as a center, which directs and controls
them . . . This control of all partial processes from an invisible
center is the most obvious phenomenon which differentiates
the living from the inorganic. (Depth Psychology and a New
Ethic, 1969, New York: C.G. Jung Foundation, pp. 117–118)

So the Self is a regulating center, which is present even in lower
animals and plants, although we usually think of it as the center of
the whole human being, conscious and unconscious, a center toward
which psychological development tends. It is still leading humanity
toward a deepening of consciousness. James’s approach may well
have influenced Jung, since the very term “Self ” is present in Varieties,
taken by James from Frederick Myers. James goes on:
When the new center of personal energy has been subconsciously incubated so long as to be just ready to open into
flower, “hands off ” is the only word for us; it must burst forth
unaided! . . . You see why self-surrender has been and always
must be regarded as the vital turning point of the religious life,
so far as religious life is spiritual and no affair of outer works
and ritual and sacraments. (p. 210)
Jung’s psychology has carried this thread forward, for it is there
that the mutual interpenetration of the unseen field and the psyche
has continued to be recognized.

Consciousness as Field
james asks some remarkably challenging questions for the
time of his lectures, especially with the controversy over Darwinism
raging through those years. Here we encounter a freedom of speculation for which it would be hard to imagine a rival in its time.
Is an instantaneous conversion a miracle in which God is present as he is present in no change of heart less strikingly abrupt?
. . . Or, on the contrary, may the whole phenomenon of regeneration, even in these startling instantaneous examples, possibly be a strictly natural process, divine in its fruits, of course,
but . . . neither more nor less divine in its mere causation and
mechanism than any other process, high or low, of man’s interior life? (p. 230)
In order to answer these questions, James brings in the then relatively new concept of the “field of consciousness,” which reaches beyond immediate awareness to content “in the margin.” As he says:
The important fact which this “field” formula commemorates is
the indetermination of the margin. Inattentively realized as is
the matter which the margin contains, it is nevertheless there,
and helps both to guide our behavior and to determine the next
movement of our attention. It lies around us like a “magnetic
field,” inside of which our center of energy turns like a compassneedle, as the present phase of consciousness alters into its successor. Our whole past store of memories floats beyond this
margin, ready at a touch to come in; and the entire mass of
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residual powers, impulses, and knowledges that constitute our
empirical self stretches continuously beyond it. (p. 232)
The metaphor of the field is what brings the notion of a “margin” or “fringe” of consciousness into focus. This is a major step,
which leads beyond the boundary of subliminal contents, toward
those more distant contents that are truly unconscious.

The Unconscious
this brings us to one of the most important passages in all of
Varieties, the hypothesis of the unconscious itself. James also brings
in an energy concept as to the mechanism involved. For him, as for
Jung, it is the energy of an unconscious content that brings it to consciousness when the content is touched by a symbol.
I cannot but think that the most important step forward that
has occurred in psychology since I have been a student of that
science is the discovery, first made in 1886, that, in certain subjects at least, there is not only the consciousness of the ordinary
field, with its usual center and margin, but an addition thereto
in the shape of a set of memories, thoughts, and feelings which
are extra-marginal and outside of the primary consciousness
altogether, but yet must be classed as conscious facts of some
sort, able to reveal their presence by unmistakable signs. I call
this the most important step forward because, unlike the other
advances which psychology has made, this discovery has revealed to us an entirely unsuspected peculiarity in the constitution of human nature. No other step forward which psychology
has made can proffer any such claim as this.
In particular this discovery of a consciousness existing beyond the field, or subliminally as Mr. Myers terms it, casts light
on many phenomena of religious biography . . .
The most important consequence of having a strongly developed ultra-marginal life of this sort is that one’s ordinary
fields of consciousness are liable to incursions from it of which
the subject does not guess the source, and which, therefore,
take for him the form of unaccountable impulses to act, or inhibitions of action, of obsessive ideas, or even of hallucinations
of sight or hearing . . . due to “uprushes” into the ordinary consciousness of energies originating in the subliminal parts of the
mind. (pp. 233–234)
Although James uses the expression “subliminal consciousness,”
it is clear that it is in fact unconscious. Jung also takes the passage in
this manner. We don’t know when he read the book, but we do know
that he was aware of the work of Myers, for there are six references to

Myers in his own writings, including in quotes from Varieties. Jung’s
acknowledged indebtedness to James and Myers is clear.
James speculates that those who experience instantaneous conversions are those who possess “a large region in which mental work
can go on subliminally, and from which invasive experiences, abruptly upsetting the equilibrium of the primary consciousness, may
come.”
Our spiritual judgment . . . our opinion of the significance and
value of a human event or condition, must be decided on empirical grounds exclusively. If the fruits for life of the state of
conversion are good, we ought to idealize and venerate it, even
though it be a piece of natural psychology; if not, we ought to
make short work with it, no matter what supernatural being
may have infused it. (p. 237)
And a bit later:
The real witness of the spirit to the second birth is to be found
only in the disposition of the genuine child of God, the permanently patient heart, the love of self eradicated. And this, it has
to be admitted, is also found in those who pass no crisis, and
may even be found outside Christianity altogether . . . And
when we touch our own upper limit and live in our own highest
center of energy, we may call ourselves saved, no matter how
much higher someone else’s center may be. (pp. 238–239,
emphasis added)
This statement offers a creative way to look at the whole of the
evolution of consciousness. If a given transformation, such as the formation of a new spiritual center of personal energy, fails to occur in
some cases, we must remember that we are at a threshold in the evolution of consciousness. God does not condemn those in whom the
transition fails; the whole previous history of evolution consists precisely of such failures.
And finally on the relationship of psychology and religion:
The lower manifestations of the Subliminal, indeed, fall within
the resources of the personal subject: his ordinary sensematerial, inattentively taken in and subconsciously remembered and combined, will account for all his usual automatisms. But just as our primary wide-awake consciousness
throws open our senses to the touch of things material, so it is
logically conceivable that if there be higher spiritual agencies
that can directly touch us, the psychological condition of their
doing so might be our possession of a subconscious region
which alone should yield access to them. The hubbub of the
waking life might close a door which in the dreamy Subliminal
might remain ajar or open . . . The notion of a subconscious
self certainly ought not at this point of our inquiry to be held
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to exclude all notion of a higher penetration. If there be higher
powers able to impress us, they may get access to us only through
the subliminal door. (pp. 242–243, emphasis added)
James seems clearly to envision a transpersonal region common
to us all, and he equally clearly envisions the “Deity” or “higher spiritual agencies” as operating from within the persons affected.
If we see James as postulating a deeper—ultimately infinitely
deep—region beyond the more personal areas of the subconscious in
the above, it seems possible that Jung, who said the same in various
places, was stimulated in some measure by his reading of Varieties.

The Self
recall james’s summary formula given above:
The warring gods and formulas of the various religions do indeed cancel each other, but there is a certain uniform deliverance in which religions all appear to meet. It consists of two
parts:
1. An uneasiness; and
2. Its solution.
Now we can follow James’s continuation:
The individual, so far as he suffers from his wrongness and criticizes it, is to that extent consciously beyond it, and in at least
possible touch with something higher, if anything higher exists.
Along with the wrong part there is thus a better part of him,
even though it may be but a most helpless germ . . . When stage
2 (the stage of solution or salvation) arrives, the man identifies
his real being with the germinal higher part of himself; and
does so in the following way. He becomes conscious that this
higher part is coterminous and continuous with a moré of the
same quality, which is operative in the universe outside of him,
and which he can keep in working touch with, and in a fashion
get on board of and save himself when all his lower being has gone
to pieces in the wreck. (pp. 508–509)
The “moré of the same quality,” refers to the “germinal higher
self.” James pursues the question: Is it real? The various theologies answer in the affirmative:
They all agree that the “moré” really exists; though some of
them hold it to exist in the shape of a personal god or gods,
while others are satisfied to conceive it as a stream of ideal tendency embedded in the eternal structure of the world. They all
agree, moreover, that it acts as well as exists, and that something really is effected for the better when you throw your life
into its hands. (p. 510)

The subconscious self is, I believe, exactly the mediating term required. Apart from all religious considerations, there is actually
and literally more life in our total soul than we are at any time
aware of . . . What Mr. Myers said in 1892 is as true as when it
was first written: “Each of us is in reality an abiding psychical
entity far more extensive than he knows . . . The Self manifests
through the organism; but there is always some part of the Self
unmanifested; and always, as it seems, some power of organic
expression in abeyance or reserve.” . . . Let me then propose, as
an hypothesis, that whatever it may be on its farther side, the
“moré” with which in religious experience we feel ourselves
connected is on its hither side the subconscious continuation of
our conscious life. (pp. 511–512)
At the very end of his lectures, James adds his own interpretive
“overbeliefs” in the religious realm.
The further limits of our being plunge, it seems to me, into an
altogether other dimension of existence from the sensible and
merely “understandable” world. Name it the mystical region, or
the supernatural region, whichever you choose . . . Yet the unseen region in question is not merely ideal, for it produces effects in this world. When we commune with it, work is actually
done upon our finite personality, for we are turned into new
men . . . But that which produces effects within another reality
must be termed a reality itself, so I feel as if we had no philosophic excuse for calling the unseen or mystical world unreal.
God is the natural appellation, for us Christians at least, for
the supreme reality, so I will call this higher part of the universe
by the name of God. We and God have business with each other; and in opening ourselves to his influence our deepest destiny is fulfilled. (pp. 515–517)
And James closes with his personal statement of commitment to
the attempt not merely to believe, but to act on behalf of his beliefs.
This essay summarizes one of the central theses of John Hitchcock’s booklength manuscript now in process. Dr. Hitchcock holds graduate degrees in
clinical mental health counseling, phenomenology of science and religion,
and astronomy. He has taught mythology and astronomy at San Francisco
State University, and physics at the University of Wisconsin at La Crosse. He
offers workshops specializing in science as a source of numinous symbols
for personal growth and daily living: science as myth. He is the author of
four books in the field of science and spirituality, two of which are published
by the Swedenborg Foundation. Besides the book excerpted in this essay,
which links William James’s prescient work with that of Jung and others, he
has recently finished another on the problem of evil. John works in
Colorado as a Jungian psychotherapist. He also serves on the board of the
Boulder, Colorado, Friends of Jung.
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c at h e r i n e m u n c h

Vital Signs

She corkscrews one index finger toward the other,
tilts her head and frowns.
ID bracelet and IV tape ring her left arm,
leaving her right hand free for speaking.
I watch her sign from the end of the bed,
then voice for her, “I’m in pain.”
Patient in bed, the RN, this interpreter
standing, we are the sight-line triangle.
We wait, while the nurse’s question,
“How much pain?”
translates into an air dance on my hands.
The patient’s whole body winces
as she listens with her eyes.
The pale blue room is quiet.
The patient reads the line of grinning-to-grim faces,
taps the next to last.
“That bad?” The nurse asks through me.
The patient’s eyes well while her fingers agitate,
motions too quick for the nurse to track:
“Greater than childbirth,” I voice,
“worse than the headache after my father’s funeral.”
“It’s natural,” the nurse flicks a syringe,
“beneficial pain after surgery.”
“Good pain?” I seek clarification, “Nothing’s wrong?”
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The nurse is brusque, “Knitting incision, tumor’s gone.”
We are left alone. I sit, crossing my legs,
a plastic cup of coffee by my feet.
Our hands flash while we chat.
“This hospital,” the woman’s hands slur, she encompasses
all seven floors, “The treatment’s better,” she pauses.
“How do you mean?” I ask.
A young man wearing green scrubs blows past
the open door. He catches the patient’s glance
and does a comic stop, a cartoon screech
on the heels of his rubber-soled shoes.
Leaning in he waves, then continues on his course.
Lines in the patient’s forehead, those
etched around her mouth, relax. Laughter,
laughter without sound ripples sheets and blankets.
“Here,” she tilts her head, circling her open palms,
“friendly,” her fingers billow small sails in front of her cheeks,
“kind,” she signs, placing her heart into her hands.

catherine munch became a medical interpreter for the deaf after falling in
love with their language, ASL, American Sign Language. She’s belted out
songs with her hands onstage at the National and American Folk Festivals.
Her poetry, short stories, and articles surface on National Public Radio, in
The Progressive, The North American Review, The Writer, and in other magazines and journals. Cate lives in Santa Cruz, California.
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The Last Days
of Harry
Chester Buck

marion stearns buck, my great-grandmother, lost her husband
and three oldest children in the 1882 U.S. diphtheria epidemic. The
fear of this disease was so great that she had to read the graveside
funeral services for her husband and children. Years later, she wrote
this extraordinary account about the last days of her son Harry:
Having been requested to write an account of the last days of my
boy Harry, I will try to do so as best I can. . . . In the spring of the
year 1882, my family, consisting of my husband, myself, and six
children, were living in Easton, Massachusetts. My youngest child,
a girl not six months old, had passed to the other side in
November 1876.
In that spring of 1882 diphtheria attacked us, and on the 16th
of May, our oldest boy, Horace, not quite eighteen years of age,
was taken from earth. When he realized that he must go, he spoke
calmly and pleasantly of it, and said, “It is all right.” In one week
from that time on the 23rd of the month, my husband followed
our boy. On the 29th my second son, Howard, thirteen years old,
was with his father and brother. Almost his last words were the
Lord’s Prayer, as he was accustomed to repeat it before sleeping
each night. Then he was gone as quietly as if it was only for a
night’s rest.
My next child, Harry, eleven years of age, stayed with us until
July 8th. The last four days he was with us, he was consciously in
both worlds at times. He said he saw his father and brothers as
plainly as he saw me, and said his father asked where I was and
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what was I doing. He also wanted us to come to where he was.
Harry said, “I told him I would come.”
At another time Harry said to me, “There are four girls with
father, and the little one looks like you.”
I asked, “What is her name?”
He replied, “I do not know.”
Then I said, “Ask your father.”
He did so, and said, “Father says her name is Evelyn.”
It was my baby’s name. My husband had three sisters who
were called to go at an early age, and I thought it might be they
were with him. Harry said the little girl was about as big as
George (his brother who was then eight years old). My little girl
would have been six if she had stayed with us. In a more congenial

Charcoal and pencil
portrait of
Harry Chester Buck
(January 2, 1871,
to July 8, 1882).
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sphere they may develop in a shorter time than on the earth.
Harry spoke often of his brother Howard and the little girl being beside him. At one time he told me, “Howard brings me water
to drink, and it does not hurt me like the water you give me; he
knows when I want it without my telling him.”
At another time he spoke of the house his father and brothers
were in, as a large house, as he expressed it, “five times bigger than
this one, and I went up a good many stairs to get to the room they
were in.”
As he was very fond of flowers, I asked if he saw any. He answered, “Not in the room they were in, but in the rooms I went
through to get there I saw some.”
“What kind were they,” I asked.
He replied, “They were kinds I had never seen before.”
Once he said, “There is a black-haired man with father.”
I asked, “Who is it?”
His answer was, “I do not know.”
By the description he gave, I thought it might be an uncle of
his father’s, one he [his father] was much attached to, who had
gone from earth some years before Harry was born. I had a small
picture of this uncle and brought it to Harry.
Before I could say a word, he said, “Don’t tell me who it is.”
He took it, looked at it for a moment, then exclaimed, “Uncle
Howard . . . that is the man with father.”
He sometimes spoke of other people talking with his father. It
seemed to me that my husband was meeting and being welcomed
by friends who had gone before. It was a pleasant thought and almost forbade us to mourn for those who still live and in the Lord’s
good time shall meet again.
One day Harry said, “I told him I would come, and I am
going.” As he spoke he raised himself in bed as if to go.
I said, “You will stay with me a little longer, won’t you?”
He quietly lay down again, but not long after, he went,
never to return.
He had spoken of his little sister (or the little girl, as he called
her) sitting in her father’s lap as his father sang to her or told her
stories. To me, it appeared that my dear husband was with his
children and the friends who were with him, and although we
were left without his visible presence, yet we should rejoice that
they were “all right” as my oldest son had said when he knew that
he must go.
—marion stearns buck

My great-grandmother and her surviving children were
Swedenborgians. Her son George married Grace Packard, and they
raised thirteen children in the Mansfield, Massachusetts, area.
My grandfather George told his children that he also contracted

diphtheria at the age of eight but would not permit the doctor to treat
him or swab his throat, and he survived. “I was stubborn, even then,”
he said.
Olive Buck, one of the thirteen, married John J. Martin, my father. We were raised in the Swedenborgian church, and upon the
death by drowning of my six-year-old brother Richie in 1941, I felt
called to the ministry. In 1952 I graduated from both the Harvard
Divinity School and the Swedenborgian seminary and was ordained
in 1953.
Throughout my adult life, I have been intrigued by the transcendent. I have had psychic experiences ever since the death of my small
brother and consider my primary mission is to integrate the spiritual and natural dimensions of life, relating the mystical to the natural.
In one instance in 1990, I preached on the closeness of these two
realms and told the story of my great-grandmother’s loss of her husband and three older sons in 1882. As I spoke, I pointed to a large,
framed portrait of my great uncle on the altar—Harry Chester Buck.
Shortly afterwards, in a session with a professional psychic, Harry
made his presence known and thanked me for remembering and
speaking of him.
I was brought up to avoid “dabbling” in the occult, but in the
1960s, through a strange set of circumstances, I became a close friend
of the internationally-known psychic, Arthur Ford. In a series of “sittings,” I became aware of the presence of my deceased brother as my
guardian angel. Of course there is no way of proving this, but I believe it to be consistent with my Swedenborgian faith, and I feel it to
be true. Swedenborg said that he had seen, he had heard, and he had
felt the world of spirit. My own experiences convince me of not only
the reality of the spiritual world, but also the closeness of this realm
to our work-a-day world. I don’t look to heaven as pie in the sky, but
as inspiration for living a heavenly life here and now.
When the time comes for me to make the final transition, I look
forward to joining my great-grandparents, great aunts and uncles,
and the many others who have followed in their train. Who knows?
At the entry portal may be Harry Chester Buck.
the reverend ernest o. martin has served Swedenborgian parishes in the
mid-Atlantic area and the West Coast. He was president of the denomination
for seven years and later founded and directed the Temenos Retreat Center
in Pennsylvania. He has written widely in the fields of Swedenborgianism,
spirituality, and mysticism and is now living an active retirement in the
Seattle area in the foothills of the Cascades. His most recent book is The
Beauty of Holiness: Story of the Wayfarers Chapel (2007). Two of his six children have been ordained into the Swedenborgian ministry.
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Night Walking
Jesus said, “If you bring forth what is within you, what you
bring forth will save you. If you do not bring forth what is
within you, what you do not bring forth will destroy you.”
—the gnostic gospels

My hip slowed me down last night, an old injury
that sent me to the basement for my cane
and followed me for miles down the center of night’s street.
The burnished handle a familiar curl against my palm,
an arch of memories in my fist.
When I looked upward, Orion offered nothing.
He held his place in the firmament
as he has since we first met—
a model of composure and discipline.
How many nights have I watched him arc
across the ink-dark sky? Over granite minarets
and low-rent apartments, through webs of sycamore
and palo verde, above river-canyon rims, above
the din of traffic and screaming police sirens.
When Jesus walked into the wilderness,
did he search the constellations?
Seeing Orion, did he say: Here I am.
Did he find comfort in the illusion of its permanence?
shawn pittard is the author of These Rivers, a chapbook of poems from
Rattlesnake Press (2004). His poems and stories have appeared in the
Berkeley Poetry Review, Cimarron Review, Euphony, Runes, and Spillway. He
contributes book reviews and essays on poetry and the arts to The Great
American Pinup—an online blog—from his home in Sacramento,
California.
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II. Voyages

MOVING INTO A NEW DIRECTION, EMBRACING THE UNKNOWN, YOUR IMAGINATION
EAGERLY ACCOMPANIES YOU ON THE JOURNEY TOWARD . . . WHO KNOWS WHAT?
THE ARCHITECTURAL EXPLORATION OF AN UPWARDLY FLINGING SKYSCRAPER
SUGGESTS THAT SPIRITUAL EXPLORATION MAY ADD MORE ADVENTURE TO THE VOYAGE.
• NEW WORLDS AWAIT! •

l au r a f r e e d g o o d

Ferry
to Martha’s
Vineyard
Sailing in the bloom of clouds
gulls begin their ritual crossing.
They float on airstream,
their whiteness
an absence of movement.
A man holds out a cracker
to one low on the wind.
For a moment there is
the gold round
of eye,
rose soft
open maw.
The grayed beak plucks from hand,
arm and wing confound in the swirl.
A sudden recoil of feathers
brushes through air.
The gull’s float returns,
the island promised
in the far swells.
laura freedgood’s most recent poems have appeared in RiverSedge,
Drumvoices Review, A Chaos of Angels, Descant, Hawai’i Pacific Review,
Euphony, Wisconsin Review, Crucible, Journal of New Jersey Poets, Heliotrope,
and Erased, Sigh Sigh. She was Poet-of-the-Quarter in the Fall 2005 The
Aurorean and Featured Poet for its 10th Anniversary edition. She is a recipient of a three-year poetry grant from the RF CUNY Foundation and currently assistant professor in writing, Queensborough Community College,
Bayside, New York.
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Afterward

Grant Wood.
Death on the Ridge
Road, 1935.
Oil on masonite,
39 x 46 in. Williams
College Museum of Art.
Gift of Cole Porter.

ann clung to the hillside gazing down on the mangled wreck of
her car. She stumbled to her feet and did a quick body check; no
blood, no pain, everything moved correctly. A gust of wind whipped
over the hill, blowing her hair across her face. Brushing it away, she
tried to figure out what happened. Nothing. Her last clear thought
was of the new knitting pattern she’d bought earlier that day.
Frowning, she ran her hands through her hair. No bumps on her
head, so why couldn’t she remember?
“What a wreck.”
Ann flinched at the voice just behind her left ear. She hadn’t seen
anyone approach.
“That car is totaled.”
She turned to face the speaker and saw . . . Steve McQueen? Trying
to get a grip on her scattered thoughts, Ann nodded.
“What was it, a Volvo?”
“Yes.” Relieved that her vocal chords still worked, Ann looked
closely at her companion. Male, in his late forties, sandy hair, craggy
face, his resemblance to the actor was growing, not fading.
“Those cars usually have good crash test ratings. It must have
been a hell of a smash up to turn it into a pretzel like that.”
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Ann shook her head. “I don’t remember.”
The man shrugged. “Just as well.”
They stood silently contemplating the wreck below. Gradually,
the oddity of the situation occurred to Ann. The man standing beside her hadn’t asked if she was all right, hadn’t offered to call for help,
and hadn’t explained where he’d come from.
“I’m Ann,” she said, trying to inject a trace of normality.
He nodded his head once in her direction. “Steve.”
Ann opened her mouth to say just like the actor but closed it before any words escaped. It seemed very strange that no emergency vehicles were at the scene yet. Her town prided itself on its quick response team. “I don’t hear any sirens.”
“Me neither,” Steve said.
“Shouldn’t we call someone?”
“They know. They’ll be here soon enough.”
Ann fell silent, lulled by the quiet on the hillside. The only sound
was the wind, blowing through the grass at their feet. Looking at the
car below, Ann realized what was odd about the scene. Maxwell Road,
where her car sat in a crumpled heap, was a busy road with constant
traffic. Since finding herself on this hillside, Ann hadn’t seen a single
car go by. “Where are all the cars?”
“They’re being held back until everything is cleared up here.”
That made sense. Roadblocks must be out to keep the street clear
for emergency vehicles. They probably detoured everyone over to
Hopewell Road. Ann could imagine the traffic snarl that would cause.
She glanced over at her companion. Was he one of the emergency
crew? He wasn’t wearing any sort of uniform. Maybe he was a volunteer fireman in a first responder position.
“Are you with the fire department?”
His mouth quirked into a half smile. “No.”
Ann waited for him to continue and tell her what he actually did
do. When it became obvious he wasn’t going to say any more, she
started to wonder about him. Was he one of those weird accident
chasers who took ghoulish pleasure in car wrecks? She snuck a quick
glance at him. He seemed calm and unruffled. Where had he come
from and how had he gotten here?
“Do you live nearby?”
“No, not really.”
“I don’t see your car anywhere.”
“I didn’t come by car,” he said, turning to look fully into her face.
Ann paused to let him fill in the rest of the sentence, but he merely
looked at her.
Apparently, he was going to make her play twenty questions. Ann
pursed her lips. She didn’t have time for this kind of game. She had
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to get her car towed, call her husband to find out which garage she
should use for the repairs, call the insurance company, and call her
kids to tell them she would be a little late getting home. Turning away
from Steve, she reached into her pocket for her cell phone. Flipping
it open, she started to dial and then noticed she had no reception.
That was odd; she’d never had trouble with reception in this area before. She completed dialing anyway and pressed send. No response.
“Do you have a cell phone I can use?” she asked, turning back to
Steve.
“No, I’ve never had one.”
“Well, I need to find a phone. I need to call the police to report
this accident, get a tow truck, call my family” her voice trailed away
as Steve slowly shook his head at her.
“I told you, that’s all being taken care of. You don’t need to do
anything.”
Ann’s face flushed. Who was this guy and what business of his
was it anyway?
“Look, I appreciate you trying to help, but I can handle this. I’m
going to go find a phone. Thanks anyway.” She turned from him to
start down the hill.
“It won’t work.”
His voice came over her shoulder as she walked.
“You’re not going to find a phone.”
Anger overcame caution as Ann whirled on him. “I don’t know
who you are or what you’re doing here, but I want you to go away and
leave me alone.”
“I’m here to help you.”
“I don’t need your help.”
“Look again at your car.” He kept pace beside her as they drew
close to the wreck.
Ann glanced at his face. His voice had suddenly gone deeper, and
his expression had tensed.
“What do you mean?”
“Look again at your car.”
By now, they had drawn level with what used to be her dark blue
Volvo. Viewed at close range, the damage was devastating. The entire
side of the car had collapsed inward, pushing the driver’s door almost
into the back seat. Shards of glass shimmered in the sunlight, surrounding the car in a halo of destruction.
Ann opened her mouth, but no sound came out. Steve was peering into her face. She closed her mouth and bit down sharply on her
tongue, welcoming the brief burst of pain as much as the trickle of
saliva. “It’s amazing that I got out alive.”

Steve shook his head slowly. Two deep lines appeared on his forehead.
The silence pressed down on her, leaving her gasping. Turning
away from the wreck, Ann ran her hands through the body check
once more. “But I’m fine! I don’t have a cut or even a scratch! And
I’m out here, there’s no body in there.”
“It’s there, but you can’t see it.” Steve said. “It’s a kindness.”
“No, I don’t believe it. It’s not true. It can’t be. There’s my husband and kids; I can’t leave them alone!”
Silently, Steve looked from her to the car and back again.
“Oh God, oh God, oh God.” Ann pressed her fist to her mouth to
stop the words. The wind picked up again, making a faint whistling
as it swept over the odd new angles punched into the side of the car.
It made a lonely sound that pulled away all sense of warmth, and she
shuddered, over and over.
The Volvo seemed distorted in the sunlight, stretched out and
folded in on itself at the same time. Ann looked away; anything to
keep from focusing on the car and its implications. “Are you really
Steve McQueen?” popped out of her mouth.
Steve’s shoulders lowered as his head tilted back. His lips quirked
and he nodded.
“Why are you here?”
“To help you.”
She waved a hand toward him. “Why you?”
“I understand you’re a fan.”
Ann dipped her head once. “But what . . .”
“It helps to send someone meaningful to ease the first shock.”
“But I don’t know you, I’ve never met you.”
The creases around Steve’s eyes deepened as he smiled. “But
you’ve wanted to.”
That was true. Ann had often thought of how much she would
like to meet the man behind the movies, but not this way.
“There wasn’t really anyone else,” Steve continued. “Your parents
are still living, you don’t remember your grandparents, and everyone
else you’re close to is still alive.”
That was also true. Ann couldn’t remember having gone to a funeral in her adult life. And now she never would. Instead, it would be
her husband, her kids, and her parents who went. The wind had faded away, leaving silence and heat from the sun. Ann covered her face
with her hands.
When she dropped her hands, Steve was still there. “Come on,
there’s nothing more to do here.”
“Where do we go?”
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He nodded toward the top of the hill, and began walking in that
direction. Ann followed, taking two steps to each of his longer strides.
“Have you done this before?”
He stopped to look at her, eyebrows drawn together.
“I mean, help people.”
“Oh.” His expression relaxed again. “No. Just this once.”
They were almost to the top of the hill. “You haven’t given me
much information.”
“I know. There isn’t really much I can give. It’s different for everyone.”
They crested the hill and stood together, looking down at the
shore of a lake. There were trees to the right and left of it, but the shore
immediately in front of them had a narrow, sandy beach. Ann could
taste the tang of water on the wind, which came toward them as a
gentle breeze.
She looked over at Steve. He was mounting a small motorcycle
with knobby tires.
“What are you doing?”
“I have to go now.”
“Go? What do you mean?” Ann struggled to keep her voice
steady.
“I’m going for a ride. It looks like there are some really nice trails
over there, and this is a perfect day.”
A perfect day? Considering what just happened to her? Ann
opened her mouth to argue further, but any chance to do so was lost
in the clamor of the motorcycle’s engine as Steve kicked it into life,
revved it twice, and roared off down the hillside.
Ann was left again with the silence and the wind. She looked back
to where her Volvo had been parked but saw only undulating grass.
The road and car had vanished. She shivered, turning her back on the
breeze, and began walking slowly down toward the lake.
The beach was small but bright with smooth yellow sand, and the
lake water was a clear blue. Sunlight rippled across small waves kicked
up by the gusts of wind. It seemed empty until Ann looked to the left
of the beach. A small boat was lying on its side in the shadow of the
trees. She moved cautiously toward the boat and almost bumped into
the man standing in the shade at the edge of the water.
His khaki shorts and yellow windbreaker stuck to his body and
dripped excess water. He stood, shoulders hunched, in water up to his
ankles and shivered at intervals.
“Come stand in the sun.” Ann spoke without thinking. “It’s
warmer.”
The man turned, his wide staring eyes hardly focusing. “Did you
see that storm?”

Ann shook her head.
“It came out of nowhere. One minute I was sailing at a good clip,
the next half my mast was gone.” His voice trailed away and he looked
back at the boat with a shudder. “I don’t know how I got out alive.”
Oh no, Ann thought, not him too.
“Come into the sun,” she repeated.
The man stumbled toward the beach. The sunlight caught his
face, glinting off the water droplets on his cheeks and chin. Once out
of the water, he turned toward Ann.
“What?” He stopped abruptly, his eyes widening and his mouth
half open.
Has he figured it out already? Ann wondered. I hope so; I don’t
want to be the one to tell him.
“Ann?”
Now it was her turn to stare. How did he know her name?
“Ann Wentworth?”
That was her maiden name. “Ann Schneider, now,” she answered
automatically.
“Of course, you’d be married. But you haven’t changed otherwise. Not like me. I’m afraid I’ve put on a few.”
How did he know her? “I’m sorry,” she faltered, “I don’t . . . “
“Of course not. I don’t think we ever spoke more than two words
to each other the whole time we were in college. I’m Mike Vintner.
We were in freshman English together, and I don’t mind admitting I
had a huge crush on you.”
Dimly, she remembered. “Didn’t you used to wear glasses?”
“Yep. Like coke bottles. I got that laser surgery done a couple of
years ago and haven’t missed them since.” He shook his head. “I
thought this was the worst day of my life when I got caught in that
storm, but meeting you after all these years makes up for it.”
Ann froze. He still didn’t know.
“Listen, do you know where I could find a phone around here? I
need to get in touch with someone to tow my boat back.” He unzipped his windbreaker and peeled it off, exposing a white T-shirt
with the logo “Sailors Do It On The Water” on the front. “That’s better. I still can’t get over that storm, blowing in out of nowhere and
then vanishing completely. Where were you when it hit?”
“On the other side of the hill.”
“I guess that protected you from the worst of it, but I can’t understand how you stayed dry.”
“I was inside my car.”
“You’ve got a car here? This just keeps getting better. Would you
mind driving me over to the dock? It’s not too far, and I can make
arrangements there to get my boat towed.”
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“I . . . I’m afraid I can’t do that. My car isn’t working.”
“What do you mean? How’d you get here then?”
“There was an accident.” This was awful. How could she tell him?
Why did it have to be her?
“Accident! What happened?”
“The car was totaled.”
“Jeezum, you were lucky to get out alive.”
“I didn’t. And neither did you, Mike.” She nodded toward his
boat. “I’m sorry.”
His eyes widened then moved from her face to the boat and back
again. He ran a hand through his hair, almost dry now, and tugged
on it.
He doesn’t believe me, Ann thought. He thinks I’m crazy. I can’t
blame him, the whole thing is bizarre.
Mike took a step back from her. “Look, I’m going to go check my
boat.” He turned and shuffled off down the beach. After a moment,
Ann followed.
The boat was a jumble. The mast, sails, and lines were tangled together and jammed into a cleft in the hull. Mike surveyed the damage, looking sick.
“What a mess.” Ann spoke softly, but Mike still shied away from
her. “My car looked like that.” No response. “I don’t remember anything. Suddenly I was just standing on a hillside looking at the wreck
of my car.”
A shudder ran through Mike, and he finally turned to face her.
“What the hell is going on?”
“I wish I knew.” She filled him in on the events leading up to that
moment. “I don’t even know how much time has passed. It seemed
like early afternoon then. It seems the same now.”
His shoulders slumped, and he stumbled out of the water and
back on to the beach next to her. “What now?”
“I don’t know.”
“Well, I’m not just going to stand around on this empty beach.
I’m going to follow that path over there and see if I can find civilization.” He gestured toward the woods on the opposite side of the
beach. A narrow path led off through the trees, and Mike marched
across the sand in that direction.
Ann fell in behind him. They walked in silence; the only sounds
were the rustling of the leaves in the gentle breeze. She noticed Mike’s
clothes had dried completely.
Soon he grunted and started to move faster. “That’s more like it.”
Lifting her head, Ann saw a lighter area ahead where the trees
thinned out. Hurrying, she caught up to Mike as he emerged onto a
paved street lined with a mix of houses and stores.

“Now we’ll get some answers,” Mike said, and moved purposefully down the sidewalk. Ann looked from side to side as she walked,
struck by the seemingly normal street with absolutely no one on it.
Mike stopped at an intersection and asked, “Which way?”
Ann hardly heard him, her attention held by the corner store. The
window was full of yarn, and what a selection! The colors glowed in
the bright sunlight, and the textures cried out to be touched. There
were several sweaters displayed in the background, and Ann was intrigued by a stitch combination she’d never seen before.
“I’m going to stop in here.”
“What do you mean? We need to find out what’s going on.”
“I’ve never seen yarn like this before. I want to get a closer look.”
She paused in the doorway and glanced back. Mike looked bewildered. His now dry hair blew across his forehead in the gusts of wind
sweeping around the corner. “Good luck.”
“Wait,” Mike said, his forehead creased and his shoulders rising
and drawing in toward his neck. “Don’t you want to find out what’s
happened?”
Ann had a sudden vision of him from college. He’d had the same
look whenever the professor called on him and he was unprepared.
“Right now I want to look around in this store.” She passed through
the doorway. Mike and his lost look receded as she immersed herself
in the brilliant hues, vibrant textures, and earthy smells of the yarn
around her. Ahh, she thought, looking closely at a sample, I can do
that. Picking up a pair of needles, she sat down to prove it.

cathy strasser is an occupational therapist and freelance writer who has
been published frequently in local newspapers for sports and schoolrelated topics and writes a weekly summer column for The Manchester
Union Leader. She has had short stories accepted by the Mom Writer’s
Literary Magazine, The Literary Bone, and Silverthought Press Women’s
Anthology as well as a three article series upcoming in Cabin Life Magazine.
She is currently working on her first book, Autism: A Therapist’s Journey
Toward Enlightenment, which describes her experiences in working with
children with autism to be published in late 2007. Cathy is a member of The
New Hampshire Writer’s Project and co-founder of the New England
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Frozen Foods
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shortly after world war ii, the country was swept with an interest in things cool and frozen. Movie theaters hung ice-blue banners
with painted icicles dripping from each letter of the words AIR
CONDITIONED! Bedrooms were cooled with small window air conditioners, then using larger units, whole houses, department stores,
trains, buses, you name it—everything could be cooled, even your car.
TV quiz shows were giving away the latest two-door refrigerators
with separate freezer and refrigerator in a single unit. The Crosley
Company offered a startling innovation—a refrigerator with shelves
in the door called a Shelvadoor. The Westinghouse refrigerator was
advertised by consumer advocate and TV personality Betty Furness.
Dressed in a strapless evening gown and fancy high-heeled shoes, she
opened the refrigerator’s door with a sweep of her hand and exposed
the large food storage unit while bowing low to reveal a large amount
of her 1950s TV-censored cleavage. The live TV audience responded
with all kinds of oohs and aahs for her double exposure.
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This was what was going on at the national level, but things were
different at our house. All my parents could come up with during
WWII was a secondhand, one-door, white Norge refrigerator with a
clock that never worked built into its door. It had an ice compartment
that held two ice trays and maybe a pint of ice cream. Oh how my
mother longed to be part of the national cool-and-frozen movement.
She took her first tentative steps toward freon fulfillment by buying plastic molds that she filled with Kool-Aid and placed in the ice
compartment. In about five hours she served them as ice pops. They
weren’t anything close. Sometimes she removed the ice trays altogether and replaced them with two packs of Birds Eye frozen vegetables. But this innovation met with disaster for two reasons. First, my
grandmother, who lived with us, thought we should always have fresh
vegetables whenever possible; second, and perhaps more important,
my father did not have any ice for his scotch. I was often sent to our
next-door neighbors’ to borrow a tray of ice.
Yes, it was indeed hard for Mother to become part of the frozenfood scene. But life’s problems have a way of working themselves out,
and in this case they did with my grandmother and the old Norge dying around the same time. Maybe Grandma went first, I am not sure.
Anyway, only the Norge could be replaced.
The new arrival was one of those square-cornered, avocado, twodoor jobs, followed immediately by more and more frozen foods: first
vegetables, then desserts, and eventually whole TV dinners. Dad
didn’t seem to notice this change in the menu, because with an unlimited supply of ice, his cocktail hour could be extended and dinner
became somewhat of an afterthought. Mother continued to serve the
meals, even the TV dinners that came with their own aluminum traylike dish, on china plates and to have a centerpiece of fresh flowers on
the dining-room table. Then Dad died, and Mother stopped cooking
altogether. It’s not that she was depressed; she just saw an opportunity and took advantage of it. From then on, we each simply thawed
our frozen dinners in the oven.
In later life, equipped with a microwave oven, Mother joined the
take-out movement with the same enthusiasm as she had joined the
frozen-food movement. However, to the end, she was a traditionalist. Although many of her friends were gone, those remaining who
visited were always served Mother’s take-out cuisine on china plates,
and her table always had fresh flowers.
wayne carhart recently published a collection of essays on the history of
Brattleboro, Vermont, commemorating the one-hundredth anniversary
of its Chamber of Commerce. He is working on a book with Charles Fish
on the contributions of rural public works departments, particularly
Brattleboro’s, and a novel about a chance meeting in 1966 with actor Hurd
Hatfield.
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Colliding
Worlds

for years i’ve been confused about the terminology used in politics concerning the Third World. Just where, exactly, is this place?
When I was seventeen and ignorant of world events, I applied for
an exchange program to West Germany. The interviewer asked me,
“What do you think about the problems of the Third World?” Heck,
I didn’t even know there was a second one, let alone a third. I wondered if I had missed something in astronomy class. I honestly
thought his question related to outer space. I’m sure he had a hard
time keeping a straight face as I tried to bluff my way through.
Over the years my world slowly expanded beginning when I,
amazingly enough, was accepted for that senior high-school year
abroad program in Kassel. Despite centuries-old buildings, Germany
seemed to be a progressively modern place. However, when I tried
rounding up ingredients for a cookie recipe during a bout of homesickness, I concluded that it was a Third-World nation: I mean, what
kind of a country doesn’t have chocolate chips and brown sugar?
When I moved to Spain four years after my German experience
and saw a mother holding her child, pants down, over a sewer drain
in the middle of the pedestrian street, I shook my head in disgust and
thought, surely, Spain is Third World. My verdict was seemingly confirmed soon after when I urgently needed a toilet, rushed into a
restaurant, asked where their WC was, and was directed to a small,
closet-sized room with a porcelain square on the floor hosting two
molded footprints straddling a hole in the ground. Yet, when I remember that toilet now, I realize it was pretty upscale: at least there
was running water and toilet paper.
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I had to modify my definition of Third World yet again when I
was traveling in Switzerland, which I knew, by this point, to be a firstworld country. At a rest area along the motor way, I found a toilet similar to the Spanish one. I was coming to the conclusion that categorizing worlds was not solely dependent on toilet facilities.
In central China, the first time I went for a walk at night around
the university campus where I taught, I had an otherworldly experience. I felt that I had been transported back in time and was stumbling into a Hooverville, a shantytown from the Depression era.
People were sitting around outside shacks; open fires burned where
they cooked food; men sat on six-inch-high stools with their tank
tops rolled up over their bellies. In summer people just brought their
lives outside; indoors was too hot. I knew I had arrived in the Third
World.
But how does one pin it down? My definition of Third World
came to mean places where people lived as if they were at a campground or where they carried around thermoses of boiled water.
Many countries do not have safe drinking water; therefore, it must be
boiled thoroughly to kill parasites. Additionally, hot water is not on
tap day and night as I was used to. After I got over the annoyance of
having hot running water for only four hours in the evening, I found
it amusing that in the morning a Foreign Affairs Office staffer would
trudge upstairs, bringing me two thermoses of boiled water which I
fondly referred to as my “hot walking water.”
I found a formal explanation of the numbered worlds while living in Vietnam. First-world countries have developed liberal and capitalist economies; the second world has developed socialist
economies; and the Third World is underdeveloped. So what does
that mean in practical terms? Well, based on my experience, I would
say a first-world country is one where people have sit down, flush toilets equipped with soft toilet paper, and if anyone carries a thermos
in public, it’s a designer one containing Starbucks coffee. Secondworld countries (are there any left anymore?) are a bit of a gray area,
but you might say their WCs provide toilet paper, although it’s
scratchy. In the Third World you carry around rusty thermoses of
boiled water, and over 70 percent of the population uses squat toilets
with no toilet-paper dispenser, and sometimes not even partitions for
privacy between stalls.
In today’s global environment, it’s very disconcerting to see how
wide the gap is between the haves and the have-nots. In Vietnam you
might be a peasant in a remote area and earn under US$200 a year.
Yet in Hanoi you can log on to the internet for 3,000 dong per hour
(21 cents U.S.) to join the rest of the world. You might see Hmong
people from the hills of northwest Vietnam in their colorful tradi-

tional garb selling their handicrafts for next to nothing while carrying on a conversation by cell phone. In China you might see a filthy
person in rags kneel on the ground, lower his face, and lap water up
out of a puddle, yet a few miles away you can see people quenching
their thirst at the bar of a five-star hotel with all the conveniences of
the first world. The scary thing is that although I’ve seen all the above,
I don’t think I’ve even begun to see the Third World yet. It boggles
my mind to witness the extent of poverty and within the same day,
or hour, to see the wealth and advanced technology that our world
has to offer.
Recently the term developed has come to signify a country with a
highly organized economy and political system where the great majority live above the poverty line. On the other hand, nations that are
working toward a developed status are euphemistically called “developing” countries. Irish writer Dervla Murphy is more straightforward in her descriptions: she simply sees the “rich world” and the
“poor world.”
As political developments have rendered the former tripartite
classification almost irrelevant, it seems that we are now down to two
worlds, but the global whittling must continue. Former United
Nations Secretary-General Kofi Annan declared: “We don’t have two
worlds. We have only one world. And we cannot have a situation
where you have immense wealth and extreme poverty living side-byside and not try to do anything about it.”
When the gap turns into a chasm, people are either going to find
a way to bridge it or else fall in. As citizens of our world, it affects
us all.
One world down, one to go.

jean l. arnold continues to teach English to non-English speaking students at the University of Canterbury. Being a first-time homeowner in New
Zealand, she is facing one of the biggest challenges of her life: staying put
and learning how to tend a garden.
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Drop-off
in Nairobi
An African Homestay

Dedicated to Elizabeth Achieng
(1951–2006)

“Plunge right in and enjoy the music.”
“When you take your bucket shower,
remember to wash your hair first.”
“Don’t drink the water.”
“If you see a giraffe, say hi for me.”
such was the range of pre-trip advice from family, friends, and
other well-wishers prior to my trip to Kenya. As the director of counseling services at the School for International Training (SIT), I was the
recipient of a grant to research the Kenyan perspective on mentalhealth practices and psychological healing. As it turned out, the best
advice was from Donald B. Watt, founder of the Experiment in
International Living, when he wrote: “Expect the unexpected!”
Kenya is a beautiful and resilient country. It has faced many challenges, and the situation during my visit in fall 2000 was no exception. When the seasonal rains did not arrive as expected, an extended drought ensued. Because electricity in Kenya is largely produced
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by hydropower, the water shortage required electricity to be rationed.
Power was only available on Mondays, Wednesdays, Fridays, and
every other Sunday. In parts of Nairobi, residents were forced to buy
water and cart it to their homes in big plastic containers balanced on
wheelbarrows. A three-month garbage strike left mounds of uncollected refuse along roadsides. Additionally, a sugar shortage created
an ongoing hardship for a culture that takes tea several times a day!
Nairobi had already experienced the impact of terrorism through the
1998 bombing of the American embassy. Massive government layoffs of civil servants along with general lack of economic opportunity resulted in the proliferation of small business enterprises. Vending
goods in open-air markets, producing homemade ice pops to sell to
neighborhood children, or raising and selling chickens were just
some of the ways people found to sustain themselves.
I was ushered into this unfamiliar world through the portal of
the homestay experience, the foundation of Donald Watt’s original
vision for the Experiment. Watt believed that through intercultural
exchange, people “learn to live together by living together,” and the
homestay experience fosters peace through understanding. As it
turned out, my homestay “parents” and I were exactly the same age.
Elizabeth Achieng had a long career as headmistress of a Montessori
school and also coordinated SIT’s Study Abroad homestay program.
Samm Rabette, as managing director of Joint Educational Services of
Kenya, worked in the field of educational and intercultural exchange.
My first introduction to Samm was a pre-trip phone call in which I
asked if there was anything I could bring him from the U.S. He answered enthusiastically, “Yes, how about a suit? I’m a size 44!”
When I arrived in Kenya and met Samm and Elizabeth in person,
it was clear they understood the true meaning of hospitality. They
were kind and warm, greeting me with handshakes. Karibu—Swahili
for welcome. Their house, located in a district in Nairobi called
Kibera, was accessible only by navigating a series of narrow, winding
dirt paths. Kibera is a section of the city with virtually no street names
and no home delivery of mail, just a maze of footpaths and kiosks intermingled with residences. It contains what is considered to be the
largest slum area in East Africa and is bordered by the Toi Market, an
immense open-air market.
Samm and Elizabeth’s home was actually a collection of rooms
organized around a central, open courtyard. The courtyard contained a papaya tree, clotheslines for drying laundry, a charcoal fire
for heating water and cooking, and a row of wall-to-wall cages for
Samm’s chickens. Selling poultry was one means of earning extra
money for the family. In addition, it was Samm’s annual tradition to
kill and eat a rooster on his birthday. One day when nephew George

was plucking chickens in the courtyard, Elizabeth’s three-year old
granddaughter Joy became inconsolable as she watched feathers
coming out by the handful. She scolded George, “You put that chicken’s clothes back on. I’m going to report you to that chicken’s mother!” Poor Joy—the plucking continued.
Although not wealthy in terms of material possessions, this family was rich in their connections with people. Visitors regularly
dropped by to say hello, even if just for a few minutes. No appointments were necessary, with the customary handshaking all around.
People stopped in to buy a chicken, borrow sugar, or exchange some
news. Guests were automatically invited for dinner if their visit happened to coincide with the meal being served. One evening
Elizabeth’s daughter was scheduled to fly to the U.S. where she was to
join her husband. Fifteen of her friends arrived at the house to say
goodbye and caravan together to the airport to see her off. Because it
was dinner time, all fifteen were invited to share in the meal.
Whatever food was available was simply stretched to accommodate
the number of guests.
My typical day in Nairobi started at dawn with the crowing of
Samm’s rooster and the melodious call to prayer from the nearby
mosque. Tucked safely under my mosquito net in my half-awake
state, I knew I had another hour or so before I would start my day.
When I did arise, a tray was waiting for me with bread, jam, and tea.
Following a bucket shower, some phone calls, and a review of my list
for the day, I was off to conduct my interviews and explore Nairobi.
Mornings were cool and cloudy, but soon the day became clear and
sunny. By four o’clock in the afternoon it was boiling!
Most days I had some kind of appointment, visit, or task lined
up. I interviewed herbalists, administrators in the city’s psychiatric
hospital, Western-style counselors, teachers, local people—anyone
who would talk with me about mental health. Getting used to the
concept of time in Kenya was an adjustment. The pace of life felt unhurried, and things always took longer than I anticipated. If I accomplished just one thing during each day, this was success. For a person
who is usually punctual, I found it unsettling to be late so frequently, but my African colleagues did not seem fazed in the least. Even
email access at the internet café was slow—it usually took an hour or
more just to get through new messages in my inbox.
In the evenings, the family gathered to eat in the living room—
fried chicken or vegetables in a sauce, ugali (a starch made from
ground maize), whole potatoes, and sukumawiki (a dark green vegetable similar to kale). Sukumawiki literally means push the week in
Swahili and translates as stretching the food budget for the week. We
sipped water mixed with cocopine (a coconut and pineapple syrup).
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Eating without silverware was customary, so meals were preceded by
the ritual washing of hands as George stood before each of us with a
bowl of water and a towel. If we had electricity, the TV blared
throughout the entire meal, with people talking over the sound.
When I bought something in the Toi market, Samm and Elizabeth always wanted to know how much I paid. Invariably, they howled with
laughter, because despite my attempts at bargaining, I, of course, paid
too much for everything. Without refrigeration, leftover food was
stored in the pantry till the next meal, despite the daytime heat.
Overcooking the food next time around seemed to destroy any accumulated bacteria —I never got sick.
During my first week in Nairobi, I was overwhelmed by the
prospect of finding my way around, by the crowds of people, the open
sewer system flanking the footpaths and streets, and the piles of burning refuse along the roadsides of Kibera. As the only Westerner most
everywhere I went, I was the frequent beneficiary of comments such
as “Hey, mzungu” (white person)! This was not done in a malicious
way, but merely a statement of the obvious. At first I got lost every
day trying to take a shortcut home through the Toi market. Not wanting to appear confused or disoriented, I avoided backtracking at all
costs and learned to find my way home by following the sound of the
generator near Samm and Elizabeth’s house. Eventually, I grew to feel
more comfortable making my way through the neighborhood and
other parts of Nairobi on foot, riding city buses, or hopping on
crowded matatus (privately-owned vans providing public transportation). Each matatu had its own personality, sporting such
names as “The Jazz Quartet,”“Born to Suffer,” and “Soul Strippin.” As
the saying goes, “A matatu is never full”—always room for one more
passenger, even if it meant hanging off the side of the vehicle.
For me, the lessons of Kenya were deep and wide. My research
showed that as in all cultures, there is depression, anxiety, alcoholism,
and work and family conflicts. These conditions were simply referred
to as “stress” or were manifested as physical problems. Malaria or
malaria-like symptoms, such as headaches or muscle and joint pain,
were not uncommon. Life included suffering, but there was great joy
as well. The Kenyan people seemed to maintain a different attitude
toward problems in general. As U.S. Americans, we embrace a constitutional right to happiness—as soon as a problem is identified, it
must be “fixed.” In contrast, the Kenyan attitude suggests that life can
still be good even in the presence of difficulties. Without the challenge of hardship and loss, life would be like a smoothly paved, flat
road to nowhere—safe and comfortable, but dull and utterly pointless. This view was reflected in the philosophy of Dr. Moshoeshoe, an
herbalist I interviewed at his roadside stand on a busy street in the

outskirts of the city. Surrounded by an array of roots and bark next
to remedies in colorful bottles, he emphasized, “Everything in life is
natural, including problems. Even Jesus didn’t have it easy.”
a hallmark feature of the sit study abroad curriculum is the
“drop-off ” experience, an assignment in which students are deposited somewhere within Nairobi, or a nearby village, and are asked to
research an aspect of the local culture. They are given a crash course
in the language and enough money to secure transportation and
food. The drop-off takes the better part of a day, and students’ survival skills are tested, along with their capacity for observation and
reflection. My time in Kenya evolved into an extended drop-off, since
my survival skills were certainly put to the test on a daily basis! But
beyond mere survival, I learned to embrace a different worldview and
to expect the unexpected. Returning to my homestay family after
each day of research and exploration provided an anchor for what I
was experiencing. Soon after I arrived in Nairobi, Samm and
Elizabeth gave me the name Atieno, meaning born in the night in Luo,
the language of their tribe. “When you visit our home, you are born
into our family.” Karibu.

jane e. buckingham, licensed clinical mental health counselor, is Director
of Counseling and Disability Services at the School for International
Training (SIT) in Brattleboro, Vermont. SIT is the accredited highereducation institution of World Learning (originally founded as the
Experiment in International Living), a seventy-five-year-old nonprofit
organization promoting international and intercultural understanding,
social justice, and economic development. In addition to Kenya, Jane’s travels have taken her to China, Australia, the Solomon Islands, Spain, Morocco,
Cuba, and Costa Rica.
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Iguazu Falls,
Paraguay, 1973

The slab of water falling from the continental shelf
Where the three countries meet at the Devil’s Throat,
Is like a whole continent of water.
One wonders that there could possibly be enough water
To keep falling and falling,
Brown, white, caramel, lacy,
Slabs of granite, streaks of blue,
Mists rising; birds playing up and down the slopes
And gliding on the updrafts.
We come here hot and dusty.
There is not enough clean water in the country.
All the rivers are brown.
The towns are full of mud in the rainy season
And dust in the dry.
Here is the hotel with showers and tubs.
We luxuriate, get clean, and then walk
In the irrigated garden
With the parrots and palm trees
And the blue iridescent butterflies,
Fluttering amazingly around us.
Colonialism looks like a blessing here.
They will sign a treaty to build a dam:
They will owe us for at least thirty years,
More likely forever.
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American tractors and ingenuity,
To build a dam (outbidding the Japanese)
To harness this continental shelf of water,
Bringing electricity to indigenous people
Who hardly need it yet;
Then will come the restless desiring,
The loss of community,
The increase of economic measurable parameters,
Asphalt, roads, cars, diesel fuel, pollution,
Factories, pesticides,
Inexorable progress
Flowing over the cliffs
At the accelerated pace
Of the biggest waterfall in the world
Down into the Devil’s Throat.
Forgive me if I step back from the edge
And just watch the multiple rainbows over the top.

martina nicholson was in the Peace Corps as a health educator in
Paraguay (1972–1974). She subsequently became a physician and now practices OB-GYN in Santa Cruz, California. She remains interested in cross-cultural issues and in the long-term sustainability of projects, such as the Itaipu
Dam. She is married and has two sons.
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A View
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we are plummeting 5,000 feet straight down the mine shaft at 50
feet per second, jacket collars whipped by wind forced through the
metal lattice cage. Still feet in steel-toed boots stay buoyant during
the speedy descent. The men I stand with are hard-rock Idaho miners, a few with families. We’re tightly packed fourteen to a cage, one
full cage above ours, one below. Hard-hat miners jostle their neighbors gently as the cabled conveyance twists and rattles downward in
the roughness of its grease-covered guides.
The light from a few headlamps dimly fills the vision. Always it
is the blue sky far above, the last good sight, that brightens the mental image during descent. The day’s work may be a few hundred feet
deep, or thousands, the only difference in the darkness being the time
it takes to get there. The shaft is the miner’s commute to the workplace.
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For these brief minutes at 30 miles an hour straight down, each
of the forty-two lives suspended below the wrist-thick cable lies in
the trusted hands of the hoist operator far above. The cage flashes by
lighted openings in the rock wall, stations from which crews have already been dispersed to their drill and blast sites. Air whooshes into
each station as the piston-like cage speeds close to the opening. Then
comes the whistling gulp of air sucked out of the station as the cage
falls below it.
The man-container slows rapidly nearing 5,000 feet, pressing the
occupants with abnormal heaviness. Knees are forced to stiffen as the
stomach sags. The lunch pail is clasped tightly to fight its anxious pull
downward.
The descent ends; the steel-mesh doors remain closed. Slowly, the
cage rises, then sinks, then rises again more gently, silently bobbing
up and down on the end of a mile of stretched steel cable like a weight
dangling from a rubber band.
This is the bottom of man’s gouging ambition, the base of industry’s farthest reach from humanity. This is the Star Mine, deep in the
fabulous Coeur d’Alene Mining District of Idaho.
what am i, a hitchhiker, only months out of an eastern prep
school, doing here, signed on as a miner helper? The answer is quick
and easy—curiosity. So curious that college registration and hometown friends are almost forgotten.
Where does all our metal come from? Where does it begin? I have
to see, to know. The steel for military trucks and paper clips? The lead
for bullets and plumber’s solder? The tungsten for light-bulb filaments and armor-piercing shells? The copper for alloys and electric
wire? The silver for contacts and photographic film? The zinc for
castings and brass-shell cases? These are the industrial metals I
worked with in defense plants during high-school summers.
the battered steel doors open with a clang. We step out of the
metal crate onto a concrete floor in a brightly-lit cavernous room
blasted out of hard rock. I hasten by delivered stacks of thick, freshly-cut mine timbers, supports to hold back rock eager to explode into
open mine passages. The friendly odor of the new lumber mingles
with sour smells of hot machinery oil and sharp whiffs of ozone from
the electric battery locomotive. New lengths of heavy-walled pipe
stretch across the concrete floor beside the pink wood. Large pipe is
for compressed air to drive drill machines, the small diameter for water to cut the drill dust.
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We climb aboard the open train to straddle long benches for fifty
miners, one behind the other like a long chain of bobsled riders. The
train lurches forward. As it gains speed each man holds his lunch pail
in his lap and hunkers down, out of the travel-wind. The grating of
steel wheels on mine rail is the single sound. At every stop along the
rock-wall passage, a group of men get off and, headlamps bobbing,
disappear into the blackness.
Mile after clicking mine-rail mile adds to the distance from the
station, from the shaft, the surface, from life. Nothing lives down
here; nothing grows. Plant life is seen only in the lunch pail, lettuce
perhaps, or fruit.
The blue denim jacket my nose almost touches in front belongs
to a huge rider named Slav, a miner of perhaps sixty years who speaks
in grunts. Slav is probably the best timberman in the mine, out of
hundreds. He works mostly alone and handles timbers 12 inches on
a side as if they were sticks. But Slav’s greatest claim to fame may be
his unique method of betting at the roulette wheel in the Silver Dollar
Saloon. He plays only on payday night, after taking care of his bar tab.
What’s left he bets as fast, silently and intently as he can, always on
the same number, ten. Needless to say, that number comes up as
rarely as any other. Slav, newly broke in minutes every payday, then
hurries from the wheel to the bar, where he perches most evenings after that for two weeks, running up his tab. When others watch his
hasty payday betting, he looks askance at them, as if to say, If you were
smart, you wouldn’t waste time gambling.
About three men in back of me on the train car, Pappy sits with
a strange lean to the left. This old welterweight, also sixty or so, had
his brain scrambled in the ring and does everything to the left, I mean
the physical left. When he walks down a mine drift, with maybe three
feet of clearance on each side, he faces frontward but veers to the left,
then corrects and starts over. Pappy’s a good talker and makes better
sense than many of the men working underground.
Almost half of the men are old enough to be my father. There are
ex-cons on the train with me, along with full-time drunks, run-away
husbands, thieves, and worse. As the youngest on the payroll, I get no
special attention. I’m just “Kid.” There is advice. For example, the
men laugh when they warn me about going into raw, rowdy Wallace,
where “those women ‘er liable to look right motherly atcha.” I laugh
with them but don’t say much. The men I know and like the most are
not on this train. They work elsewhere in the mine or on another
shift. One of them is “Blade,” who has a lot of knife-fighting scars and
a loud Harley. He must be about thirty and is said to be hiding from
the law. He hates the mine. He doesn’t say so, but I can tell by the
scrunched-up look on his face when he hears mention of it. He has

few friends. One day at Sunday noon he stopped by my bunkhouse
and asked, “Wanna’ shoot pool?” I snaked a few bucks from my mattress and climbed on behind him. We roared seven miles down the
road to wide-open Wallace, shot a few games of pool, swaggered
around town, and sped back up the mountain, without much talk.
We still do this routine.
After two months here I don’t think like I did at first. The word
finality crops up in my head along with awareness and caution. I’ve
talked a few men into putting their wages, like my own, in the Wallace
City Bank. But most will not, saying simply, “This here’s a mine.
Tomorra’ ain’t always comin’.” There are no brilliant men, no obvious
thinkers, here in this underground crew of hundreds. But I get lessons, both above and below ground, from watching and listening.
Can awareness be a teacher? When I deliberately think about what I
see and hear, not just right away pass onto something else, there is
more understanding about the reasons for those sights and sounds.
Perhaps as a reward for clasping this hard life to my bosom is the stark
awareness that it cannot last, that each moment is a human treasure
never to be revisited.
Al, the “Belgian Bomber,” is another fighter. He’s from the Twin
Cities and had to quit the ring because of an enlarged heart. He hates
the mine and doesn’t mind who knows it. Al’s about thirty, tough, unafraid. He drunkenly interfered in a Monopoly game one night, and
I carried him out of the rec room into the hall. He came right back
in, picked me up, and carried me out. Payday nights we drive his car
into Spokane, about eighty miles, to have strawberry waffles at the
Fremont Hotel Coffee Shop. Joe Sajan, from the island of Malta, always goes with us. Joe learned underwater demolition while clearing
sunken ships from his island ports during the war. He has a scar running from his left shoulder down his body to the right leg. We’re buddies. There’s a photograph of smiling Joe standing on my shoulders,
perfectly balanced, while I stroll the main drag on a Sunday afternoon
in the wicked city, all eleven feet of us. We’re quiet and extremely happy to be alive, but we’re not shy. Joe likes the mine. He was discharged
from the U.S. Navy under Section Eight, a mental condition.
here’s the main train stop. We dismount from the long bench,
turn on our hard-hat headlamps, and step into the dark drift leading
to drill-sites. We are delivered. The men curse softly at their arrival,
then laugh at their words. The lights from hard-hat lamps pierce the
blackness with swaying rays as the miners walk to their work-sites.
Each team, a miner and a helper, goes to their stope, a drilling and
blasting site.
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The ladder to Pete’s stope, where I work, is about twenty feet
high, an easy climb. Pete’s already in the stope, checking to see that
no unburned fuse is sticking out of our muck pile. This is the ore that
we drilled and shot yesterday. The caps and dynamite in the drill holes
were set off by the slow-burning fuse while we waited for the train
down below and counted the blasts. Each loaded drill hole means a
separate blast—eight holes, eight blasts. A missing blast means a misfire and live explosives, big trouble, in the muck pile the next day. The
dust and powder fumes are long gone this morning. I uncover our
ore chute by removing two-inch thick boards and shovel the broken
rock into the square hole in the floor. The ore drops to the haulage,
way below for loading in train ore cars. Pete helps shovel with his
muck-stick, and we soon have five or six tons of rich lead ore in the
chute, We set the drill up, connect the compressed air hose, then the
flexible high-pressure waterline, and begin drilling with a hardened
alloy bit on the end of a two-foot steel drill rod. We change to fourfoot and six-foot lengths as each hole deepens.
Pete teases me a lot but not about the work. I can do everything
he does—drill, load dynamite, cut fuse for sequential firing, crimp
caps, spit (light) the fuses—but just a bit slower. If he doesn’t show
up, the work will get done anyway, all of it. He knows this. So he teases me about girls.
“Forget those eastern girls, kid. Find you a nice Idaho gal.”
“You’re right, Pete. Trouble is, I’m not staying in one place long.”
“Never find the right girl ’til ya’ settle down. Try it.”
“I will someday, Pete.”
He shakes his head. “Some guys are scared of females. You?”
“Pete, I’m scared to pieces. I want to travel.”
This may sound like a casual conversation in a pool room or in
the mess hall, but he’s feeding sticks of dynamite into one drill hole
after another while I tamp the sticks back forcefully with a long
wooden tamping rod. Meanwhile, there’s air hissing all over the place
out of worn gaskets, water spraying from split hoses and broken seals,
and a mist of lubricating oil hanging in the glow of our headlamps.
The place smells like a fresh, head-on, two-car collision. There’s no
level place to stand on. Everything I touch is wet, grimy, or hot, and
nothing is soft.
There are so many nothings down here. There is nothing to read,
no words at all. I’ve never heard a radio in a mine. There is no music. There’s not much freedom, nor is there much laughing. Once
down here, you’re here to stay for the shift. Historically, only prisoners worked in mines.
Everything isn’t negative. The positive parts are the wages, a return for the labor, for the daring, for the production of mineral from

the earth’s crust. The view from below may be humble, but just think
where we’d be without it. Civilization hungers for the blasted-out
product, the metal of modern man, the lifeblood of progress. Every
vehicle, engine, house, office, aircraft, and much that we touch each
day issues in part from the rock sent up from below.
by far the most important objects sent up from below are the
miners at shift’s end. Old-timers like Slav and Pappy take this ascent
and surface arrival as just another part of the day. But we younger
miners get visibly excited, talking loudly, laughing, as the man-cage,
for us akin to an ascending chrysalis, nears its final destination. From
the first day, and without giving it any thought, I fell into this category in a big way. I feel suddenly reborn, a new person, every time the
cage arrives in sunlight to end its upward passage.
From whence rises this surge of joy, the pure elation, that wants
to scream from my throat, that somersaults the heart, when the mine
cage reaches the surface? Where in my still-growing body, my young
soul, my unfilled intellect, lies this ecstatic reservoir?
Though no measure can be taken of it, nor can I describe its
essence, each of us must own, outside of love, a primitive spring of
sudden, inexplicable ecstasy. I find this highest moment of joy each
day by ascending from the darkness, laughing as I stand on the Devil’s
head. Perhaps there is no well, no reservoir of ecstasy. May it be like
a harp of tautly-drawn strings hidden in the soul, ready to vibrate,
awaiting the caress of the senses? Or is there a neuron circuit in the
brain going endlessly around, seeking the pleasure sign before sending forth into the heart and body a burst of rapture?
For a moment too splendid to measure, as the journey out of the
darkness and everyday self ends, nothing else matters. Neither wisdom nor muscle, not friends or wealth, play a part. To feel this surge
of joy during the return passage to the outside requires no preparation, no ego, no sacrifice.
Only awareness.

ralph emerson pray holds degrees from the University of Alaska and the
Colorado School of Mines and has traveled widely in his work in mineralproperty evaluations. Dr. Pray has taught engineering at the university level and has been writing for publication for fifty years.
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the weather was unusually warm for mid-november, sunny
with a cloud-free blue sky. The vegetation was beginning to take on
the hues of autumn, drab brown with an occasional flash of yellow or
brilliant red sumac. The wall of briars confronting us still retained its
greenery and wickedly curved thorns. No longer shaded by the forest
canopy of thick-leafed oak and hickory that had fallen from the onslaught of the timber industry, the briars and wild grasses fed on the
warmth of the sun. The roots sucked greedily at the soil, growing beyond their normal limits, sending prickly arms upward, a thick mass
rising almost six feet tall. Here and there grew a stunted sweet-gum
or a straggling pine sapling. I don’t believe a deer could have passed
through, only small wiry creatures, perhaps opossums or raccoons.
Such terrain would surely be a paradise for rattlesnakes.
We were four women; three related by blood, united in a common purpose, in search of something of deep personal value, something beyond that seemingly impenetrable tangle of growth. We had
armed ourselves with a machete, hoe, Kaiser blade, a small saw, and
a pair of hedge shears. Our goal lay atop a steep rise about a half-mile
away, marked only by a small, ragged grove of trees, their crowns lift-
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ing skyward above the nightmarish maze of thorns. Our first obstacle was the high slick clay embankment of the creek burbling gently
over its sand and gravel bed. We slipped and slid, helping each other,
clambering down, wetting our feet in the chilly water, grasping dangling vines to pull ourselves up the far side. And so our quest began.
I had come from Texas, 650 miles away, with the compulsion to
climb that hill. My sister, not sharing my passion for the venture, was
deeply interested in its outcome. She was here mostly for me but soon
to be as enmeshed in the challenge of it as she would be in that sea of
briars. Our cousin had joined the expedition eagerly and proved to
be as tough a specimen of the female gender as I have ever encountered. She was in for the duration and never complained once. The
fourth member of our intrepid coterie was my daughter-in-law,
along for the ride, willing to share in the excitement, although frequently distracted by every slightest rustling in the underbrush. A
city-bred girl, she envisioned a boa constrictor under every rock, and
a cougar stalking our back-trail.
My sister led the way, attacking the briars, using the hoe to push
back the vegetation, chopping, shoving, and protecting her skin as
best she could from the flesh-eating thorns. We followed in her wake,
a step at a time, a slow, tortuous process. We crept slowly toward the
rise, our exhilaration soon burning down to a dogged determination.
The afternoon shadows found us halfway up. Unwilling to be trapped
by nightfall in that hellish landscape, we retreated back the way we
had come, to return with renewed zeal the following day.
The next day, all the way up the slope, hacking away, I kept thinking,“What if it isn’t there? What if this is the wrong place? What if we
get there but can’t get through the undergrowth?” At last we reached
the crest, and my worries had been for naught. The view was magnificent, stretching away across the deep ravines and hollows. But we
had not come to enjoy the scenic vista.
There among the trees lay the last resting place of our ancestors.
The deep, rich forest loam cradled the remains of our great-great
grandmother and her son, who had lain there since the smallpox epidemic of 1861. So close together in that tiny glade also slept our greatgrandparents, their daughter, and a grandchild, as well as others,
identity unknown. No marble monuments marked their graves. At
head and foot, humble flat stones taken from the native soil were tilted on end; no engraved names, no epitaphs, no way to know who rested where. Which ones held Rebecca and her small son, Starling
Martin? Where were Jim and Ann and their daughter, Tinny Lillian?
What others shared this isolated hilltop aerie?
Forgotten, no one had trod this ground for years. A huge cedar
tree, once stretching its branches to shade the graves, had been uproot-
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ed by some vagrant wind and lay atop several burial sites. Its tangled
limbs and broad circumference were bleached by time and the forces
of nature to the gray-white color of old bones. A dark-mouthed tunnel, some kind of animal burrow, led downward into the depths of a
tomb. The living maker had found shelter among the dead.
It was peaceful here, quiet except for the wind in the leaves, our
voices and movement. We pulled away dead branches and raked back
forest detritus from around the stones. Moving the fallen giant was
beyond our ability, but we did our feeble best to neaten the place, to
show our respect, our bond to these of our blood, whom we had never known, yet somehow knew in our souls.
I looked out over the valley beneath. In one of those hollows 150
years ago, there stood a house filled with love, laughter, and children.
Those in that house had climbed this hill in sorrowful procession,
bringing the cherished remains of those dear to them, to lay them
with much love and dignity to rest beneath the cedar tree.
I don’t know what voices from the past called me here, what force
impelled me to seek this place, this moment. Surely there must be a
deeper meaning. Perhaps we, these granddaughters generations removed, may be the last to walk here. Perhaps nature will entirely and
finally take back its own. The leaves will float quietly to the forest
floor, building one upon the other, layer by layer. The stones will sink
ever deeper into the soil, into the Earth’s mellow bosom. Other trees
will join the cedar, prostrate and rotting on the ground, their roots
giving birth to young saplings. Wild things will dig and burrow, deer
browsing, turkeys scratching for seeds, whippoorwills calling
mournful notes on the dusky evening air; until finally, nothing of
mankind will remain. There is only the wind. All earthly remembrance will have vanished, returned to the dust, completely and forever. Is that the message? Our sojourn is soon ended, our bodies gone,
all knowledge of our being fading into some dark unknown.
I think the wind whispers another message. The love which
brought these bodies here so long ago and the strength of will and
spirit that brought us, their descendants, to seek them out will live
on; beyond this hilltop, these woods and valleys, beyond these memories, beyond time. Rebecca and little Starling Martin, Jim, and his
Ann, Tinny Lillian, and the others are not forgotten, not unloved, not
vanished. They live on within us. We remember.
dorothy johnson garcia was born in rural Alabama in 1949 with strong
spiritual ties to the past and her heritage. She loves sharing her memories
and has had several nostalgia pieces accepted for publication in Good Old
Days magazine. She has completed a family history, a memoir, and is currently working on her first novel. She now lives in Texas and enjoys writing,
gardening, and spending time with her grandchildren.

helen haskell remien

Fog
The summer after fifth grade
warm, wet fog soaked coastal Maine.
It settled over the pines on the point,
rolled into Fish House Cove,
buried Roy’s lobster boat,
the red and blue lobster buoys,
the turquoise skiff we called Splinter,
tumbled up onto the beach
over the wild roses
over the sumac bushes
and into our cottage home.
That summer the fog moved right in with us.
It seeped into unopened boxes of Cheerios,
Cocoa Puffs, fancy macaroon cookies,
swallowed the salt and the sugar,
slithered across Grandma’s braided rug,
and, after a time,
found its way into my bunkhouse closet
to my favorite dress,
the one I wore for class pictures,
and it blossomed
on the coral-colored bodice,
damp and powdery and pale blue.
Born and raised in mid-coastal Maine, helen haskell remien now lives in
Michigan’s Upper Peninsula where she and her husband have raised two
sons. She received her MA in creative writing from Northern Michigan
University and has published a chapbook of poems, Diving Down. Presently,
she teaches yoga and creativity workshops, performs as storyteller, writes
poems and essays, hikes, skis, and kayaks the miles of wilderness near her
home, as she travels near and far exploring worlds familiar and unfamiliar.
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palau is eight degrees north of the equator between New
Guinea and the Philippines. The Rock Islands of Palau number between 250 and 300, are mostly uninhabited, and famous for their
beaches and blue lagoons. Like most visitors to Palau, I’d come to enjoy a week of scuba diving in one of the world’s premier dive locations. Unlike other visitors, I planned to spend a second week solo
sea-kayaking in the Rock Islands (well known now from the TV show
“Survivor” 2005). My plan was to paddle from Koror (one of the sixteen states in Palau) to the ecological wonder, Jellyfish Lake, on Eil
Malk, one of the largest islands in Palau.
For a week the fantastically beautiful underwater world of coral,
anemones, sea turtles, mantas, and reef sharks at Blue Caverns,
Peleliu, and Blue Corner were my mornings. In the afternoons I explored on foot the causeway-connected islands of Koror, Malakal,
and Arakabesan. The former U.S. protectorate of Palau has a resident
population of about 25,000. Only half of the residents are Palauan;
the other half are guest workers from all over the world.
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My first week in Palau was a delightful experience of gracious
hospitality in a remarkably cosmopolitan society. I was invited to
dine in the homes of American expats, Palauans, and resident
Filipinos and charmed by the friendly openness of most everyone I
met. Although independent since 1994, Palau was a possession of the
U.S. after the islands were taken from the Japanese in WWII. The
country is still financially dependent on the U.S. under a treaty that
provides $425 million to be paid to Palau over fifteen years. A peculiar outgrowth of this post-colonial relationship is that one-third of
resident Palauans work for their government. The government is
modeled on the U.S. with twelve state governments, a bicameral legislature, a judiciary, and an executive branch—all for a population of
25,000! It has the government of a nation-state for the population of
a small town. The only significant industries are tourism (primarily
scuba diving) and fishing.
eddie, a palauan boat captain, told me that Palauans used to be
the greatest outrigger sailors in the Pacific, but now “we’re all too lazy
to use anything that doesn’t have a motor.” The Filipina staff at my
hotel laughed out loud at the idea of paying money to come halfway
around the world to paddle a kayak in the open sea under a burning
sun. Why leave paradise for the uncertainty of the sea?
Tony could not find the key to the lock on the expedition kayaks
of Blue Planet Outfitters, so I had to settle for an open two-seater,
which is fine for day tripping but a bit worrisome for the open sea.
Sea kayakers typically wear spray skirts to keep water out of the kayak
and life jackets to float out from under a rolled boat. When I asked
about a life jacket and spray skirt, Tony said he’d heard I was a good
swimmer, so he hadn’t reserved one for me. Tony’s “No worries, man”
attitude was infectious, so, despite my reservations, I tied the dry bags
filled with my tent, clothes, and food onto the kayak and pushed it
off the dock.
The 18-inch drop into the water and an unhelpful wave knocked
everything out of the kayak that wasn’t tied down; camera, binoculars, water bottle, and snacks went overboard. I fished my stuff out of
the water with the paddle, said goodbye to Tony, and paddled off red
faced.
After two hours of easy paddling, I was across the harbor and into
the Rock Islands. I skirted the east side of Ngeruktabel, a 15-milelong, twisted serpentine-shaped island and the largest land mass in
the Rock Islands.
The waves had been breaking a mile out in the Pacific from the
jagged northeast coast of the island, but as I neared the northeast
point where I would turn south, the waves were breaking closer and
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closer and pushing the kayak toward the dangerously rocky shore. I
turned the kayak sharply left and paddled directly into and over the
breaking waves and then, pumping the steering peddles as fast as I
could to keep from getting rolled, reversed direction to surf the fourfoot waves past the rocky point. The kayak didn’t roll, and I found a
long, sandy beach about a half-mile past the point.
“Margie’s Beach” was handwritten on the map I borrowed from
Tony. Sitting on the beach drinking gin tonics and enjoying the view
out to sea from “their little slice of paradise” were Margie herself and
her friend Bill. Margie is a handsome Palauan woman in her midfifties, and Bill, her American friend, is a retired trucker about a
decade older. They welcomed me to camp on Margie’s private beach,
offered me refreshments from a well-stocked cooler, and fed me
grilled fish and ribs. We watched the sun set, told stories of travel and
adventure, and laughed till the tears ran at Bill’s truck-driving jokes.
I was packed and ready to push off by 9:30 the next morning. Bill
warned me to keep the northeast point of Eil Malk to my left and just
cruise down its mile-long inlet to the dock below Jellyfish Lake. He
pointed toward a gray hazy speck beyond the rock islands off the
southeast point of Ngeruktabel,“That is the northeast tip of Eil Malk;
you can’t miss it.”
The wind was blowing slightly against me, but I had the tide going out, so I paddled straight for the hazy speck. According to the
map, the dock at the end of the inlet to Jellyfish Lake should be a tenmile paddle. If the weather held, it should be a six- to eight-hour paddle with generous rest and snack breaks. But the winds grew stronger,
and after an hour of paddling storm clouds were building ahead.
Three and four-foot waves slapped the prow as the storm closed in. I
steered a course between two rain clouds and only took a mild soaking, but fighting the wind and waves was draining. I’d only traveled
three miles in three hours without a break. “Long Lake Beach” was
indicated on the map at the midpoint of the long concave coast of
Ngeruktabel, so I steered toward land. It was misty, and little rock islands obscured my view of the shore. I found a sheltered inlet and
rode the waves over a shallow reef onto a wide, sandy beach.
I took an hour-long nap under a lean-to, while the remainder of
the rainstorm blew by. It was after 1 PM when I walked the kayak back
over the reef with the tide going out. Given my slow progress in the
morning, I was slightly concerned about reaching Jellyfish Lake by
sunset at 6 PM. But surely, I thought, I could cover seven miles in five
hours.
Crossing the Yoo Passage, between the southern tip of
Ngeruktabel and the north side of Eil Malk, required paddling
through choppy waves and a heavy crosscurrent. As the tide goes out,

water is sucked between the two islands out into the Pacific. I paddled hard all afternoon taking only two short breaks because there
were only two beaches on the many little Rock Islands I passed.
Most of the Rock Islands don’t have beaches because they are
limestone mounds covered with heavy vegetation. They were formed
from a gigantic ancient reef, which eroded leaving a maze of little islands clustered around the two large land masses of Ngeruktabel and
Eil Malk. Pictures from the air and travel brochures liken the Rock
Islands to a scattering of emeralds on the deep, blue Pacific. At sea
level, they look like hundreds of green umbrellas or otherworldly
green mushrooms ranging in size from a rock with a shrub on it to
the Super Dome with a green top.
By 5 PM I was wearing out from pulling against two- to three-foot
swells and fighting the tidal current. It was an hour before sunset. I
was bothered as much by doubt as weariness. It had been cloudy and
misty all afternoon, and as sundown approached, visibility was getting worse. The closer I got to Eil Malk, the less sure I was that I knew
which point of land I was supposed to keep on my left. On the map
Eil Malk looks like three fingers extending north from the palm of a
hand, but, with rock islands sprinkled all around the fingers, in the
misty dimness of early evening I wasn’t sure which points of land
were fingers of Eil Malk and which were other rock islands.
As I started down what I hoped was the inlet to Jellyfish Lake, the
sun began to set. I hadn’t planned on paddling in the dark. I had never paddled after dark before, not even on my own White River back
home in Indiana. The moon had been full the last few nights, but
tonight clouds blotted out the moonlight. I paddled for an hour, and
the land on my left disappeared in the darkness. Not because of the
darkness, but because it was a long rock island I had mistaken for the
outer finger of Eil Malk. I could now hear the surf breaking on the
outer reef as the vast grayness of the Pacific and the darkness of the
sky enveloped everything to my left. The lights of a freighter moving
slowly toward Koror blinked through the darkness miles away. I could
make out the tree line on my right and could clearly hear the slap of
waves against the limestone wall of the Pacific side of Eil Malk. I cradled the paddle on my knees, opened a dry bag, and got out a headlamp. I scanned the shore for a place to beach the kayak, but there
wasn’t any. I paddled on desperate to find a place I could beach the
kayak and rest.
Eventually, a white spot appeared in the dimness ahead, so I paddled toward it. The white spot took the shape of a 30-foot fishing boat
half sunk on its port side with waves slapping against its hull. A small
beach was visible just beyond the sunken hulk. Happily I steered past
the white hull and rode the waves onto the beach.
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As I pulled the kayak up onto the sand, my joy quickly dissolved.
There was less than twenty feet of sand between the waterline and impenetrably dense vegetation. It was past 7 PM, but high tide wouldn’t
crest until about 9 PM, and then there wouldn’t be any beach left. I
considered tying the kayak to the trunk of a palm tree and riding out
the high tide in the kayak. But I was afraid the wave action would roll
the kayak and tumble my gear and me into the surf.
Louder than the slap of waves on sand was an eerie groaning
noise coming from the half-sunken boat. It sounded like the wheezing of an ancient bellows or the death rattle of some giant monster.
The mournful groaning of the white hulk was too much—I retied
gear onto the kayak. Although I felt weak in the knees, I pushed the
loaded kayak back into the surf. I’m not sure my thought process was
very clear, but the only way out of the predicament I could think of
was to try to paddle back to where I missed the turn for Jellyfish Lake.
Heading north, I could hear the surf breaking on the outer reef
50 or 60 yards to my right. I could see a dim outline of trees and heard
the slap of waves on limestone on my left. I had to steer a course between the surf breaking on the outer reef and the waves breaking on
the wall at the base of the island. I was scared and crying and cursing
myself for my navigational stupidity and the perversity that would
take me from hearth and home to be paddling a kayak by myself in
the Pacific Ocean at night! I was physically exhausted and knew that
I did not have the energy left to make the hard two-hour paddle to
reach the safety of Jellyfish Lake dock. Suddenly, I felt something
bump the bottom of the kayak, and shark terror entered the mix of
roiling emotion, recrimination, and exhaustion.
My arms were trembling from the exertion of pulling through 3foot waves against a head wind. My chest was heaving as my lungs
tried to replenish my spent muscles with oxygen. My heart was
pounding with fear—fear that I could not continue paddling for two
hours and fear that the kayak would tip, and I would be in the dark
water alone, like Jonah, except for the monster that bumped the bottom of the boat.
I stopped paddling, rested the paddle on my lap, began to try to
control my breathing, and calm myself. The kayak rose and fell with
the rolling waves. I started singing the two hymns we sing in church
every Sunday, the “Gloria Patri” and the “Doxology,” hymns I have
sung since I was a small child pressed warmly against the side of my
Great-Grandmother in the hardwood pews of our little church in
Goshen, Indiana.
Glory be to the Father, and to the Son, and to the Holy Ghost;
As it was in the beginning, is now and ever shall be,
World without end. A-men, A–men

Praise God from whom all blessings flow;
Praise God, all creatures here below;
Praise God above, ye heavenly host.
Praise Father, Son, and Holy Ghost.
On mountaineering expeditions in Nepal, Sherpa guides taught
me to chant Buddhist mantras. Chanting a mantra frees the mind of
nervous energy, allows the body to move spontaneously, and takes
one out of time to reduce the drudgery of a long trek or climb. I applied what I’d learned from the Sherpas but used the Christian
mantras of my childhood. The panicky buzzing in my mind began to
ebb, the tightness in my muscles relaxed, and I let go of the self-abuse
I’d heaped on myself. An incredible lightness entered my body, and I
felt as fresh and strong as if I’d just started paddling. I was infused
with what I can only describe as a divine, inhuman energy. A spirit
greater than my own was with me, in me. It felt like I could paddle all
night long.
Ninety minutes later, as I rounded the point I’d earlier missed,
the clouds opened like a theater curtain being drawn back. The moon
made its first appearance of the evening, lighting up mangrove roots
overhanging the limestone edge of the island and shimmering on the
surface of the rippling water. As I entered the inlet to Jellyfish Lake,
it felt like two arms of Eil Malk embraced me. The water in the inlet
was as calm as a pond in Indiana. I was lost and now, by what seemed
like an amazing grace, I was safe. I straddled the kayak with my legs

Approaching Eil Malk.
Photograph by Jeffrey
Rasley.
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and let my feet dangle over the sides, while I slowly paddled the last
half-mile to the dock by Jellyfish Lake.
The next morning I stuffed my snorkel gear and snacks in a daypack and picked my way up a rocky trail through thick vegetation and
over a hill to a pier at the side of Jellyfish Lake. I pulled on my mask
and fins and giant-stepped off the end of the pier into the 80-degree
water. I spent the morning swimming among the jellyfish. The jellyfish are either oblivious or attracted to swimmers because they kept
bumping up against me as they glided about in their peculiar humping motion. I ate lunch on the pier around noon and then hiked back
to my tent.
The three-day paddle back to Koror was fairly easy. I spent the final night in the Rock Islands camped on the north side of
Ngeruktabel on a crumbling limestone dock, built by the Germans
before Palau was taken over by the Japanese in 1914. Before sundown
I explored bunkers dug into the hillside above the dock and the rusted remains of Japanese WWII armaments. My tent was pitched in a
secluded cove, so I celebrated the final night of the kayak adventure
by swimming naked and sitting on the edge of the dock in the moonlight listening to birds calling from the surrounding jungle.
Jellyfish Lake is emblematic of the perilous paradise that is Palau.
Swimming in the lake I bobbed and weaved with the gentle jellies for
two hours—they bumped and nuzzled me and left no welts because
they do not sting. They are simple beauty, like most of Palau. The
beauty of the moonlit inlet with the arms of Eil Malk embraced me
and the Pacific water in which I dangled my feet as I leisurely paddled past mangrove-lined shores.
The generosity and kindness to strangers, the sensitivity and care
for their strangely beautiful Rock Islands and unique ecology, and the
many diverse peoples living peacefully together in this small island
nation—this is Palau. But, the terrible darkness enveloping the vast
gray waters of the Pacific as waves slapped my little craft and crashed
against the limestone walls on the Pacific side of Eil Malk, while a sea
monster bumped the underside of the boat—this is also Palau. A
beautiful and frightening paradox—like human life itself.
jeffrey s. rasley has twice returned to Palau to solo sea-kayak in the Rock
Islands. In October 2002 he paddled from Koror to Peleliu without getting
lost. Locals told him that they don’t remember anyone else solo kayaking the
entire span of the island chain.

J. TULLY WATSON

III. Breaching Walls

BREAKING OLD HABITS OR LONG TRADITION, PERHAPS PUSHED OUT
BY CIRCUMSTANCES TO THE EDGE AND BEYOND, YOU AWAKE TO ANOTHER WORLD
OF POSSIBILITIES • IT MAY BE BACKWARD OR FORWARD IN TIME OR SPACE, OR OUTSIDE
YOUR FORMER DEFINITION OF YOUR OWN SELF, FURTHER WITHIN OR FURTHER WITHOUT.
• BUT IT REQUIRES BREACHING WALLS •

suzanne freeman

Silas

My friends’ little boy
and I
climbed a slope of gray rocks in autumn,
and I,
who was not wise in the way of little boys,
saw only pieces of shale, unremarkable, unnumbered.
Yet he marveled in the nondescript,
discerned the turtles and stars and mushrooms
underfoot,
struck gold in a harvest of grass seed.
He shared his bounty by the handful—
we’re rich, he smiled—
and threw his treasure back at the sky.

suzanne freeman’s poetry has appeared in a variety of journals, including
previous issues of the Chrysalis Reader. Her novella, Omnibo, won the Clay
Reynolds Novella Prize and was published by Texas Review Press. She lives
in the Texas hill country, where she meditates on the mysteries of her compost pile.
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The Hospital
and the River

quick at my heels, my patient lunges toward me as I reach the thick
metal door. It’s just the two of us with no orderly in sight.
“I know who you are!” he shouts as I fumble the bronze key into
the lock.
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“Your secret’s in your name,” he bellows to an unseen audience
and then begins to chant.
“C-H-R-I-S-T, and then you add an I and an E, and that makes,
that is Christ.” His face is radiant with revelatory joy. I am horrified.
As the lock yields, I feel his head against my neck. His breath is
nauseating. He hasn’t brushed his teeth in months.
“You are the Key to the Kingdom,” he laughs and gropes for my
hand at the lock.
My fear is rising. Just last month, in a rage over a new antipsychotic medication, this strong, young man grabbed my tie and
dragged me by the neck halfway across the bottom panel of the Dutch
door that separates the staff room from the ward. Orderlies freed me
and muscled him to the floor. Since the near strangling I’ve been tense
around him.
Minutes earlier I had been studying the black rockets and fiery
alien suns he’d scrawled across the whiteboard above his bed. My
thoughts were that these images suggested that this once shy, fanciful boy and now visionary madman were one and the same.
Unfortunately, my interpretation backfired, and I became more
drawn into his psychotic world.
In part, I took this interpretive risk because I’m desperate. My
tour of duty in this asylum in nearly over, and in the two years I’ve
worked within these crumbling granite walls, I’ve not moved this
young man a step closer to discharge. Collapsing a boundary between
us, I’ve lost the protection of my professional distance. Through the
gaping hole in the doctor–patient relationship, I am being sucked
into the whirlpool of my patient’s dream of our shared messianic
identity. Sighing with guilt and regret, I slip through the door to the
abandoned ward beyond.
“Come back, Dr. Christ!” my patient moans. His words slur and
mute as he flattens his face against the door’s Plexiglas window.
Glancing back at the small rectangle of light I see the backlit halo of
his wild dark hair.
Mentally plugging my ears and striding toward a metal door at
the far wall, I skid on fallen ceiling plaster. Housekeeping has not
cleaned this ward in months. Reaching the door, I twist a silver key in
the lock. The door opens with a squeak, and I bound through it and
scramble down a spiral staircase. At ground level the same silver key
opens a third door. I swing it wide open and step out of the suffocating darkness of the asylum into the spacious, brilliant light of spring.
At my back the gray granite hospital slouches along the eastern
rim of the deep river valley. Across the valley, among a canopy of newly green trees, rises the shining dome of Maine’s capitol building, its
airy lightness contrasting against the dark bulk of the old mental hos-
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pital. Built as a trendsetting site for “moral treatment” in the enlightened period before the Civil War, this asylum has become, like most
of its kind, a symbol of alienation, imprisonment, even terror.
Patients’ rights groups stridently lobby to empty it and tear it down.
Yesterday, I watched activists fervently search the grounds for unmarked graves of patients who died here, forgotten by their families.
Ultimately these activists will prevail, but for the moment the hospital remains the only possible place I can treat a patient as persistently psychotic as the young man now calling me Dr. Christ.
Calmed by the illusion of separation offered by three metal doors
and foot-thick stone walls, I slowly cross a hundred yards of manicured lawn and push into knee-high grasses of a meadow. I experience a deeply satisfying synesthesia as the aromas of sweet flowers
and ripe spring earth blend with the nearly palpable sonorous sawing of the crickets.
In the valley below, the riffs of the river sparkle as it works its way
toward the sea. The ribbon of light winds through hillsides of greening maples and oaks, and its glistening surface so enchants me that
for a moment I think I can reach out and dip my finger into its luminous wetness. However, a lingering claustrophobia pushes the dancing light away, making it almost unreachable.
This claustrophobia is not just the residue of my current stress.
It is also the chronic mindset of asylum psychiatrists, like me, who
must clinically objectify our patients’ wild subjectivities and personally detach from their extraordinary revelations. This stance allows
us to be both helpful and “sane,” but in doing so we slide capstones
over the deep wells of our own souls. The result is that slowly, over
the years, many of us lose all sense of mystery. Most days I accept this
necessary numbness, but today the claustrophobia is unbearable.
Although my body is now outside the asylum walls, my soul remains
narcotized within. I am held prisoner by the morbidity of my training, experience, and professional responsibility.
Hoping to shake off this pall, I stand in the sweet, buzzing meadow and recall the irony of my choice of psychiatry. As a fourth-year
medical student on psychiatric rotation in a North Philadelphia hospital, I witnessed an Afro-American preacher’s wife sing out her manic vision of heavenly fire, and, I confess, I was fascinated, even transported. Despite my clinical understanding of the woman’s mental illness, I envied her soul’s larger-than-life experience of a world I could
neither see nor hear. The power of her wailing vision was so passionate that I could not believe it to be entirely fantasy. Surely her psychosis was an open door to God, and I, like her, wanted to witness
what lay on the other side. This morning, however, my patient’s false

revelation that I am Christ sickens my soul and threatens my personhood. I must escape from the hospital and get to the river.
Feeling the warmth of the sunlight, I search for the right mental
attitude. My mind directs me to imagine myself growing smaller. I
want to be the size of a figure in a Taoist painting—a tiny speck of
person in a vast, breathing, mysterious universe, yet not so small that
I lose my discrete sense of being. Like Ralph Waldo Emerson, who intuited that individual minds can access universal mind, I want to find
“a place to stand.” From his “stand,” Emerson read the hieroglyphics
of nature, saw beyond the senses, dreamed beyond the stars.
Breathing deeply to quiet my racing mind, I listen to the splashes of the river rushing over mossy boulders and small ledges.
Delighted with these sounds, my mind empties itself of everything
but the river music. Emptying and listening—this preparation for renewal—is something I should do much more often. Today I do it because I must.
Rivers are important to me. I was born next to the Penobscot, and
I have loved my whole life the great rivers of Maine. I have canoed
their waters, hiked their banks, and contemplated their watersheds.
The river below me, the Kennebec, flows through this green valley,
and by virtue of my love and study of it, it also flows through my
memory.
Trusting my imagination, I drift back a couple of months to when
the forest still lay buried in snow. As my imagination wings westward
toward the origins of the river, I see deer huddled in the alder thickets and here and there a fox or coyote wandering in search of snowshoe hare. Commanding the skyline in the far west lie the
Presidentials, massive in winter’s frozen quietude, their peaks and
glacial cirques mounded with deep snow.
I’ve discovered that moving water restores me. It is mid-April as
my imagination glides toward the mountains where the spring melt
has just begun. Along the sheer faces of the peaks, glacier-cold rivulets
shoot from the snow pack and fall hundreds of feet to burst into rainbows of spray. In the basins rivulets gather into small creeks that
bound down the hillsides where in the dark conifers below they join
others, leaping from the forest in every direction. In the ponds and
lakes the spring flood lifts the ice, and its crystalline plates and slabs
grow porous, cachectic. The hollowing ice sinks, melts, and shatters,
tipping and rising up the trunks of cedars and hemlocks along the
shores. South of the forest’s greatest lake, Moosehead, big streams
churn into each other to form this river, the Kennebec—the one I see
below me and the one flowing through my mind. As the Kennebec
gathers more streams and small rivers, it commands the force to carve
solid stone into graceful flumes, to uproot ancient trees and send
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them catapulting over one fall after another until like slain giants they
strand on silt bars to await quiet decay in the next summer’s heat.
Watching the power of this vision, I respectfully remain in my
“place to stand.” Soon the roar increases to a cavernous din, and the
river is no longer “out there” but is all around me. In my mind an unseen force suddenly plunges me into the icy water.
As the cresting spring flood rushes toward the falls, the quick current spins me and floats me backward. Glancing to the right, I see my
patient. His eyes are wide as he thrashes in the current. His nose and
lips have turned blue. His matted dark hair droops over his eyes. I call
to him, but he cannot hear me above the roar of the falls. Fearing for
his safety, I fling an outstretched hand in his direction, but it is too
late, for I am swept over the lip of the falls and find myself tumbling
downward amidst thundering cascades of water. As I drop, face skyward, I see my patient’s body darken the heavens above me as he, too,
is flung over the roaring rim. For a moment, we are both falling toward the great frothy eddy at the base of the pounding columns
of water.
I hit the eddy with a stinging smack and immediately am sucked
down into the darkness of the freezing, slow-spinning gyre. My
chilled body sinks like lead, and I fear I will drown, but thankfully I
suddenly pop to the surface just outside the deadly whirlpool.
Anxiously, I scan the boiling current for my patient. Around me the
water flashes silver with scales of Atlantic salmon. Light glints off
their sleek bodies as they beat their way up the falling cascades. The
beauty of the ascending fish is so spellbinding that for a moment I
lose my fear. Suddenly a large body brushes next to me, and my fear
returns with a new eeriness. The body is that of a huge sturgeon, perhaps fifteen feet long, the size described by early explorers. In some
way I know this fish is my patient.
The sturgeon twists briefly in the foaming current and turns one
eye toward me. Strange, eel-like feelers dangle from its jaw. The
cracked armored plates of its back are studded with barnacles and
wavering threads of algae, and in its eye I see the black hole of eternity. The fish stares at me for a few seconds, then coils and leaps
straight skyward into the pounding water. It seems inconceivable that
a creature of such size can ascend the falls, and I fear the ancient fish
will crash back upon me. Then, as if the falling cascade reversed itself
to assist, the huge body splashes up and over the falls. In the space
where the fish cleared the rim, droplets hang suspended in the air,
their surfaces refracting the bright daylight. From my vantage point
below, these glistening spheres seem like galaxies of burning suns. I
shut my eyes in disbelief.

The roar dies away, and I am alone in the meadow—such a peaceful place compared to the wild eddy at the base of the falls. Kneeling,
I sweep my hands through the meadow grasses. A pink clover blossom pushes itself into my palm, and I bend to smell its sweetness.
Emerson spoke of miracles being one with blowing clover and rain.
He said that religion must be imagined and reimagined over again to
keep its fresh relationship with divine reality. It is so lovely here in the
meadow, so sweet, so uncomplicated, and blessedly I have a time, perhaps ten minutes, just to rest and to reflect. Of course, I cannot forget that inside the granite walls my patient waits for me, and as doctor and patient, we remain bound together by our need to transform
each other. In my mind I hear him mumbling, “Christ, i.e., that is,
Christ.” Ten minutes is not much time, but I think it will be enough
to let the river’s miracle do its work.
Smelling the clover again I think of how our inflated souls, his
made grandiose by illness and mine pumped up by fear and therapeutic zeal, can be balanced again by growing small in the face of
overpowering largeness. I reflect on the religious imagination and the
paradox of how as much as we need ritual, predictability, and the
safety of spiritual certainty, sometimes rebirth requires surprise and
the possibility of death. It is as if we need the divine to appear in totally unexpected form in order to achieve the necessary renewal.
Ironically we need our estranged complexity to be nearly killed to
find our simple selves again. Musing on these thoughts, I rest in the
sunlit meadow.
The fullness of the moment is deeply relaxing, but I cannot escape the threads of anxiety that loop through my mind. Soon I must
go back into the unreal atmosphere of the old asylum where my therapeutic clumsiness has made my patient more psychotic than ever,
perhaps more dangerous. Miraculously, I feel strong enough to sit
with him again. The double river has given me fresh vision, and vision is the spawning ground of hope—hope for him, hope for me.
Behind the darkness cloaking my patient’s mind and the terrible uncertainty of our work together, I see something new. Behind the darkness I see the leap of a great fish and in its spray blazing galaxies of
newborn suns.

walter r. christie, m.d., is a Distinguished Fellow of the American
Psychiatric Association, psychiatric consultant for the Maine State
Retirement System, peer review consultant for Maine Medical Association,
and a teacher of alchemical perception and spiritual relationship to nature
at Brunswick Jung Center.
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Colin
gramma called and was all bumming about something. Mom
didn’t want to go, so it was up to me. That’s not just down the street.
Gram lives out in the country—probably close to half an hour bike
ride. Something about a raccoon, Mom was telling me, but I wasn’t
really paying attention. I would get the story firsthand in a while—
why think about the same problem twice? It could be a whole different problem once I got there anyway, or no problem at all. Maybe
Gram was just feeling lonely—I’d get there and she’d put out some
fresh-baked cookies and a glass of milk and never once mention any
raccoon.
So I ride on over, already tasting the chocolate chips melting in
my mouth, but when I get inside, there’s no baking going on. The
house is a mess with torn bags and crumbles of cookies, but they’re
cookies that had been in those bags, the store-bought kind. Also some
torn-up candy wrappers and remains of chocolate.
“The first time it happened, I pretended it was a squirrel,”
Gramma tells me. I can picture her doing that, trying to ignore facts
so she wouldn’t have to deal with them.
“But even a squirrel would be bad,” she goes on. “How would a
squirrel get in here? I’d have to hire people to come and find out, then
other people to get rid of them.”
“But now you don’t think so?” I ask, looking around at the mess.
“No. Now I think it’s something coming in the cat door.” She
points at the hole in the back door with a heavy plastic floppy opener. I’d never really noticed that cat door before. I go over and push on
the plastic. It opens out, and when I let go it plops back into place. I
push it again and see that it’s in two parts, one rectangle within an-
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other. Both pieces together open inward, and the smaller rectangle
opens only outward. When there’s nothing in the way, it snaps shut
again. I push on it a few more times.
“So what happened?” I ask.
“I heard a loud crash and ran in here. That plastic cat food container was on the floor, cat food all over. And the plastic of the cat
door just snapping shut.”
“Like this?” I ask and swing the plastic out so it will plop back in
place.
“Just like that,” she says. “And I noticed then that there was a hole
chewed through the container. So I fixed it with duct tape. Then I put
the fire extinguisher in front of the cat door. In less than five minutes
I heard the fire extinguisher crash over!”
I stop then with the door flopping and watch her to see what
she’ll say next. Her story is getting a little interesting. But she’s
stopped.
“Yeah, so then . . .” I say to get her started again.
“So then I called your Mom. I thought it might be a raccoon. She
thought so too. She said you’d come over to help me.”
“Help you what?” I ask. I don’t know raccoons from a hole in the
ground. What help could I be? I mean, if she wanted company or
someone to bake for, I was good for that—but I’m no raccoon fighter.
“Well, I can’t have him coming in here like that. I can’t have some
wild animal wrecking my house.”
“We could nail the cat door shut,”I say, but I know that isn’t much
of a solution. I stand up next to her, and we both just stare at the door
for a while. Nothing’s coming to me. We’re just quiet—watching and
waiting for a solution. Then I notice the plastic starting to move.
Maybe the wind, I’m thinking, but naw, the plastic is too heavy. I notice the light on the other side of the plastic is getting a little darker.
Maybe the cat’s coming in.
I point at the door, and Gram nods. The plastic door begins to
move out—I mean away from the inside of the house, not toward it
like a cat pushing her way in. It pulls back further, and we see little
tiny black fingers pulling on it. Then this face appears in the opening,
black eyes and a mask around them—like a comic-book robber, and
the face moving through the hole. It’s like something kind of magic
happening, and then Gram is screaming, screeching,“Get out of here!
Get out of my house!” and she picks up a log from next to the woodstove and flings it at the door. My Gram does that. I mean, I only
thought she baked cookies, but here she is going nuts. The face disappears.
“I hate raccoons!” yells Gramma, and I can see she means it.
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She goes upstairs and in a few minutes comes back with this cage
thing. She rummages around in one of the torn-up bags and finds a
couple of whole-ish cookies and puts them in the cage. She must see
me wondering because she says, “This is a Havahart trap. It might be
too small for him, but it’s worth a try.”
She fiddles with some latch-type hooks and puts it on the floor.
I have my doubts. I mean, if I were a raccoon, I don’t think I’d go in
there for old half-eaten cookies. While she’s messing with it, I keep
picturing that face in that frame of plastic. It was a face a lot bigger
than the cat’s face and must be in a head a lot bigger than the cat’s
head. Maybe that plastic cat door is too big for Gram’s cat. Finally I
tell her what I’m thinking.
“You could go to the store and get a smaller cat door,” I tell her.
Gram finishes up with the trap and looks at the door.
“You’re right,” she tells me. It feels good to have her say that, but
then when I think about the big project of changing the cat door, it
seems like too much. Gram disappears again. This time she comes
back with a hammer and some nails. Who would have thought she’d
have that kind of stuff around? Then she reaches into the kindling
pile and pulls out a skinny little board.
“You hold this,” she says, laying it across the plastic of the cat
door, about halfway up. So I do. I’d rather do the hammering, but
she’s good at that too. A few whacks and that board is nailed in solid.
“I hope we guessed the right spacing,” she says. I notice she says
“we” even though all I did was hold the board.
We stand back to admire our handiwork. In no time, that plastic
starts to move again, but this time it’s coming toward us, and there’s
Gram’s cat squeezing through the opening. She looks a little annoyed
about the new arrangement, but she can make it.
“Perfect,” says Gram. “I knew you could help me. You have time
for some cookies and milk? I’ve got a batch just ready to go in the
oven.”

Gram
that night, I snuggled in bed, ready for an undisturbed rest. When
I got up the next morning, however, the kitchen was again in chaos.
Cookie crumbs and smushed cookies trailed to the cat door.
Crumbles of peanut shells covered the dining-room rug. Outside the
back door I found the empty cookie bag. Under the counter was the
bag containing the remaining peanuts. Furious, I nailed a second
strip of wood across the cat door, lowering its opening another inch.
“See how he likes that!” I said.
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The second strip worked to keep the raccoon out, but it kept the
cat out too. For three days I glimpsed the cat in streaks as she dashed
into hiding behind bushes when I drove into the driveway. It wasn’t
worth keeping the raccoon out if it meant losing the cat. I removed
the second strip and looked for other solutions: I e-mailed Fish &
Wildlife for suggestions; I ordered two new cat doors from the
internet—one that would fit into the sliding glass door on the opposite side of the house and one that would only open if the approaching entrant had a magnet hanging from its collar; I went to the hardware store and spent $45 on a raccoon sized Havahart trap—a trap
four feet long and a foot square. I was willing to try anything, and I
was going to try it all.
I put the trap in the shed outside the backdoor, the location of
the cat door, and loaded it with the same cookies the raccoon had
been stealing, along with jelly beans left over from Easter and a few
of the peanuts.
The next morning, the kitchen was a mess again. Bread had been
dug out of the flip-top trash can, and a package of those orange crackers filled with peanut butter had been messily consumed. I opened
the back door to check the trap. The bait was gone, the door clamped
shut, but the trap was empty. Somehow the raccoon had tricked it.
I’d paid a bundle for that trap and couldn’t believe it hadn’t worked.
I decided to try it one more time. This time the bait was more of
the bread from the trash, more of the orange crackers, and another
sampling of Easter candy. Just in case he’d gotten free by tipping it
over, I put a four-foot beam across the top of the cage.
The next morning, my cat woke me in bed. I reached out to
scratch under her chin, drowsily relieved to have her back. When I
went downstairs, there was no mess, and when I opened the door, the
trap was full of a furry bundle!
I called my next-door neighbor who, worried about the future of
his chickens, had agreed to drive the raccoon far away if I managed
to catch it. Together we got the cage, snarling threatening raccoon and
all, into his jeep. I went off to work with a smile on my face.
I slept soundly that night. But the next morning the familiar bedlam was back. The cat-food bag was torn open, the contents rolling
under my bare feet, more of the orange cracker crumbs littered the
rug.
“How could this be?” And from somewhere beneath the sleep
came the response: raccoons are families. “Oh, no!” I answered out
loud along with some other stronger words.
I prepared to set the trap again. I wanted to get it right. Would a
second raccoon go into a cage where his brother had spent the night?
Presumably peed? I got out the hose and scrubbed the cage. I raked

away the wood chips and sawdust in the shed where the trap had been
set. I laid a thick plastic garbage bag over the spot to conceal any lingering whiffs of danger. Then the bait, the four-foot beam, and the
trap was ready.
That night when I went to bed, my cat joined me. I took the cat’s
presence inside as an invitation to once again block any entry through
the cat door, so I slipped downstairs, hammer in hand, and re-nailed
the second board.
The next morning? Yes! A second furry bundle was in the cage.
Another neighbor driving by in his truck saw me struggling to get the
cage with the fighting raccoon out of the shed. He stopped to help
and took it with him in his truck to Claremont. He and I both agreed
that Claremont needed more raccoons.
When I got home from work that evening, I smiled at the empty
cage on my front steps. Then I got busy with the hose, rake, garbage
bags, and jellybeans. Who knew how long this would go on? But I had
the hang of it now.
Two days later I had to call work to say I’d be in a little late. I had
another raccoon to get rid of. Tom had taken away that first one. Bob
from up the road had taken the second. I had called both Tom and
Bob for this one, but neither had answered.
A few minutes later, as I was lugging the cage, clumsy with the
frantic movement of the raccoon, Bob stopped by.
“Got your message,” he told me, grabbing the cage and putting it
into the bed of his pickup. “I’m on my way to Claremont,” he said,
grinning. He was happy—and I was happy: raccoon trapper extraordinaire. Queen Trapper of Davidson Hill.
I told Jeanine the story when I got to work. “You know, that’s not
the end of them,” she told me.
“Well, there might be one, even two, more,” I admitted. “A family of raccoons can have up to five.”
“You think it’s just one family?” she asked. “Word is out by now.
Every raccoon in those woods knows about your house—the place to
go to party! Your house is the Raccoon Frat House of North
Westminster.”
three weeks after i drove the fourth raccoon to Fitzwilliam, just
as I was beginning to relax, believing myself to be raccoon-free, I was
sitting on my couch, lighthearted, reading a novel and eating some
ice cream, when I heard a disheartening sound from the vicinity of
the cat door. Soon I heard a rustling sound. I pictured the shelf where
I keep my teas. I screamed and threw my novel across the room into
the kitchen. Dead silence followed and then a repeat of the scratchy
whoosh of an oversized raccoon fitting through an undersized cat
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door. I arrived just in time to see the plastic flap settle into place. Tea
was spread on the floor nearby.
For a couple days, I reset and baited the trap, but without gusto.
I was tired of catching raccoons. The thrill had worn off.
I hatched a new plan. Outside the door I built a cinder-block barrier: cinder blocks on each side of the cat opening, tight up against
the door, connected with a double-sized cinder-block across their far
sides. This configuration left a well that a cat could climb down into
and make her way into the house, but the squiggle factor might be
enough to deter a shifty raccoon who didn’t know what was waiting
in those depths.
It seemed to work. The invasions ceased. I still kept the trap set
and ready to capture, but the bait slowly disappeared, probably taken by chipmunks and mice. After a while I quit re-baiting and kept
thinking I should release the trigger and be done with it for awhile.
The cinder-block barrier was doing its job.
Several weeks went by when, sitting quietly one evening, I heard
a suspicious noise. I got up to look. The flap was still. On a whim I
decided to peek outside.
As I stood sniffing the air, I heard movement in the shed. I
switched on the light and peered into the shed’s shadows. The cage
door was closed! And there was movement inside—a frantic pacing
movement. It wasn’t quite right, though. This dark form seemed hyper: too prancing, too skittish. The raccoons of the past had been
more deliberate, more lumbering, their bearing more confrontational. I got my flashlight. Shining it into the shadows, squinting to see
behind the woven wires of the cage, the beam caught black fur—but
longish fur—not the bristles of a raccoon. Had I caught a cat? I
inched closer and the light caught whiteness as well, a long tail as the
animal scurried back and forth, frantic for escape. More white? I
looked closer—a long snout and yes, a lot of white—a whole white
stripe. I ran back into the house and slammed the door. How would
I ever get rid of a skunk?

Colin
“okay, so you caught a skunk in the trap. So what’d you do?”
“Well, I sat on the couch to think about it. The first thing I
thought was, ‘I’m glad he wasn’t as surprised and freaked out as me
or he would have sprayed me.’”
“Yeah, but he couldn’t. He was in a cage,” I tell her.
“But it’s not a skunk trap. It’s much bigger than a skunk trap. So
I was worried. They don’t spray when they’re in a cage because they
can’t lift their tails high enough. But with a cage that size—well, his
tail seemed to be sticking up pretty well.”

“Gramma, the tail has nothing to do with the not spraying,” I
have to tell her. Sometimes she just gets these ideas in her head and
believes them, and I have to straighten her out. “They don’t spray
when they’re in a cage or any small enclosed area. That’s the way of
skunks.”
“Why?” she asks.
“I don’t know. They just don’t. So what’d you do?”
“Well, first I thought I’d go to bed,” she says, “but then I knew I
couldn’t. I don’t hate skunks like I do raccoons. He hadn’t done anything to me—I couldn’t just leave him stuck in there. So then I
thought that I should wrap myself all up somehow, maybe with an
old overcoat or something. Then I thought about my eyes and wondered if I had goggles anywhere.”
I laugh, picturing her.
“I ran through a ton of ideas, but they all seemed pretty complicated. Like if I put on gloves, maybe I couldn’t work the latch on the
cage. And wrapping myself up would make a quick escape hard.
Finally, without any of those, I got up to take another look. By then I
was wondering if maybe I could just ease the cage open a couple inches, then prop it like that, and go back in the house.”
“So is that what you did?”
“It’s what I started to do. I got a piece of wood that was about the
right height and walked real slowly over to the cage. He skittered
around at first but then calmed down some. I was really just inching
along. Then I reached over and opened the latch, but you have to hold
the latch up in the air to start collapsing the door up toward the top
of the cage, which takes two hands. I was holding the latch with one
hand and sliding the door with the other. If I let go of the latch, the
door would stop moving, so I just kept sliding the door all the way
open and held it there. The skunk poked his head though the opening, and I moved off to the side as far as I could, hoping he wouldn’t
notice me. Maybe he’d think a miracle had happened. He’d be easy to
fool. Anyone who’d voluntarily go into an unbaited trap couldn’t be
all that bright.”
“Yeah, so then . . .” I have to prompt.
“So he came out. He took a tiny glance around and then moved
quickly across the shed and disappeared under the joists.”
“Well, I guess that’s a happy ending,” I tell her, “Although some
spraying would have made it a lot more interesting.”
charlene wakefield is a writer and visual artist living in Westminster,
Vermont. She has been published in the Chrysalis Reader, The Best of Write
Action, The Cracker Barrel, and Winter (a publication of Write Action short
stories). Her artwork, a piece created from broken dishes, appeared on the
cover of the Chrysalis Reader, Chances Are . . . .
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Long Primaries

During my plastic feeder years
the hummers were leery—
never stopped here for a sip
never intruded into the false petal.
Taste mavens, they ignored
the filtered glass, the garish
sunflower, the colored sugar water.
Skeptics, they did not nuzzle the liquor
nor hover like new lovers unafraid to taste
each other’s breath.
Gadget gone, the humming birds
arrive early in the morning
to twist and anger the trellis
outside my window
then come to a full stop
above the real flowering sweet peas
scenting the air.
Now I can be St. Francis in my imagination
and stand very still in the garden
and wait.

rosemary adam is a former teacher and columnist who dabbles in the arts.
Her poetry has appeared in Peal, Razzle, California Quarterly, After Dark,
The Spectator, and The Pen Woman.
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Andy’s World

my brother, perry, and his wife, betty, welcomed their second
son into the world with great joy. Andy seemed healthy and active until about eighteen months of age when he began to have seizures.
After months of testing, it was revealed that Andy had LennoxGestaut Syndrome, a devastating disease that causes one to physically peak at about age ten and then experience physical and mental deterioration. Life expectancy is eighteen to twenty years, and death often occurs during status epilepticus—grand mal seizure after grand
mal that won’t stop until death brings relief.
Perry and Betty have tried every experimental medical intervention and anti-seizure med on the market. They have worked with
countless neurologists and medical clinics. Andy even had a vagus
nerve stimulator implanted with the hope of fragmenting impending seizures. Nothing has helped. Every procedure has side effects.
Little Andy has been subject to obesity, violent outbursts, and
Cushing’s syndrome (from massive infusion of steroids). He experienced mental terror from one drug and bizarre activity, sleeplessness,
and restlessness from another drug, frantic hunger from special diet
. . . the list goes on and on.
When Andy was about four, I watched his cloudy gaze suddenly
focus. He walked away from everyone, zeroed in on the nothingness
before him, and began to speak in a rapid dialect. His mother said the
doctors felt this behavior was from hallucinations. I am a registered
nurse and find this plausible, but I said aloud that Andy may be gifted and, who knows, may be speaking to God or angels. As I spoke,
Andy turned, looked at me and smiled.
The following year I again flew to Iowa to visit my parents. My
brother’s family lives nearby and frequently drops in. When Perry’s
family arrived, they opened the kitchen door, and a lethargic fiveyear-old Andy lumbered in. His eyes caught mine. My nephew got a
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huge grin and ran over to me. He wrapped his arms around my neck
and would not let go. I held Andy a very long time. He laid his head
against mine and began to suck his thumb. Betty came over and started to laugh.“Andy doesn’t respond like that to anyone,” she said.“You
two have a special bond.” Andy pulled away and stared at me intently with his big, bright blue eyes. I looked back and smiled. Neither of
us would give up the intense gaze. His mother asked softly, “What’s
going on?” I replied in a whisper, “I don’t know.”
Although I only visited annually, Andy remembered me each and
every year. His normally blank expression would brighten, and he
would continue the affectionate hugs. During my daily prayer and
meditation time back in New Hampshire, I frequently saw his face
and “felt” his big smile. Sometimes I could even hear his voice, although it was the tone of a young man, rather than a child. I chose
not to dismiss or evaluate Andy’s appearance or voice in my meditation. It just was.
Back to Iowa at my parents’ golden anniversary party, Perry
walked into the hall holding ten-year-old Andy escorted by two
EMTS. In the process of getting out of the car and into the building,
my nephew had suffered multiple grand mal seizures.
Andy was understandably dazed and sleepy. Yet, when he saw me,
he struggled from his father’s arms and stumbled into mine, hugging
fiercely. I heard interiorly that young male voice,“Please thank them.”
Then, he fell asleep.
Alone later that evening as I meditated, a young male voice fired
instructions to me. The messages were insistent and would not stop.
Finally, I acknowledged the words and promised to relay the messages
if the opportunity arose. The mental noise subsided.
The next day we were all assembled at church, where my parents
would repeat their wedding vows. I watched Andy in the seat before
me, cradled in my brother’s arms. His head turned toward me. Andy’s
eyes and mine locked in an intense gaze. The meditative voice began.
The young male voice was insistent. I started to cry and in my mind,
agreed.
After Mass, all assembled at my parents’ home. My mother took
Andy outside to the swing. I asked to talk privately to Betty. She followed me into the bedroom.
I told Andy’s mother that I was about to say something very irresponsible. That I wasn’t a psychic or medium, but it seemed that I
was communicating with Andy, and he wanted me to say something.
“When he stares at me, I hear a young man’s voice say, ‘Thank
them.’ It has become insistent the more he hugs me. Then while meditating, I hear a young adult male voice say that you and Perry should
not feel that his condition is your fault. You did nothing wrong and

have always been loving and caring. It is important that as parents
you never blame yourselves about what has and will happen to Andy.”
My sister-in-law nodded as tears streamed down her face. I felt
terrible. Then I cried out,“Oh God, help me do this right. I’m not doing this right. If I’m meant to do this help me!” As my own tears fell,
I looked out the window and saw Andy playing with his grandma. He
turned toward the window. I heard the voice again, “Tell them thank
you.” Calmness permeated the room.
“The most compelling and profound message that keeps coming
from Andy,” I said,“is thank you. He knows how hard his life has been
for you. He wants to thank you for all that you have done for him. He
loves you. You are very special, chosen parents.”
After a noncommittal sigh, Betty hugged me and left the room.
I looked out the bedroom window and watched as my mother
walked hand-in-hand with Andy back to the house. In a while, Betty
knocked on the bedroom door and walked in.
“I just think that you should know . . . after our talk, your mother brought Andy into the house. He ran up to me, hugged me and
said, “Thank you mama, thank you mama, thank you mama.” Then
Betty paused.“Andy’s vocabulary has become very limited. This is the
first time he has spoken this year.”
What is Andy all about? For what purpose did this devastating
disease happen to such an innocent, precious child? Only God really
knows. Some would call Andy a suffering servant. To me, that means
that Andy is a very advanced soul, very precious to God. He was allowed to sacrifice his own life in order to bring about deep spiritual
change in people.
When I see Andy, it is most clear to me that his purpose in life is
to invoke compassion. The world today is in dire need of this holy
emotion. Andy is leaving seeds of love and warmth wherever he goes.
As a suffering servant, this evolved soul knew his life would be hardest on his parents. Only very special people could support and love
him through this agonizing physical deterioration that was necessary
to fill his purpose in life.
After my flight back to New Hampshire, my thoughts remained
with Andy and his family. I would second–guess myself. Did I do the
right thing . . . even though in my heart, I felt that God had used me
to convey Andy’s thoughts? But were these Andy’s thoughts? He is
supposed to be a severely retarded ten-year-old . . . the voice was that
of a very intelligent young man. The message was so deep, so compassionate and loving, yet very simple in its content. The mystical origins haunted me. Was the message from God, Andy, or me? Will I ever
know? Do I need to know . . . or simply to trust?
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A cloistered nun, who is sometimes my spiritual counselor, listens to my story. She confided in me that the inner dialogue happened
once to her as a child while in the presence of a man with Down’s
Syndrome. He told her that she was needed as a religious. That caused
her to join the convent. That telepathic communication happened
only once in her lifetime. She had never told anyone about it until our
conversation.
Then I received a beautiful letter from Betty. It read, in part,
I’ve thought a lot about our conversation, Diana, and more and
more I realize how profound it was, both your words and that
Andy came up and said, “Thank you, Mama,” right afterward.
Many scriptural images have come to mind, and I’m beginning to
sense that Andy and his purpose in life have a much deeper significance than we can begin to define in the usual earthly terms we
use to measure “success.” I’ve always known that Andy is a sweet
boy who gives love without reserve or judgment or conditions, but
now I find myself seeking to discern more of what he is all about.

Fast forward five years. Andy is mute, no longer able to walk and
in a cognitive haze most of the time. He still experiences multiple
grand mal seizures daily despite meds, treatment, and vagus nerve
stimulator.
His bright eyes have dulled and no longer seem to recognize me.
He is long and lanky at fifteen, still wears diapers, and is harder to
hold on your lap. Most people shy away, feeling inadequate around
an unresponsive adolescent. I held Andy awkwardly for over an hour,
meditating, offering hands-on prayer, feeling love and grace cascade
over us. There was peace. I was a little sad that he no longer communicates with me via that young man’s inner dialogue. Then I realized
he is becoming that young man whose voice I heard a half decade ago.
Back in New Hampshire I settled down to meditate and was startled by an interior vision. In my mind’s eye there stood a tall, thin,
handsome man wearing a three-piece blue suit and red tie. He had
light brown curly hair and was gorgeous—with the kindest face and
most beautiful smile. It was Andy. He seemed to be in his twenties.
For two weeks whenever I closed my eyes in prayer, Andy would be
there. Whenever I asked him a question, he would just smile. Message
delivered, never again was that young man’s voice heard, but the
matching spirit was now revealed. Beautiful. Whole.
My priest friend listens to my meditative visions and reminds me
that mysticism is a glimpse into spiritual reality not readily seen in
this world. He verifies that perhaps what I’m being gifted with is a vision of Andy’s soul, which is very much whole.
Another letter from Iowa reveals that Andy’s quiet gifts continue
in his silence. Now, that same young man’s face that interiorly smiles
at me, has revealed himself to Betty, his mother, while she contemplatively holds her handicapped son.

An award-winning author, diana m. amadeo’s has appeared in books, anthologies, essays, and short stories; there are 450 publications that bear her
byline. Yet, she says that she humbly and persistently tweaks and rewrites her
thousand or so rejections with eternal hope that they may yet see the light
of day. Diana lives in New England.
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Beyond the bliss of dreams. Be wise, and taste . . .
—john milton, comus
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in fall 1969 i worked alongside harold on the assembly line of a
toy manufacturer, just south of Buffalo. We made a peculiar pair.
Around fifty, tall but hunchy and thickset, Harold came from the surrounding farm country, with that country’s musty fixedness about
him. Just turned twenty, not tall and one hundred thirty pounds, I was
from the city, a university student soaked in the subversive sixties.
Harold and I worked the four to midnight shift, stuck side by side
on our steel stools, hourly-waged attendants to King Conveyor Belt.
In the pre-Christmas production push, the line carried an endless
current of toys, each needing some final human touch. We completed pull-along dogs by stretching rubber ears over steel pegs; we quality checked little wind-up radios by listening to the first bar of Old
McDonald 5,000 times a night; we gave voice to toy barns by snapping in diaphragms so the swinging doors opened with a milk cow’s
moo. After nineteen years of this, Harold, like the other old-timers,
worked with the unthinking look of a zombie. I endured each eighthour shift fortified by the saving grace that I was just passing through.
Harold didn’t talk much and shared his fellow lifers’ parochial
dislike for peak-season hires. But he liked me. He liked how I knew
something of World War II. He liked how I taped Shakespeare’s sonnets to my stool seat and furtively studied them while my hands
worked. He’d thought he’d seen everything, but said that was a new
one. When he did talk, it was a far way from my erudite professors
lecturing on Marx and Nietzsche. Most nights I was happy for the
conversation.
In early November, the company handed out frozen turkeys—a
one-time Thanksgiving balm for our full-time $2.65 per hour exploitation. I gave my Butterball to Harold. It surprised me how he
turned mum and red-faced, like a shy little boy. He shook my hand
so hard the little bones hurt for a month. He insisted that come Friday
he’d buy me a beer.
Friday, when the wall clock’s stubborn minute hand needed just
a last click to reach twelve, Harold stood up, slapped me on the shoulder, and said, “Jimmy, it’s midnight.” Then, he whispered, “Let’s get
out of here.”
I always played it cool at quitting time, sitting still, avoiding the
herd. That night Harold tucked me in front and claimed our way. I
felt diminished, being part of the lemming-like rush to punch out,
jostling for position with the tough, proletarian women who dominated the crews.
Time cards punched at 24:00, we headed to our cars. Harold
drove a rusty Ford Falcon, mud and salt stained to indeterminate color. I drove a green Volkswagen that, without a long warm-up, would
not defrost its windshield. Harold said I could never find the bar on
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my own. He didn’t wait for a warm-up, so I followed navigating with
my head out the side window.
The Indian Head Inn stood in the Y-junction of two dark country roads, a wood-framed, rectangular building, the red neon glow of
an Iroquois Beer sign its only marker. I followed Harold through the
front door into the immediate stink of tobacco smoke and a long,
narrow room with a bar along the left side. Tables, chairs, and an old
puck-sliding bowling machine were on the right. Our first few steps
slanted noticeably uphill, the rough planked wooden floor not level.
Harold waved me to come along faster. An old lady sat behind the bar,
and two farmers sat on stools in front. At the end, a tall, perfectly
headed draft beer already awaited Harold.
We took the last two stools, and the farmers nodded to Harold.
The bartender became aware of me and stood up. Harold bought me
a beer. On the bar between the farmers stood a big glass jar with some
kind of wrinkled sausages floating inside, like specimens preserved
for science. A cold spot of despair moved through me. I always allowed my surroundings undue influence. I tried to strengthen myself
and wondered again how I got into such situations.
Harold finished two tall ones to my short one. He didn’t let me
buy him a beer because I worked nights to pay for daytime college.
He thought that was a special thing. “They can never take it away
from you,” he said, meaning the degree. When he said it, it made
sense.
Harold asked the bartender, “Dottie, what kind of soup you have
tonight?” That brought laughs from the farmers and a smile from
Dottie. His soup question was a long-running inside joke because the
answer, “Honey, I’ve got split pea soup,” never changed. I think it was
canned soup, but Dottie served it on a silver tray with salt crackers,
napkin, spoon, and pepper as if it were a feast for Harold, a hero welcomed home from great triumphs.
After the soup and more beer, Harold shared his dream with me.
I would never have guessed it, not in a million years. He yearned to
catch a sailfish. I don’t think he had a clue about deep-sea fishing other than what he saw on The American Sportsman, but just talking
about it made his eyes moist and sparkly. He stopped talking about
it abruptly after a ritual promise to himself that he would do it. It
seemed kind of pitiful to me, especially compared to my lofty dream
of taking the road less traveled and escaping the life of quiet desperation—becoming immortal through my pen.
During Harold’s trips to the unheated bathroom, the farmers
talked about him. “Old man Crowldart’s boy. He’ll be right there on
that same stool until three o’clock. Stay while Dottie cleans up.”

“Hardly knows to read or write. That’s a fact. Can’t imagine such
a thing today.”
“Never as much as mentions a woman. Spends his vacations right
there on that stool.”
“Not a bad boy. A regular whiz on that bowling contraption.”
“Remember old man Crowldart?”
“Oh yas, a genuine son-of-a-bitch.”
I left after four nursed beers and enough pipe and cigarette
smoke that I suffered for two days.
The temporary workers were all let go at the end of November,
just before we had the required weeks to collect unemployment. The
week before Christmas, I studied late every night for finals. A couple
times I felt tempted to take a midnight ride out to the Indian Head
Inn. I never did.
A year later, graduated, snow-birding in a tiny rented cabin in
Winter Haven, Florida, I got a note from a friend who was working
the assembly-line job. He remembered my mentioning Harold and
now, he wrote, Harold Crowldart was dead. From a heart attack or a
stroke. Talk was, he died right at the bar in the Indian Head Inn. I
hadn’t thought about Harold since the old days, but I felt bad. I imagined a mess with the pea soup.
A generation later, securely stuck in a corporate career (my only
writing being passively verbed memos and actively verbed résumés),
the company declared me a role model achiever and sent me on an
expense-paid trip to Acapulco. Among the assortment of perks was a
half-day deep-sea fishing trip. Sea and sun never being my thing, I ordinarily would have chosen something else, like the tour of the Museo
Histórico de Acapulco. But something tugged me to the fishing trip.
Five or six of us went out on a small charter boat. It was 102° with
rough seas. I got sick. No one caught anything but, lying on the open
deck, sunbaked and miserable, I managed to lift my head from under
a wet towel just long enough to glimpse a sailfish running alongside
the boat. Back under the towel, I prayed for a speedy return to land.
I thought of Harold and built a hot, teary anger against him for having such a foolish dream.
james ward’s first published short story appeared in Volume 7 of the
Chrysalis Reader, Rocking the Ages. His stories have since appeared in Lynx
Eye, Orchid Literary Review, Lichen Literary Journal, Eclipse, and The
Alembic. He is currently working on a collection of stories. James lives in
Morristown, New Jersey, with his wife, Barbara.
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Entryway

I saw something most peculiar today—
an ant hill whose hole
was surrounded by countless
tiny lavender flower petals.
It was a lovely doorway,
a lavender entrance,
tiny and mysterious
and who knows how far it goes.
One can imagine a labyrinth
of tiny tunnels
just beneath the surface
past the flower petals
and tiny green leaves.
Would you enter the Antosphere,
the empire beneath the earth
where ancient queens rule
with autocratic authority?
Would you feel
the trembling of the soil
beneath a summer thundershower,
or would you learn to love
the melodic rhythmic rumblings
of deep fault-line cracks
far beneath the earth?
Living inside the planet,
instead of on the surface,
would you feel the gentle pull of gravity
from astronomical events,
tugs of the tides of the moon,
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comets passing through?
That tiny opening,
a miniature door
surrounded by lavender flowers
just might be the shaman’s entryway
to wherever you need to go.

gary every is a native Arizonian whose works have appeared in Snowy
Egret, South Carolina Review, Main Street Rag, and Tales of the Talisman. For
the last three years he has been nominated for the annual Rhysling Award’s
best science fiction poetry. His books include a collection of desert essays,
Cat Canyon Secrets, and the science-fiction novella, Inca Butterflies.
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Redrawing
the Lines

walking the street near my home one evening, I saw, outside a
house that I had long admired for its well-groomed flower beds, a gardener bent over her work. She was elderly, thick around the middle,
with fleshy arms and legs protruding from her white cotton dress. Her
body was strung along two lines: the lower, from her heels through
her locked knees to the small of her back, and the upper, doubling
back downward at an acute angle so that her two long, slate-gray
braids brushed against the earth.
The posture seemed difficult for even a young person to maintain. It seemed unnatural, especially because she did not move, not
even to pad the earth around a bloom or to pluck a dead leaf. Her gardener’s magic hands hung as limply as her braids. I wondered, was
she lost in the manifold world of a flower? Was she concentrating on
her pain? Maybe she was stuck, couldn’t stand up. I thought about
calling out, initiating an exchange: “Nice garden you have there!” But
then I thought perhaps I would be intruding on a meditation. Before
I knew it, my feet had carried me past her. At home I kept worrying
about her, until I went back out in the dark to assure myself that she
was gone.
I never saw her again because as it happened I moved away soon
after. But she is not gone out of my world, as are most others from
such touch-and-go encounters. I think about her and wonder, not so
much about her condition (that’s over now), but about my response,
and my lack of response. She has come to stand for a host of people
who have drawn tangent to me, of whom I can only say, “I almost
touched . . . I could have touched,” of whom I sometimes think, I
should have. . . . I wonder how it is that I have become so beset with
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hesitations, second thoughts, and the fear of interference. As a child,
it was the easiest thing in the world to extend myself. From where has
this reluctance to interact arisen?
To interact means to have a relation with another, a mutuality. To
interfere, on the other hand, is one-sided; the French root, entreferir,
means to strike. When I interfere, I am overstepping borders, invading the space of other people. Lawmakers from Moses on down have
tried to prevent such transgressions, but laws are at their best when
they address the obvious: my dog on your lawn. In the vast terrain of
public space—the streets, hallways, subways, parks that are owned by
us all and that must be shared—the sway of public law is weakest,
covering only extreme cases of outright assault. Our relations as
strangers among strangers are instead governed by an unwritten law,
the inversion of the Golden Rule: “Do not do to me what you would
not want done to you.” To make a move, however friendly or casual,
on another person’s space, to bring oneself to his or her attention for
no good reason, is out of the norm and often considered intrusive.
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We are all strangers to each other, and if strangers have the natural right to solace and shelter that Homer sung of, they also have, as
Odysseus well knew, barriers of suspicion at every turn, which they
must take down, brick by brick, before they can enter the city.
Throughout history the message passed from parent to child is continued: Watch out for strangers. To my father, it doesn’t matter that I
am well into middle age. Suspecting that I, a former hitchhiker, have
a residue of goodwill toward strangers, he takes me aside from time
to time and admonishes me: “You have a family to watch out for now.
Be suspicious of everybody.”
I admit that I often am suspicious and assume that others are distrustful of me as well. In the first critical moments of contact, I labor—not so much with words but through a controlled positioning
of hands, mouth, and body mass in relation to the accosted one—to
somehow establish harmlessness. It becomes a full-fledged science, to
successfully deliver a salutation.
On a recent trip to Manhattan, the panhandlers whom I encountered indeed threatened danger, but of a different sort from the kind
my father foresaw. When I reached into my pocket to placate one, another appeared at my elbow before the coins had even been disbursed, and when I turned to the second, a third would replace the
first, and so on. It provoked a kind of horror of the sort that one feels
in the grip of an insect plague, or that pop heroes fear from their rabid fans, or that Christ must have felt when he fled the multitude: the
consciousness of extreme vulnerability, the very real danger of engulfment. Like any sane person, I drew the line, made the occasional,
almost furtive gift when struck by an especially poignant plea,
learned the automatic “No, I’m sorry” when confronted with the rest.
And I didn’t think too much.
So it is for most of us. We pass from home to work, work to home,
weekend to weekend, beginning to middle towards end. We advance
in our careers, grow within our limits, ripen, and harden. Our spheres
contain a few who are part of our identity. As for the rest of humanity, we develop our stances toward them, positions we can act from
in our encounters without too much investment. Occasionally we act
outside our patterns, rising to a few emergencies (the stricken woman
on the church steps, the two-year-old in the street), or indulging in
the collective giddiness of goodwill and empathy when the catastrophe occurs (the hurricane, the Big Snow), and the glow from such
moments lasts a good long while. As for the homeless, the needy, the
confused who will be with us always, the most we usually allow ourselves are twinges of sadness (not remorse, for we are not to blame).
But they are not admitted to our memory.

Suppose it were possible to ease our stance, redraw the lines, or at
least make them dotted, permeable? To be able to project oneself, and
yet to maintain one’s selfhood? Instead of a human being, insular, to
be one of the human family, both free and committed? One’s career,
the path of one’s life, could remain basically the same, but the quality of that life would improve, the luminosity of it heighten. We were
all born without borders, “apparelled in celestial light,” as
Wordsworth said. From day one, imperceptibly, that light began to
dim, the lines of self to be drawn. This process took a long time; we
can recall the all-inclusiveness of childhood and our desperate efforts
in adolescence to prolong it. Somehow, somewhere, the urgency subsided. We became “too busy” or “too involved elsewhere” to continue cultivating openness. What we call “maturity,” coming into one’s
self, was as much a turning away from as it was a turning toward. But
the hunger for compassionate interaction persists, in dormancy at
least, in all of us, and only the most miserable skeptic would deny it.
My friend and fellow commuter Doc is more given to this kind
of interaction than anyone I know. An avid storyteller, as most extruckdrivers are, he never fails to enliven our thirty-mile-day together, and many of his tales are of encounters where he has played a
helper’s role. They aren’t all past-tense stories. Once every few weeks,
he begins our drive with something like, “Wait until you hear what
happened last night,” and it would have to do with somebody’s boat
trailer blown into a ditch, or a busted fuel pump, or lost keys, or a
stranded hitchhiker. I know him well enough to tell that he’s not
boasting, and I readily lend belief. In trying to understand how he
could get involved so often, I thought for awhile that perhaps there
was a certain magnetism about him, a unique energy that brought to
him a larger share of happenstances.
This mystical notion was punctured one afternoon when, speeding in the fast lane of the interstate, I blew by a stranded motorist,
slowed for an instant to look at him in the mirror, and then kept on
with the lame comment,“Too bad I can’t stop.” At that moment, I felt
in Doc’s sudden stillness and silence (he’d been talking) the real difference between us: not one of physics or of fate, but of attention, of
attendance upon events. No disapproval of my inaction came from
him; rather, there emanated from his side of the car a visceral focusing of energies, a mobilization of his molecules around the urge to
stop. And there was no doubt that, however long it took to pull over
and back up, or however rigidly the evening had been mapped out
for him, or for me, if he had been driving he would have stopped, unhesitatingly. And having stopped, he would’ve seen the man through
his trouble, assumed partial responsibility; he would’ve been that
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person’s angel. (Haven’t we all, once at least, known an angel, or been
an angel to another?)
Doc, of course, would laugh to be called an angel, and if I praised
him for his “attendance to duty” or for his “humanistic priorities,”
he’d be puzzled. He just doesn’t think about it much, and that is
what’s most notable about him: that he doesn’t “think twice,” doesn’t
conjure reasons to not get involved; he acts on impulse, and his impulses are generous.
One might think that his career, his plan for himself, suffers because of it, and, yes, occasionally he will arrive late or not at all, as the
unseen circumstances dictate. But in the long run none of his commitments go unanswered. Furthermore, he allows for contingencies
by giving himself a buffer: he likes to leave early, just in case.
One might argue, “I, to be sure, am no such angel,” and “such a
disposition is part of his natural makeup, a rarity that the rest of us
do not enjoy,” and perhaps to an extent for Doc this is true. But the
debate between inherited and acquired characteristics is age-old and
doomed to deadlock. Who is to say that one cannot cultivate this vigilance, this readiness to lend oneself to people in trouble? Who is to
say what we are or are not capable of relearning?
There are people we know whose telephones never ring, people
along the curbs with gas cans or backpacks, people with whom we’ve
lived so long that we assume we know them, but they, too, can be
strangers. We must aspire to be like volunteer firefighters, they who
move among us with an underlying readiness, a willingness to be surprised, a quiet consciousness of duty.
Those for whom “duty” is too imposing a word might coax themselves toward greater interaction by considering instead the theory of
returns, by believing the folk wisdom that “what you give is what you
get,” and “what goes around comes around.” Breakdowns will occur
in my life: of machines, relationships, maybe even of the mind, and I
should make myself worthy now for the angel I will need later.
But the greatest motivator of all can come from keeping sight of
our end. Most people do not pause until late in life to consider what
their life has added up to, and many among these can only point to
their careers, to the space, now empty, where they’ve been. If only we
could remember to take frequent measure of our lives, to inspect it
for its quality now, before it’s too late to do anything but groan. We
say to each other, “Be careful,” meaning take care of yourself. But we
might learn to interpret this to mean be full of care, and in vigilance
and trust, free of second thoughts, grow this way.
Poet and essayist rick kempa lives in Rock Springs, Wyoming, where he is
the director of the honors program at Western Wyoming College.

william kloefkorn

Name
It’s the name that goes with me
back to earth
no one else can touch.
—linda hogan, song for my name

I look beyond the window
to see a bed of flowers and grasses
resisting autumn, one crimson, another
purple, another an imitation of the color
on the straw that fell in torrents
from the combine that
back home in Kansas
leveled the wheat I’d drive into town
to trade for assurance that
later we’d have something to fall
back on, and I want to name what it is
I’m looking at, want to know it
as something more than crimson,
purple, yellow—phlox, maybe, or
gaillardia or oxeye or aster, all of us
with our names intact
on our way to becoming the earth that
earth alone can touch.
Meanwhile, let us touch. Meanwhile,
speak my name.
william kloefkorn’s most recent books are a memoir, At Home on This
Moveable Earth (University of Nebraska Press) and a collection of poetry—
with reproductions of paintings by Carlos Frey—Still Life Moving (Wayne
State Press, Nebraska). He is published widely in journals and periodicals,
among them Prairie Schooner, Harper’s, Puerto del Sol, Georgia Review, Iowa
Review, and the Virginia Quarterly Review. A book of poems, Out of Attica,
is forthcoming from Backwaters Press in Omaha.
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one june morning, I discovered a baby blue jay squawking in the
garden. He was too weak and undeveloped to fledge, but I left him
alone. Humans who intervene with good intentions often cause
young animals to die by driving away parents hiding nearby. Through
several painful experiences, I had learned to be very cautious about
crossing the line between humans and wild animals. So after scanning futilely for adult jays, I reluctantly left. Three hours later, the little blue jay still cried miserably, his beak sagging on the ground. A
hawk or weasel would soon hear him. After another hour, I knew he
had been truly abandoned, probably bumped from an overcrowded
nest so the others would live. It’s nature’s cold, practical way. Despite
knowing this, I carried the helpless nestling to our screened porch. It
was either death or our world now. Exhausted from his trauma, the
little fellow feebly pecked once at my hand, then lay quietly—awaiting his end, I supposed.
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He would—like most wild animals—refuse to eat, slump despondently in a corner and die. But I tried anyway, touching his beak
with a stub of worm held in blunt tweezers. He nearly impaled himself choking and gurgling it down, snapping the tweezers for more.
Then he assumed his begging pose—beak gaped wide, squalling pitifully, wings tremoring. Nestlings do this to attract food from their
parents. I fed him more worm. And more. In the next hour my wife
and I scrounged up wild black raspberries, peanut butter, peas, corn,
slugs, insects, and favorite-of-favorites—mashed potatoes. There
seemed to be nothing he didn’t like. He begged at the sight of tweezers, at the sound of our voices, and finally, like other advanced creatures, at the hum of the microwave.
“He’s so ugly!” Carol said. “Why couldn’t we find a chickadee?”
Booper—named for his cry—was gray, not blue, and huge chicken
legs propelled his tiny body. Yellow, scaly skin showed under his
scraggly feathers—which sprouted from inside white calcium tubes.
With his beak, Booper slid these tubes off so each feather fanned open
into brilliant white and blue. Some tubes he only pulled halfway, leaving feathers resembling hourglasses. When excited, he bristled his
stubby head feathers into spikes, punk-like. He was a jay version of
an eleven-year-old growing in six directions at once. Within a day he
perched on my extended finger to tour the screened porch. I was
amazed that he crossed so easily into our world. Soon he napped on
my chest when I read, tugging my whiskers to make himself drowsy.
As we lounged together easily, it seemed that I had also crossed into
his world.
In a few weeks his tail feathers sprouted, and he careened wildly
about the porch on first flights. But he could only fly up, so he’d cross
from floor to window (crash!) to storage shelf (crash!), then squall
for help down so he could fly again. Meanwhile, feeding him had become a relentless hunt for grubs and worms. When I heard blue jays
outside chattering, I wondered if the parent jays snickered at my toil.
When neighbors watched, I pretended I was gathering specimens by
acting vaguely scientific. A professor who has often behaved strangely can get away with that.
We taught Booper to forage so he wouldn’t be hooked on hand
feeding. In a pan of dirt we sprinkled live sow bugs—gray crustaceans
found under wet wood. He turned one eye to the pan, pecked a bug,
tossed it into the air, opened his beak and caught it on the way down.
Bravo! He gave a satisfied “whirrup” and repeated the same process—
twenty times. I couldn’t believe what he put away—or the number of
logs I rolled to catch crawling things for him. I pounced triumphantly on squiggly, slimy creatures as if I’d found gold nuggets. So much
for my own civilization.
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After sating himself, Booper would store leftover bugs in any
handy crevice—say a shirt pocket. But no hole interested Booper
more than the one in my ear. He invariably opened his beak inside
holes—perhaps to measure their warehousing capacity. Doing this in
my ear always enlivened me. He did “get” me once. When I pried out
the wet object, I was relieved it was only a bean and not half a worm.
At other times he surprised me with his consideration—even courtesy. When he felt the urge while playing on our laps or shoulders, he
would hop to the edge where he could eject his gooey white sac without splattering us. He’d watch it hit the floor, give a satisfied
“whirrup,” then resume play. The thought of tiny bathroom tissue
crossed my mind, but there’s only so much civilization a human
should give a bird.
Booper soon found an ideal perch—my head. He’d slip and
scramble in my hair to nestle in. I tried to appreciate the intimacy, to
see it his way, but couldn’t put aside the fear he’d have an accident up
there. Had I lost the parenting touch? Was I too snobbish and set in
human ways? Carol said I was doing “fine” (translation: “better you
than me”). The cats made their own suggestions about our new baby.
They stared in disbelief through the window facing the porch as the
twittering thing fluffed out on my head. They twitched paws and gurgled in their throats, “Grab-it, grab-it, grab-it!”
The games Booper learned didn’t endear him to them either. No
mindless romps after string. Booper climbed onto a two-foot model
boat and marched the deck with an oar in his beak, raising and lowering his head spikes and chirping commands. Guests “oohed” as
Booper dealt cards from a pack, and Carol trained him to find a pea
hidden under one of three thimbles that she moved around like a carnival shell game. He rarely picked incorrectly, and in weak moments
I was tempted to see if I could make money off him at the local tavern. Surely he could pick the right thimble better than most of the
drinkers. Then again, being curious, he’d probably dip into unattended beer glasses, and I’d face the shameful prospect of carrying home
a drunken blue jay.
In saner moments, I remembered that we were testing fate’s borders between the wild and human. Was he to remain a caged animal
the rest of his life? Booper could only be a temporary guest in human
society; he had a natural life cycle to fulfill and was becoming too civilized. Now, when I sat in my favorite porch chair to read a book, instead of sleeping, he pecked at the rows of letters as if reading along,
chattered incessantly like a commentary on the plot and tried to turn
the page before I finished.
We read that human-reared fledglings go wild within a week of
release. So, when we had trained him to forage and his flying im-

proved, we opened the door. But with freedom a flap away, Booper
froze. All day he crouched on the edge of the porch like a kid afraid
to dive into a cold lake. Not until the next day did he take off on his
first beautiful flight into a hemlock tree. We cheered, and he preened
wings, stretched and spiked head feathers in self-glory. Freedom! He
took more flights, returned a few times, then vanished. I brushed
away a tear and the droppings on the porch.
Two days later he returned, begging for food, just like our GenX children. So we built a feeding station, and Booper came daily to
eat and help around the house. He’d flap at our bedroom window at
dawn to keep us from wasting the day. He did test bores in fresh cement I poured for steps. When I tiled the entryway, he pecked my
tools, pushed a pencil around, and hoisted snips of tile like a union
man. He brought new-found jay friends to his feeding station where
they gulped peanut butter deliriously and thought him marvelously
wise. For a month he hovered in some neutral zone between bird and
human worlds.
One day as Carol and I walked to a neighbor’s yard sale, Booper
circled ten feet over our heads, squawking. We ignored people’s stares
at the crazy bird until he landed on my shoulder. “Heh, heh,” I said.
“Look, Carol. A blue jay.” Then he dropped down to a table and strutted, pecking at doodads like any casual browser.
“Shoo!” a lady suggested. Booper sassed her with a raucous call
while bobbing up and down. As we reddened, he cocked his eye on
the shiny coins in the money box. I grabbed him before his fragile
morals could be tested.
Eventually, of course, we helped Booper return completely to the
wild. He had only been lent to us. Humans ache to cross over, to touch
the strange, wonderful creatures that share the world with us, but
most of the time these can be only temporary crossings; all creatures
must ultimately live in their own skins and largely by their own genetic rules. Yet I know Booper was changed by his upbringing.
Somewhere out there a flock of jays puzzle over his weird, humanized antics, and I wonder if Booper thinks they are slow-witted. Will
he pass some of what he learned from us to his offspring? I’m glad
he’s free and wild; still, on a warm June morning as I lie in bed and
listen to birds stirring, I can almost hear an insistent pecking at the
window.
m. garrett bauman lives a mile from the nearest road in New York’s Finger
Lakes region. He’s the author of Ideas and Details (Wadsworth 2007) and of
fiction and essays in many Chrysalis Readers as well as The New York Times,
Yankee, Sierra, The Chronicle of Higher Education, and other journals.
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tim harkins

Bridging Time

Each morning at seven o’clock I cross
The bridge. In the winter, I’m too early
To catch the coffee klatsch of red-winged
Blackbirds swaying on the marsh grass
Just after sunrise. It’s still dark.
In the summer, I’m too late to watch
A great blue heron stretch and preen
On a bare branch of the driftwood tree.
He’s flown into the sun-washed day.
In the spring and fall, the clocks change
By an hour overnight and the egrets
Have not arrived to stalk the creek bank
Or else they’ve already eaten their fill.
Each morning I cross the bridge
Promptly at a different time.

tim harkins lives in Goose Creek, South Carolina, and works for a defense
contractor as a technical writer, having retired from the Navy after a career
in submarines. The act of writing enables him to reexamine all the assumptions of his life and, in the process, to live more honestly.
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IV. Reaching Beyond

SUSPENDING ONE’S DISBELIEF ENABLES LETTING GO OF THE FAMILIAR
AND EMBRACING THE NEW • AN INNER CONFIDENCE, A DEEP-SEATED
CURIOSITY, AND GOOD HUMOR HELP US TO ACCEPT VARIETIES
OF EXISTENCE • TO ENTERTAIN THE WHAT-IFS OF LIFE ENRICHES
EXPERIENCE, TEMPERS OUR RESILIENCE, AND BECOMES
• A STEADYING COMPASS WHILE REACHING BEYOND •

craig challender

The Necessary
Fiction
of your life
begins with imagining a tree.
Mine’s an old cottonwood:
tall, thick rivers of bark,
leaves sibilant in wind.
Select a season. I’ll take the simmer
of early summer, late May or June
fanning stands of wheat, wild oats
into their own glowing
reflected in the tail and underwing
of a hawk circling the tree,
eyeing a likely branch to talon close
and spy an earth-toned rat
or rabbit scrabbling
over new-mown hay.
Recall a smell—the distant tang
of spread manure, perhaps, cut
with tractor fumes, alfalfa bloom
and just-dried dew—and slip inside it.
The ending’s tricky. Look up,
and through the net of leaf and limb
feel the sky bend down
like a numinous blue breath,
holding you, hawk and tree
forever in a field of words.
craig challender has taught American literature and creative writing for
twenty-four years at Longwood University in Virginia. He also directs the
school’s reading series and serves as poetry editor for The Dos Passos Review.
His poetry has appeared in Tar River Poetry, Connecticut Review, Arts &
Letters, South Dakota Review, and Midwest Quarterly, among other publications. His full-length collections are Familiar Things and Dancing on Water.
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Renewal

John Cavanaugh.
In Search of Motion,
1983. Bronze, 18-1/2 in.
Swann’s Way Gallery,
Washington, D.C.
Photograph
by John Elsbree.

nature is my only companion these days: it does not torment, it
does not vex, it always soothes. I see beautiful things: crimson leaves
falling, azure sky arching overhead, white pines swaying in the wind,
sun splashing on a trail of golden needles.
A chipmunk crashes into a pile of leaves. The pungent perfume
of rotting earth fills my lungs and arouses all my senses: wake up it
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says; you are alive. I become a magnet of awareness. The smell of autumn calls me home, not to a tangible house, street, face, but to an
intangible home—a home so distant, so forgotten, so faint I can barely discern it.
Autumn is the memory of raking leaves as a child into a big pile
at the bottom of a hill. My brother and I gather the leaves in the yard
and carefully stack the pile higher and higher, halfway up the hill.
Then, running full speed, I leap off the top and land safely into the
dry embrace. Lying there and breathing deeply, my body molts into
the earth. Then I roll over and start again.
New England autumns are potent. So many deciduous trees, and
the colors like a Ferris wheel go ’round and ’round. Crimson, orange,
lemon yellow, sienna, I am dizzy. The leaves start to fall, and I feel my
own grip letting go as I toss and turn on my way to an opening I have
resisted.
There is a consciousness in nature that says let go—let your leaves
drop and receive my spirit. Taking part in this process, one must let
go, not only of habits and thoughts, but of who we think we are. The
body I inhabit is narrow and full of pain; outside in nature pain does
not seem to exist. It is painless to drop needles and leaves—there is
no holding on, no grasping to endure.
Some primal urge rises as I stand over the bed of needles. I want
to cover myself with the golden quilt and drift away. I can hear the
pine needles ping as they hit the leaves. Am I this body or am I this
consciousness of nature—all-encompassing, still, and vibrant—
stretching to catch the falling needles?
There is a gush of creative energy flowing like a river through the
white pine’s veins, whispering through the swaying tops. Nature is a
free-flowing channel for spiritual energy. Letting go and embracing
at the same time—this is the creative process, flowing from spirit to
manifestation through human hands. I let go, so I may embrace the
free flow of universal energy, like the pines shedding their needles so
more may grow. I can’t be creative or in tune with God without letting go, without a sacrifice of sorts—a sacrifice of personal self, to
embrace the universal self.
Nature serves us. She freely gives her gifts to those who drop their
pretensions, even to those who don’t, but those who do experience a
communion of creative energy. Salvation by nature pulls us out of
ourselves and opens a channel for creative energy to descend through
the body, and then out into the world. We are the instruments of creation; we are part of the process.
The simplicity and complexity of nature can be beyond us, but
when we acknowledge ourselves as part of the process, we are the
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changing seasons. We are the crimson leaves falling, the golden needles beneath our feet.
A woodpecker flies in front of me and lands nearby. It hangs on
the side of a dying oak and knocks, tilting its head from side to side.
Then, it hops up to peck, and up to peck, working its way to the top
of the oak. The sound of hollow wood reverberates in my ear down
to my heart.
Portals surround us. Each time a leaf drops, a portal opens. I am
the leaf waltzing with the wind, gliding to the safety of earth. The
earth embraces me with the sweet, rich smell of decay. I am home
again to start all over.
There are portals in my head. They creak, like a door being
opened, slowly. For a long time I did not know what they were until
one day I went through one and realized they are a door to another
dimension. If I let go of everything, if I leave everything behind, I can
walk through the door. But I can’t always let go of everything. I resist.
When I do go through, I don’t want to come back. The expansion is so profound and intoxicating. The door opens wide, the creaking stops, and silence descends. I leave the narrow body behind and
step through the door into a looking glass and free-fall a million miles
in one second out into another world.
I am in a galaxy of infinite possibilities—not of time, space, or
form—with nowhere to go and nothing to do, and certainly no one
to be. I have fallen into a world of bliss and joy, without fear. I have
found myself, and it’s unlike anything else I have ever found, or will
ever find—this selfless self of spirit.
The door creaks shut, and I am back on the other side. One careless lapse of attention, one needless movement, and the expanse
evaporates as if it never was. It is hard to abide in the sacred, hard to
remain still. The restless body and mind, like a child tugging at your
sleeve, demand your attention.
When I am in that other dimension, no one knows where I am;
it is my secret. No one needs to know. I can go about my day and smile
a Buddha smile, a compassionate smile—I am home at last.
Overhead, geese fly in a single file, honking. They too are heading home. I turn and step lightly through the golden needles. I am
walking on myself.
marlea moore devotes most of her time to meditation, being in nature, and
writing about both. She studies metaphysics, particularly Hindu philosophy, along with the distinctly Zen practice of watching clouds pass overhead.
Her essays have appeared in The Original Vermont Observer.

brother john

Buddha
and
Benedict
Encounter
of Two Worlds

“Unless you become like little children—
you will not enter the world that is the kingdom of heaven.
Unfortunately, Disneyworld misses the point:
you cannot buy your way in—admission is free!”
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The Weston Priory
monastery bell sings out
“welcome” in a language
familiar to all.
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At the beginning of each season, the Benedictine brothers of
Weston Priory, of which community I have been a member since
1957, step back for a few weeks from the monastic schedule of public prayer and work. These retreats are a prized time for us—opportunities to take stock and to look forward to the season that is breaking in. During this time, brothers take the pulse of their common
life—the balance of prayer and work, the quality of fraternal exchange, the spirit of hospitality. Our seasonal retreats also offer opportunities to explore realms and worlds beyond the monastic cloister. Thus, our retreats are really a time to advance!
In the first days of a recent spring retreat, we and our Brazilian
guest, Leandro, set out for a visit with another monastic community
in Vermont, the Buddhist monks and nuns of Maple Forest
Monastery in nearby Hartland. Our vehicles, packed with eager
brothers, drove through the lovely spring woodland making their
way to a remote hilltop overlooking the Connecticut River valley.
Our arrival in sight of the monastery seems like yesterday.
Brown-robed monks and nuns look up from their tasks along the
roadside or in front of the buildings. Smiles light up on Vietnamese
faces as palms join in front of the chest in a bow of respectful greeting. A tall, smiling monk directs us to park in an open space a short
distance away. Casually dressed, we tumble exuberantly out of the
vans to greet our host. The Buddhist brother offers a warm welcome,
introducing himself by his Vietnamese name that he translates as
brother Emptiness.
Sister Annabel joins the scene of welcome. Born in England, and
a longtime associate of the venerable Buddhist teacher Thich Nhat
Hahn, she is presently the Abbess of Maple Forest Monastery.
Joyfully, brother Emptiness and sister Annabel escort us to the
monastery meditation hall.
At first glance the differences between the Buddhist and our own
Benedictine communities are striking. The Maple Forest monks and
nuns, mostly with shaved heads, are clothed in ankle-length brown
robes. Their formal dress and careful measured pace contrast with the
casual clothing and informality of their visitors. Yet, an air of warm
friendship links the two communities. The smiles and cordial welcome in the eyes of the Buddhist brothers and sisters meet our enthusiastic greeting as we awkwardly bow in turn.
A smiling cherubic Vietnamese monk attends at the door of the
meditation hall in silent welcome. All remove their shoes. Inside, the
space is open and peaceful. Natural light floods the open room carpeted with a soft, earth-tone, wall-to-wall floor covering. Brown futon cushions and a few folding chairs are arranged in an open circle.
At the open end of the circle, a serene Buddha image sits before a

small altar table. Pitchers of hot tea and teacups on a wooden tray are
at the other end of the circle. In approximately equal numbers, members from both communities make their way silently to their places.
Before a word is spoken, a young nun gracefully sets an exquisite
flower arrangement in the center of the circle.
Sister Annabel formally welcomes us in the name of their
Buddhist community. Her first words are,“Brothers, very dear brothers . . .” A longstanding and intimate relationship between two very
different communities is immediately confirmed. At her invitation,
all in the circle disclose their names and place of origin, revealing a
veritable League of Nations—Vietnam, France, Portugal, England,
Australia, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, and the United States!
The Abbess then sounds three resonant strokes on a large copper
bell before her. The tea ceremony that she describes as “the nearest
thing in Buddhist practice to Christian Eucharist” begins. In silence
the cups of tea are passed from hand to hand. A small cookie wrapped
in a simple paper napkin accompanies the cup. All drink and eat together. Communion is celebrated.
Nothing on this day is done in haste. After the cups have been
stored away, brother Richard, in the name of our Weston community, presents a handsome woven basket with home-baked raisin bread
and small jugs of maple syrup fresh from spring sugaring at the
Priory. The gift finds an honored place on the altar before the
Buddha. There is a suggestion from the Maple Forest community that
the Weston brothers might introduce the Buddhists to the Vermont
craft of making maple syrup.
At sister Annabel’s request the Weston monks provide a reading
from the Rule of Benedict for the common reflection of the gathering. The brothers distribute copies of the text of Chapter 72 of the
Rule (The Good Zeal of Monks) to everyone:
Just as there is a wicked zeal of bitterness which separates from
God and leads to hell, so there is a good zeal which separates
from evil and leads to God and everlasting life. This, then, is the
good zeal which monks must foster with fervent love: They
should each try to be the first to show respect to the other
(Rom. 12:10), supporting with the greatest patience one another’s weaknesses of body or behavior, and earnestly competing in
obedience to one another. No one is to pursue what he judges
better for himself, but instead, what he judges better for someone else. To their fellow monks they show the pure love of
brothers, to God, loving fear; to their abbot, unfeigned and
humble love. Let them prefer nothing whatever to Christ, and
may he bring us all together to everlasting life.
A lively conversation ensues. The exchange begins with the observation that brother Leo, the founder of the Weston community,
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considered this chapter, very near the conclusion of the Rule, to be
his favorite passage. For him, the chapter on “The Good Zeal of the
Monk” summarizes Benedict’s Rule, and in it the monk finds the key
to interpreting the whole document.
The dialogue evolves from there. The word zeal indicates the energy and enthusiasm expected of the monk and the community in
face of the Rule. The monk is not to be a passive recipient. The monk
or nun is to engage the Rule—questioning, interpreting, embracing.
Benedict recognizes two kinds of zeal. The wicked zeal of bitterness is an energy that isolates the monk from his brothers. It puts one
before or above others and pits one against the other. It causes separation and division within the community and leads to a kind of destruction that may be experienced as hell.
On the other hand, there is a zeal and energy that unites and
brings persons together—a spirit that seeks the common good and
places the welfare of others first. This force is the heartbeat of the
monastic community and generates understanding, acceptance, and
love. Even as good zeal binds the community in unity, it motivates
the community to extend the spirit of oneness beyond the local community to others. The search for unity and oneness identifies the
monk—a name derived from the Greek word for one, monos.
Immediately, two communities from different cultures and spiritual traditions, from two worlds, are absorbed in a dialog that transcends the space between them. This is no formal academic ecumenism but a searching of hearts—a unique opportunity to explore
the world of the other, to discover new insights, and to strengthen
common purpose on the ways that lead to peace.
A young nun, possibly the one who introduced herself as sister
Patience, asks what the Benedictine brothers understand by the
expression “competing in obedience to one another.” The question of
competition and its place in community stimulates observations
from both sides. Both communities know the destructive force that
rivalry plays in personal and communal life as well as in contemporary society. The practice of “putting others first” as an antidote to
the spirit of contention resonates with Benedictines and Buddhists
alike.
Another question arises from the Buddhist community.“How do
you understand the loving fear of God?” That Benedict proposes fear
in a positive light evokes surprise for a Vietnamese nun. The meaning of loving fear is not readily understood. The fear of hurting or offending someone who is loved rather than the fear of punishment or
tyranny seems unfamiliar. Attention focuses on the relationship of
fear to inner peace. Sensitivity and careful listening mark the discussion on the practices for expressing feelings in the two different spir-

itual traditions. They bring to light contrasting but not contradicting perspectives on feelings as they enhance or disrupt communal
life. Horizons are widened.
The issue of obedience in the passage under discussion arouses
yet another conversation. Obedience has no easy history in community life. Mindless, legalistic conformity is known to hinder personal
growth and keep one a child. For the maturing adult, to be childlike
does not mean to be childish! Slavish compliance creates a fictitious,
fragile, and superficial unity.
In the Prologue of the Rule, Benedict associates obedience with
listening: “Listen with the ear of your heart.” The Latin word for obedience stems from the Latin to listen (ob-audire). Listening deeply is
a practice that enables the monk or nun to respond maturely, respectfully, and with freedom. The practice of listening with the ear of the
heart promotes a strong and genuine unity that endures. The art of
listening creates a rainbow that bridges the spaces of misunderstanding that separates two communities of different languages, cultures,
and spiritual practice.
An hour of conversation passes swiftly, leaving just time for a
“meditation walk” before lunch. Moving on from moments of verbal
exchange, the brothers and sisters engage in a Buddhist practice of
treading the common ground of serenity, compassion, and peace. At
the sound of a deep-throated gong, the two communities and houseguests assemble on the patio outside the dining hall.
In the center of the circle, sister Annabel demonstrates the meditation walk. She moves slowly, her feet lightly touching the ground.
In a soft voice, she addresses the earth as a loving friend that welcomes and sustains humans and all creatures alike. Deep breathing
and attentive steps suggest a new way to encounter the world—with
mindfulness. It is not a sightseeing tour of the monastery grounds!
One of the sisters leads the silent procession slowly down the
road. She pauses at the end of a waving hay field. Eyes feast on the
majestic White Mountains of New Hampshire on the distant horizon. The stroll continues past the simple dwelling of the brothers. An
immense horse barn, renovated to accommodate large assemblies of
retreatants, borders the path on the right. The way wends through apple trees and slips by raised garden beds just sprouting from spring
planting. All the while the shared silence invites the participants into
a deep awareness of oneness in the midst of diversity and beauty.
The walk ends in front of the dining hall. With loving hands,
Buddhist brothers and sisters have prepared the feast, tastefully setting out an array of Vietnamese dishes on the kitchen table—buffet
style. The fare consists of a hearty vegetable soup, various greens, and
cooked vegetables, mostly unfamiliar to the Weston brothers. The
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hosts give first place to the visiting brothers and guests. The monks
and nuns of Maple Forest follow, each carrying their covered wooden bowls. After all are served and seated, eating begins in silence.
A series of arresting illuminations by Thich Nhat Hahn line the
walls of the dining hall. Graceful brush strokes encircle evocative sayings, “Breathe, you are alive!” “Becoming the Beloved Community!”
As the meal draws to a close, sister Annabel rings a small bell and announces homemade, non-dairy ice-cream desserts and informal
conversation.
The gathering concludes with a chant sung by the Buddhist community and then a prayer-song recently composed by the Benedictine
brothers:
Our prayer for our world is “grace and peace,”
A prayer which never ceases,
A prayer of faith and love.
We are grateful, as we sing for our world.
A world filled with promise, with dreams that need to live.
We your people sing a song of hope,
And celebrate your faithful love.
We are grateful for you give us loving hearts,
And hands that bless creation with tender gentle touch.
Our minds can ponder the depths of the universe,
And we still search for you in prayer!
—the song “our prayer for one world” ©the benedictine
foundation of the state of vermont, inc. 2007

The Buddhists and Benedictines gather on the patio for a
farewell. After community photos, Portuguese brother Antonio of
the Maple Forest community offers a touching gesture of brotherhood to Brazilian brothers Alvaro and Leandro. He presents each a
ceramic coffee mug, prized mementos of his visit to Brazil—onetime
colony of Portugal.
We journey home after a fulfilling day. For a short while, we have
enjoyed the adventure of stepping into another world, the awesome
and transforming world of Buddhist brothers and sisters at Maple
Forest monastery. Our spring retreat has an auspicious beginning.
The following days of retreat pass quickly. On the final evening
we assemble in a circle in the Upper Room of the monastery to review the experience of this time together. Inevitably, reflections turn
to the moments spent with the monastic community of Maple
Forest. On that memorable day in the mountains of southeastern
Vermont, disciples following distinct spiritual paths, rooted in divergent religious traditions, influenced by disparate cultures, coming
from diverse nations, savored a profound oneness.

Brothers recall the words of sister Annabel, “Dear, dear brothers,
though you are our guests, we feel that it is you who are the hosts and
we are the guests.” True hospitality is always reciprocal. The host receives the guest as a gift. Hospitality creates a different kind of world:
a world of giving and receiving. In that dynamic—so different from
the commercial or political worlds of buying and selling, taking and
consuming, speaking but not listening—distances are bridged, separations are overcome, a new world is born. The gifting, reverential
mindfulness of the Buddhist greeting receives the response of open
arms and inviting words of Benedict to “Listen with the ear of your
heart.”
The two religious traditions each teach that true discovery leads
to realization. And realization only happens with change, with transformation. The brothers understand that the hard work of the journey has only begun with the joyful encounter at Maple Forest
monastery. The injunction of brother Leo rings out to worlds beyond
the Green Mountains, “Stay open to the Holy Spirit.”

Weston Priory, a monastic community founded in 1953, is located in
Vermont. Creating a safe and welcoming place for others and integrating
joyful music in service and prayer are part of the central experience of the
Weston community. Composition, production, and distribution of the
Priory’s recorded music has become part of the lives of people throughout
the United States, Canada, Australia, England, Ireland, South Africa, and
many other countries. Looking beyond their daily round of monastic living,
the brothers recognize the interconnectedness and unity of the whole human family and actively advocate for global justice and nonviolence.
john robert hammond earned his bachelors degree and did postgraduate studies in Experimental and Clinical Psychology at Ottawa
University. He holds a Licentiate in Theology from St. Paul University
Seminary. A parish priest from 1950 to 1957, he entered the Benedictine
monastery at Weston in 1957 and served as prior of the community from
1964 to 1998. Brother John presently lives at the Weston Priory as a brother and Benedictine monk. He is the author of A Benedictine Legacy of Peace:
The Life of Abbot Leo A. Rudloff, published by the Benedictine Foundation
of the State of Vermont, Inc., 2005.
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The Bright Side

we do not have to look far to see that there is a dark side to theology, with rigid orthodoxies invoked to justify brutal violence
against enemies of the faith, the “satans.” There is no lack of dark
pages in the history of the Christian church, despite the Gospels’ insistence that we are to love our enemies. On a smaller and more personal scale, we find various mutually exclusive editions of “the elect”
claiming that only they are the saved, the chosen, and in many cases
ostracizing any who fall by their own little waysides. To judge from
the former Soviet empire or the regime of Pol Pot in Cambodia,
though, there is an equally dark side to atheism, suggesting that the
two “sides” might have more in common than either would like to
admit. Eric Hoffer said it with characteristic clarity:
Though they seem at opposite poles, fanatics of all kinds are
actually crowded together at one end. It is the fanatic and the
moderate who are poles apart and never meet. The fanatics of
various hues eye each other with suspicion and are ready to fly
at each other’s throats. But they are neighbors and almost of
one family. They hate each other with the hatred of brothers.
They are as far apart and as close together as Saul and Paul. . . .
The opposite of the religious fanatic is not the fanatical
atheist, but the gentle cynic who cares not whether there is a
God or not. The atheist is a religious person. He believes in
atheism as though it were a new religion.1
Like any clear-headed observer of the human scene, Swedenborg
was well aware of this kind of absolutism and of its perils. He wrote:
No one should be instantly persuaded about the truth—that is,
the truth should not be instantly so confirmed that there is no
doubt left. The reason is that truth inculcated in this way is second-hand truth. It has no stretch and no give. In the other life,
this kind of truth is portrayed as hard, impervious to the good
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that would make it adaptable. (Secrets of Heaven,
paragraph 7298.2)
He immediately offers a remedy:
This is why, as soon as something true is presented by open
experience to good spirits in the other life, something opposite
is presented soon thereafter, which creates a doubt. So they are
enabled to think and ponder whether it is true or not and to
gather reasons and thereby lead the truth into their minds
rationally. This gives their spiritual sight an outreach in regard
to this matter, even to its opposite.
This suggests that the alternative to fanaticism is not necessarily
cynicism, however gentle, but rather a faith secure enough to entertain and appreciate the opposite. “The fanatic,” Hoffer observes, “is
perpetually incomplete and insecure . . . his sense of security is derived from his passionate attachment and not from the excellence of
his cause.”2 To introduce the image I will be developing, it is as
though physicists were to decide that because light clearly consisted
of particles, it could not also consist of waves. The mind could not
reach out and embrace the opposite.
Niels Bohr is credited with extending this principle by saying,
“The opposite of a correct statement is a false statement. But the opposite of a profound truth may well be another profound truth”;3 and
when Werner Heisenberg observes that “the same organizing forces
that have shaped nature in all her forms are also responsible for the
structure of our minds,”4 we are invited to look at paradox as describing one essential way in which our minds interact with the world
“outside” them. We are invited to entertain the thought that we understand light the way we do because our minds have both particle
and wave characteristics. The self-styled “biology watcher” Lewis
Thomas points clearly in this direction.
The human brain is the most public organ on the face of the
earth, open to everything, sending out messages to everything.
To be sure, it is hidden away in bone and conducts internal affairs in secrecy, but virtually all the business is the direct result
of thinking that has occurred in other minds. We pass thoughts
around, from mind to mind, so compulsively and with such
speed that the brains of mankind often appear, functionally, to
be undergoing fusion. This is, when you think about it, really
amazing. The whole dear notion of one’s Self—marvelous old
free-willed, free-enterprising, autonomous, independent, isolated island of a Self—is a myth.5
Perhaps, though, it is not so much a myth in any derogatory sense
as a profound truth needing the direct opposition of the profound
truth that Thomas so vividly presents. If autonomy and independence vanish, so do responsibility and accountability. I am account-

able for what I write, even though I cannot identify anything in it that
is exclusively “mine,” anything that I have created ex nihilo.
“If only,” Swedenborg wrote, “we believed the way things really
are, that everything good comes from God and everything evil from
hell, then we would not take credit for the good within us or blame
for the evil. . . . But since we do not believe in any inflow from heaven or from hell and therefore believe that everything we think and intend is in us and from us, we make the evil our own and defile the
good with the feeling that we deserve it” (Heaven and Hell, paragraph
302). And in paragraph 191 of his Divine Providence, Swedenborg
states that “Our own prudence is nothing. It only seems to be something, as it should.” Reach out. Embrace the opposite.
In John Faulkner Potts’ massive The Swedenborg Concordance 6
there are some thirty pages of references to the word influx, and the
Latin search program for the published theological works finds 2,221
instances of the word influxus. We are portrayed as maintained in existence by God’s life flowing into us and intersecting with the inflow
of energies from the various levels of reality in which we are embedded.7 In paragraph 6200 of Secrets of Heaven, Swedenborg offers a
picture of this “inflow” as a wave phenomenon.
When I was thinking, I could see solid concepts of thought as
though they were surrounded by a kind of wave; and I noticed
that this wave was nothing other than the kinds of thing associated with the matter in my memory and that in this way spirits
could see the full thought. But nothing reaches our own sensation except what is in the middle and seems to be solid.
This “wave” view of the human mind seems very much akin to
that of Lewis Thomas, and it invites me to view myself as centered in
a particular and unique place in the total patterned flow of human
thought and feeling. No one else has read exactly what I have read,
has had exactly the same experiences of exactly the same people. In
this respect, my individuality is absolutely secure. At the same time,
my experiences overlap with those of countless others, making it impossible for me to claim any particular “turf ” in this flow as exclusively mine. Wherever my mind may be, it is not alone.
All the same, there is a need for boundaries. Without boundaries
I am vulnerable to all kinds of violence and manipulation. Without
respect for the boundaries of others, I become tyrannical.
Experientially, though, it seems as though my interpersonal boundaries, necessary as they are, expand and contract. Sometimes I reach
out, sometimes I withdraw. This flexibility has its value. I would suggest that the more insecure I am as to my center, the more driven I
am by a need to dig in and fortify my boundaries.
This is the plight of Hoffer’s true believer, and it is a kind of imprisonment. The image comes to mind of the secret meeting of the
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faithful, surrounded by the symbols of their faith, with the outside
world excluded; and this physical pattern of behavior is a telling image of the mentality that fosters it. “It is the true believer’s ability to
‘shut his eyes and stop his ears’ to facts that do not deserve to be either seen or heard which is the source of his unequaled fortitude and
constancy. He cannot be . . . baffled by contradictions because he denies their existence.”8
In sharpest contrast, the willing acceptance of paradox, the entertaining of the opposite, is irresistibly liberating. Paradox lives in
process and allows no status quo. It will not allow the mind to rest.
In our interpersonal relations, the paradoxical relationship between boundaries and overlap, between our particle and our wave
natures, comes out as what Robert Kegan describes as our “precious
sense of differentiation or separateness” on the one hand and our
“equally precious sense of inclusion or connection” on the other.9 He
goes on to say:
But what is most striking about these two great human yearnings is that they seem to be in conflict, and it is, in fact, their
relation—this tension—that is of more interest to me at the
moment than either yearning by itself. I believe it is a lifelong
tension. Our experience of this fundamental ambivalence may
be our experience of the unitary, restless, creative motion of
life itself.10
I believe that this is exactly what Swedenborg said in explicitly
theological terms.
1. The universe as a whole and in every detail was created out
of divine love, by means of divine wisdom.
2. Divine love and wisdom radiate from the Lord as a single
whole.
3. There is some image of this whole in everything that has
been created.
4. It is the intent of divine providence that everything created,
collectively and in every detail, should be this kind of
“one,” and that if it is not, it should become one.11
In this regard, we need to note that a primary function of love is
to unite and a primary function of wisdom is to distinguish and to
add the heading of a subsection of the second proposition: “A form
makes a unity more perfectly as its constituents are distinguishably
different, and yet united.”12 The propositions can then be read to say
that in Deity inclusion and differentiation, wave and particle, are one,
and that there is some image of this oneness in each of us. They say
also that it is the intent of Deity that this oneness should be realized;
and if we see this in the light of the fundamental Swedenborgian assertion that “God alone . . . is life itself, [and] we are life-receivers,”13
we would seem to be saying that “Our experience of this fundamen-

tal ambivalence may be our experience of the unitary, restless, creative motion of life itself.” We might do well to think of God as unitary, restless, and creative.
The object relations theory of which Kegan is a proponent visualizes this motion as proceeding along a spiral path, with individuals
at times answering their need for inclusion, then venturing forth to
reassert their individuality, then impelled by loneliness to seek inclusion again and so forth, but at each turn bringing to their individuality or their inclusion what they have gained from the previous
phase. The result is increasingly detailed differentiation and increasingly intimate incorporation.
The “secret meeting of the faithful” is a tragic parody of this tension. The group differentiates itself very decisively from the culture
that surrounds it and at the same time demands that its individual
members merge their individuality with that of the group. A healthy
“embeddedness culture,”Kegan says, is “that most intimate of contexts
out of which we repeatedly are recreated. I suggest that it serves at least
three functions. It must hold on. It must let go. And it must stick
around so that it can be reintegrated.”14 This he sees as true whether
we are talking about the mother and the infant, the school and the student, or the therapist and the client. I would see it as equally applicable to the church and would suspect that like many institutions, the
church tends to resist the thought of “letting go” of its members.
Each of these “embeddedness cultures” is itself a subculture of a
larger embeddedness culture. Each is, in the marvelous phrase of
David Bohm, a “relatively autonomous subtotality,”15 and only the
absolute totality could be conceived of as fully autonomous.“We pass
thoughts around, from mind to mind, so compulsively and with such
speed that the brains of mankind often appear, functionally, to be undergoing fusion.” Each individual, then, is a kind of unique microcosm of the whole. Science assumes that all the laws of physics and
chemistry that apply to the entire universe apply also to us, which
means that we are akin to all that is. “The human brain is . . . open to
everything.” We are indeed dwarfed by the observable universe, and
yet our minds are spacious enough to observe it.
How we observe it says a great deal about us. “A fanatic,” said
Finley Peter Dunne’s Mr. Dooley, “is a man that does what he thinks
th’ Lord wud do if He knew th’ facts in th’ case.” What I say about others says a great deal about me for the simple reason that the line between self and other is only half of the paradoxical picture.
The bright side of theology, for me, involves this vision of a form
in which the individual members are “distinguishably different and
yet united.”When we apply this vision to human community, we find
ourselves looking at Swedenborg’s heaven.
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Heaven becomes more perfect as more people enter it. This is because the way it is put together, the structuring that governs all
its societal patterns and communications, is the most perfect of
all. In the most perfect form, “more members” means a more
complete focusing and agreement, therefore a more intimate
and wholehearted union. The agreement and union are
strengthened by numbers because each new addition comes in
as the ideal link between members already present. Each new
addition strengthens the fabric and joins others more closely.
(Last Judgment 12)
John Titus’ beloved daughter Alicia was a flight attendant on one
of the 9/11 airplanes. Unlike many who were not so terribly devastated, he was not instantly so confirmed that there was no doubt left.
His mind reached out and embraced the opposite. The result he describes as “clarity of mind and a deep sense of interconnectedness”;16
and the wonderful thing, the bright thing, is that true clarity of mind
nurtures a deep sense of interconnectedness and that a deep sense of
interconnectedness inspires true clarity of mind. This is no gentle
cynicism: this is, in the words of philosopher Susan Haack, the “manifesto of a passionate moderate.”17
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liza p orter

All These
Things

I found our grandmother’s long black coat
in the hallway closet next to where you fell
that morning. I’m wearing the knit hat
your husband gave you when your hair
started going, ice blue cashmere, the color
at the edges of a desert sky in winter,
there are matching gloves, too, sister
the old-fashioned kind that go halfway up the arms,
but you know all this, the gloves are inside on the table,
the scarf lost, he gave me all these things of yours to take home
three pairs of shoes, piano music, a file folder
full of your poems, but you know this, you were with us
hovering in the rooms of your house pointing out
all these things we’d never noticed, while we stumbled
around on the polished wood floors like the deaf and blind
in our clumsy clinging grief, one friend says she cried
for half an hour when she came inside the day of the service,
your purse open on the desk as if you’d be back to grab it
any minute, now she imagines only peace, she says
your new wings, a better world she can only guess at
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while those of us with the same blood in our veins
and all these things, still wander in a spiral of why, how, what
could have been, and will keep wandering until
all these things have been folded into stacks, hidden
in drawers and closets given away, sorted out, divided up
and laid to rest.

liza porter’s essay, “In Plainview” (Cimarron Review, 2005), was listed as
a Notable Essay in Best American Essays (2006). Other work by her has appeared in the anthology What Wildness is This: Women Write About the
Southwest (University of Texas Press: Austin, 2007), AGNI, Barrow Street,
Hotel Amerika, Diner, and other magazines. Liza is director of the Other
Voices Women’s Reading Series in Tucson, Arizona.
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Things Seen
and Unseen

“hellooooo?”
My little cousin gently knocks on the wee door of the old, gnarly
tree, calling softly for the elf that resides inside. I have shown him this
tiny door at the base of the ancient maple, just as it was shown to me,
and his father’s father, almost half a century ago. “Knock,” I say,
“maybe if we’re lucky he’ll come out.” I look at the wee door and notice a bright clump of shamrocks has mysteriously appeared this year.
Tiny sweet Lochiel, all of two years, could be the elf. Small for his
age, with shaggy sun-streaked hair, his father’s green eyes rimmed
with long, black lashes and a sly smile—all that’s missing is pointy
ears. He is at the age of wonderment, when all it takes to silence a booboo is a bowl of ice cream.
“Happy, happy,” he sings as he dances, spoon in hand, wide grin
on his face still wet with tears. I hope he will keep this wonderment
with him always.
When I was his age, my parents banded together with some adventurous relatives to buy this ancient house. The trees were already
old, from the colonial period, like the house. Everything needed
work. But it was a magical kingdom for all us cousins, full of fireflies,
fairies, and scents of the sea beyond. Growing up in such a place made
us aware of the elemental world underneath. To this day, we all still
believe.
Of course, coming from a long line of Celts, it doesn’t take much
to convince us. Stories of the unusual abound in our clan, and we
cherish these tales. We happily pass them along to little Lochiel and
the next generation, that they might someday pass on the magic, too.
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We had an Uncle Colin who migrated to Los Angeles. The story
goes that he worked as an animator for Walt Disney and specifically
on my favorite film, Fantasia. But there is no record of any of that. To
say he was the unconventional relation would be misleading—our
family is as full of eccentrics as a jar of mixed nuts is full of peanuts.
Colin would write lengthy rambling letters with no punctuation, his
microscopic writing slanting up the margins and in circles when he
ran short of room. The letters were strange, to say the least. He would
allude to secret alchemist formulas or tell of how his money came
falling from the sky. But he would also mention things about me he
couldn’t possibly have known.
My three cousins went to visit Uncle Colin in California. He was
their father’s brother, my Dad’s uncle. He took the boys on a tour of
the Disney studio, where he was greeted with respect and everyone
seemed to know him. He told the boys he was a wizard. To this day,
they all speak reverently of Colin the Wizard.
One of those boys, my cousin John (closest in age to me and my
former playmate), now lives in his own house further down the waterfront. He enjoys organic gardening and has developed a reputation for his huge vegetables. A mutual friend of ours was asking John’s
boy Colin (named after the Wizard) why his Dad’s garden grew so
well when everyone else seemed to be having trouble that year.
Teenage Colin replied that it was the fairies. Our friend laughed at
this. “No, really—it’s the fairies!” insisted Colin. “Dad asks them to
help with the garden.” Our friend went away scratching his head. If
you ask John, he will gladly tell you it’s true. Just like at Findhorn, he
says, as though everyone knows about Findhorn. I knew. All of us
knew. Findhorn, for those who don’t, is a spiritual community at the
northern tip of Scotland where beautiful gardens grow. Huge vegetables and fruits seem to defy natural law and the elements. Findhorn
folks tell us fairies are in charge.
Many years ago when I attended college in Vermont, I was introduced to the writings of Rudolph Steiner, founder of the Waldorf
schools. Steiner, mystic and clairvoyant, introduced Anthroposophy
along with many principles such as biodynamic gardening using organic principles. According to Steiner, gnomes played a major role in
the development of plant life.
In the fifteenth century, would-be alchemist and scientist
Paracelsus (one of the first to discover healing techniques based on
avoiding infection) described gnomes as wearing conical hats to
catch the sun’s rays, which would then transform the gnomes to
stone. These beings were then able to move through the earth as readily as humans walked upon it. He, too, felt that gnomes were among
the most important of elemental beings.
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Several years ago on a trip to Iceland, I was fascinated to learn
from the Icelandic people of their strong belief in these elemental beings. In fact, the gnomes, or huldufóólk, are so important to the
Icelandic people that plans for roads in certain areas have actually
been abandoned for fear they might disturb these creatures.
There is a world that exists juxtaposed with our world. It is full
of gnomes, elves, fairies, trees that rain marbles, and lost socks, too, I
suppose; it gets harder to see as you get older, but it is still there, waiting to be rediscovered, not just by the wee Lochiels of the world, but
for the grownups as well.
Although I can’t see these beings, it is comforting for me to know
that this other world exists alongside our own. Sometimes, when I really need them, I will call on those fairies for assistance. I suppose
there is a great metaphor in that statement . . . as with faith and all
things Godly and unseen. Sometimes you just have to believe.
Have you ever felt the magic on a summer’s night when you look
out upon a moonlit gully, or seen the fluorescent glow of a tangle of
bushes at midnight, or felt the almost audible vibration at high noon
in a particularly lush flower garden? Next time you find yourself
charmed by a special spot, let the moment flow through you, and you
will know. Elves and fairies live there.

norma mchenry is a freelance writer who divides her time between Fort
Lauderdale, Florida, and Newport, Rhode Island. An award winning sculptor, she is also a professional musician and can be found at festivals and pubs
playing the Celtic harp, hurdy gurdy, and Scottish small pipes. She is a member of the Newport Hibernian Pipe and Drum Band and the Fort Lauderdale
Highlanders, where she marches with her hundred-year-old Great Pipes.
Her passion is medieval music.

andrew morris

Beyond the
Perimeter Fence

from somewhere in the house the excitable voices of children are
silenced by an authoritative demand for quiet; there are people still
in bed. I smile at the generously applied plural and hear within it an
apology for old age. There is no need. Time must turn. And today’s
children, whose rooms get steadily smaller around them, may also experience a time when a room appears to grow by a step or more each
week.
This is Samantha’s space, my big sister, yet the shelves are
crammed with dog-eared pages of our shared childhood adventures.
They are the soul of an old lady’s room, otherwise decorated to a
generic preference for pink and frills. The typewriter is the heart,
which can still beat animato when the occasional rush of inspiration
commands her. The rest, an orthopedic mattress to ease the pain of
eighty five years, a quilted carpet to protect cartilage worn knees, and
a trail of pipes preventing the bones from freezing on a morning such
as this, is just padding, as a publisher might say. On the bedside table,
next to the lavender-scented tissues, sits a bible, closed but bookmarked.
Movement plays across the curtain-framed window. I approach
and watch the sun rising into a dull, gray canvas. Falling snow, the
source of the children’s shrilled excitement, is adding to what has already ghosted across the land.
It is her voice I hear first, and for a moment I think one of the
children has escaped into the garden. But the hearty giggling comes
from within my own mind, and as I watch her lying face down in the
snow, it is my face that grows numb with cold, and I know I am no
longer looking, but have returned to the garden from decades ago.
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Picture books aside, I had never before seen snow nor felt that
breathtaking tingle as it swiftly exposes the weaknesses of winterwarm clothes. I had never felt the sensational shiver as the powdered
icicles infiltrate the protective texture of mittens, scarves and hats. I
had never known the delight of crashing to the ground, only for the
sickening anticipation of pain to be replaced with the cushioned
comfort of tickling feathers. I had never known fun quite like this.
And so I lay, face down in the snow, compelled to laugh like I had never laughed before.
Overwhelmed with excitement, I trudged along to the garden
swing my father had erected that summer and wiggled it into motion.
Back I glided, my legs curled correctly beneath the seat. Forward I
swooped, my Wellington boots valiantly kicking snow into the infinite sky.
Sepia images flashed across the ground floor window, played on
a loop and powered by the swing’s trajectory: the sun in the sky, the
neighboring trees, and the garden swing surrounded in snow. The final image, to the corner of the window where reflections died in the
shade, was of my parents, looking out into the garden; Daddy holding onto Mummy’s shoulders, unable to prevent them shuddering to
the beat of her tears.
There had been plenty of crying that night, and not all from
Mummy. Samantha had not come home. They were worried, I could
understand that. They hadn’t been on as many adventures with
Samantha as I had. I knew she would be safe.
I wanted to cheer them with a wave, but doubted the snow would
feel quite as welcoming should I fall from such a height. So I eased
the swing down before embarking on the grandest, elbow bending
wave I had ever given. They didn’t respond.
Grampy did. He was leaning against the back door. His visits were
always special, and it seemed like a thousand years since I’d seen him
last, although it was probably little more than a few months in calendar time. Excited to the point of bursting, I redirected my enthusiasm into the leap that landed me straight into his open arms.
“You’re getting huge,” he said, planting a big whiskered kiss upon
my cheek.
“Spin me round,” I replied, oblivious to the concept of aging.
Grampy, as always, obliged.
“When should I stop?”
“Not until I feel sick,” was my reckless reply.
“What if I’m sick before you?”
“No,” I yell, the world whizzing past me in a circle of ecstasy.
“I’m getting dizzy. I’m getting dizzy. I have to stop,” Grampy
yelled back, increasing the drama with long, drawn-out vowels.

For the second time that day, I was covered in snow. It seemed to
me then that we had landed with all the assurance of an unpiloted
plane. But knowing what I do now of bi-generational relationships,
my grandfather’s arms were as secure as the most sophisticated seatbelt technology. Our laughter continued; mine long after the tears
were streaming down my cheeks.
“We’re all dirty,” I screamed, vaguely aware of my mother’s potential admonishment.
“It’ll come out in the wash,” Grampy reasoned.“Besides, you look
pretty darn clean to me.”
His search for dirt consisted of a full-blown tickling spree, which
did little to diminish my uncontainable amusement. Suddenly, I
feared for my self-control and the safety of my underclothes. Having
a sense for this kind of thing, Grampy eased off.
“I didn’t know you were coming today,” I said, once again composed.
“Surprise visits are always the best,” he assured me, and I had to
agree. After all, hadn’t I just experienced the most fun ever?
“Is Grandma with you?” I asked, already motioning toward the
house.
Assuming I was gearing up for a similar assault on my grandmother, Grampy caught me by the arm.
“Wait a minute,” he said, hauling me back into his lap. “It’s been
so long since I’ve seen you, why don’t we talk for a little while?”
I didn’t like talking. It seemed to me like a grown-up occupation.
I didn’t understand the fascination with it; so many words with such
little sense. My parents had been talking all night and all morning,
and had gained nothing more than red eyes and roar throats. Why
would I want that? Where was the fun?
Samantha was lucky. Being eleven, she was allowed to play outside the garden perimeter, which meant she could wander away from
the inconvenience of adult conversation. Lately, providing she wasn’t
going too far, I had been allowed to tag along. Being six, I had no concept of too far, and therefore not allowed to wander unsupervised beyond our enclosed back garden. Samantha was different. She was sensible and intelligent. At least, that’s what Mummy and Daddy had
both told the police, and I had to agree.
“How are you?” Grampy asked, which sounded kind of strange.
I don’t think anybody had ever asked me that question. Not openly,
in a formal kind of way like this. I wasn’t sure how to respond.
“I’m okay, thank you,” I said. I had heard adults converse in similar ways, but it didn’t quite sound right coming from my lips.
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“What about your sister?” Grampy continued with what sounded like another typically boring, adult inquiry. “How has she been
lately?”
Again I paused to consider the question.“Okay,” seemed to be my
only available answer.
Recognizing my frown for what it was, Grampy’s smile broadened.
“Can we go in and see Grandma now?” I asked.
“No,” he said, his eyes lighting with a sparkle of mischief.“We are
going for a walk.”
It wasn’t bad, but I needed something more in the way of persuasion.
“And on that walk we are going to find your sister,” he continued.
That didn’t sound too difficult. Samantha was undoubtedly on
yet another perilous mission to save the planet. She usually was.
“And then perhaps we can go and have some hot chocolate,” he
added.
Now that was the type of walk I could get my taste buds into.
Lifting me into his arms, he said: “Now, where could your sister be?”
Every place was a new destination to Samantha. I remembered
our visit to Fairy Land, and the battles we had with Tyrone the
Tyrannous Prince. Then there was the Village of the Trees, where we
saved the saplings from Simon Saw, the evil woodcutter. And who
could forget our latest outing, when we were forced into combat
against the Ice Witch of Winter Wood.
“She’s probably down in Winter Wood,” I suggested. “Only, I’m
not so sure grown-ups are welcome. Samantha says they can look but
they don’t really see.”
“That is why I need you to take me,” he said, carrying me through
the perimeter gate to the front of the house. There were men gathered there. One of them was shouting. The others grunted occasionally.“All these fine men are going out to look for your sister,” Grampy
continued. “But they will not be able to find her without the magic.”
My eyes widened. “What magic?” I asked.
We were eye to eye.“You’re the magic,” he said.“And without you
I will not be able to see into your world.”
I nodded, privately doubting his ability to survive the trials of our
adventures.
There were several ways to access Winter Wood, depending on
which part you intended to explore. We entered via the Jackson’s
derelict farm, where the railings had been rolled back during the onslaught of the Venomous Vermin.
“Where now?” Grampy asked.

He followed me, sliding down the gravel slopes to the coal dust
path and onto the embankment of the disused mine. There was
something about walking amongst these rusted hulks of once welltoned machinery that always made me nervous. There was a voice to
their silence that seemed able to penetrate deep into my conscience.
Maybe it was the way they’d been left, neglected and forgotten. Or
maybe it was their isolation and loneliness. Grampy took my hand as
we entered the shaft.
Descending the ladders, I considered our victory over the
Invisible Whirlies, and tried to recollect whether our triumph had
been complete. Would Grampy be able to survive a surprise attack
from out of the blackness? I was relieved when the tunnel opened out
into the side of Devil’s Cliff, and we lowered ourselves onto the rope
ladder, and into the heart of Winter Wood.
“Up there,” I explained, “in the trees, is where Samantha ended
the war on the Petrified Pixies.”
It is true that parents rarely appreciate the boundaries that children have to break down in the name of progress.
“Further along,” I continued, “on top of the waterfall, is where
she was hailed as the saviour of the Figalvaloo.”
I don’t think Grampy had ever heard of the peaceful race of semielves, the tallest standing little more than half an inch high.
Nonetheless, we continued down, a descent that took us sliding into
the rumbling belly of the wood. Snow moved beneath our feet, occasionally sending us grasping for the exposed roots of haunted trees,
anything to ensure our journey did not end prematurely. Down into
an endless spiral of loose rock and frozen mud we traveled, ever closer to where the final battle of Winter Wood had been fought, inside
the lair of the Ice Witch.
Finally, we were there; a million miles away from the nearest
search party. Above us, the sky was closed by the branches of a million arthritic hands. It was cold and it was silent. Even the stream had
conceded defeat, crusted as it was with the ice that had thawed upon
Samantha’s victory over the Ice Witch.
“The Ice Witch came back,” I whispered. But Grampy heard me
and held my hand tighter.
The trees were looking at me, sneering at my return. Something
was wrong. It was then I realized that we hadn’t defeated the Ice Witch
at all, and we were walking directly toward the answer: a mound of
cloth, dumped by some unscrupulous citizen, if we hadn’t known
better. But we did.
Each step was a cognitive awakening. I remembered how
Samantha had fired the Willow Wand directly into the path of the Ice
Guards. How they had melted almost immediately, and how we raced
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for higher ground, in a desperate attempt to give Samantha a final
clear shot of the Ice Witch.
Grampy was leading me now, but I guess he always had been. We
crossed the rocks, careful not to slip, until we arrived at the jacket,
trousers and boots I could not fail to recognize.
It had happened as the Ice Witch screamed. It was unlike anything we had ever experienced. We had protected our ears with our
hands, but somehow the high pitched shrill had still penetrated deep
into our brains.
Grampy leaned forward and pulled at the hood of my sister’s
jacket, releasing iced-up clumps of long blonde hair. I could just make
out the side of her face, Whippy ice-cream white but for the tint of
blue around her lips.
Samantha had done her best. On top of the rocks she had risked
everything by removing her hands from her ears. She yelped, puppylike, as the sound of the Ice Witch’s screams stabbed at her head.
Gallantly, she had lifted her wand just as the Ice Witch had lifted hers,
and I had looked in time to see good confronting evil.
Grampy stroked Samantha’s hair, prompting her to stir, her lips
to quiver, and her visible eye to open. She looked into his smile.
“Am I dead?” She asked, finally.
“No,” I said from behind Grampy. I almost laughed such was my
relief at seeing her move.
“But you will be if you don’t go home soon,” Grampy added,
smoothing icicle darts from her hair.
“I don’t want to leave her,” Samantha croaked, her jaw joggling
up and down. “I don’t want to leave her alone.”
“She’s not alone,” Grampy explained, “if you leave her with me.”
Samantha rolled over and locked her eyes into mine. I smiled, but
her face remained frozen into a rigid grimace.
The last thing I had ever seen was Samantha hitting the Ice Witch
straight between the eyes. By the time our evil foe had exploded into
a kaleidoscopic combustion of flame, ice, and water, I had slipped
from the rocks; the final victim of the battle of Winter Wood.
Samantha rolled over, and beneath her, quite peaceful, was her
young sister. Me.
It is sometimes more difficult for young children to find their way
home following death. But we are never lost for long. Following that
shiver of realization, you quickly recover to realize that life and death
are as interchangeable as then and now, there and here. Not so much
an end, but a continuation, divided by a moment of enlightenment.
Of course, there had been no vapor exhaling from Grampy’s
mouth, mine neither. There had been no movement of the swing
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across the ground floor window, and no imprints in the snow from
our play. But we were there.
Samantha hadn’t wanted to leave me alone, so Grampy had come
to rescue us both.
There were doctors who said she would not make it through the
next twenty four hours, yet she made it safely through the next
seventy-four years to record our adventures for the lives of children
around the globe.
The memory of us gently kissing my sister goodbye did not survive her subsequent illness, but I have kept it safe for her. She has often reached for it—especially when our parents would talk of the day
that laughter rose from the rimy ground, and their daughter’s
translucent image waved them goodbye from the garden swing—but
it has always proved slightly beyond her grasp.
Outside the window, I watch as Samantha’s great-grandchildren
make their way into the snow, their enjoyment familiar. I approach
the bed, and kiss her forehead, as Whippy-white as when we last met.
Her eyes open.
From somewhere in the house, the sound of children’s excitable
voices can be heard.

As a mature student, andrew morris returned to university to study psychology and criminology and spent the subsequent seven years working in
the area of mental-health rehabilitation. Now thirty-six, he is the director of
a small family business in Wales. He continues to write short stories and is
currently embarking on a novel. The illustration is by the author.

thomas r. smith

The Perseids

The universe an immense black heartbeat
and ours a small pulse within it—
at 2 AM, the August night stridulous
with crickets, I rise toward the larger life.
The Toyota, willing complicitor,
starts awake at the whisper of a key.
The moonless fields cold, the Milky Way
unfolds its star map above the back roads.
I spread a blanket on the still-warm hood.
A bright point rips the darkness, a cat’s claw
on velvet. And subtler displays: Mars’s
train approaching far in the east; diamondchaired Cassiopeia; the Swan embossed
on eternal summer. More meteors’
crisscrossing hello-goodbyes. What a bargain,
in exchange for a little more sleep I won’t
miss when I’m dead, meeting these fiery
travelers who give everything to touch our sky.

thomas r. smith is the author of several books of poems, most recently The
Dark Indigo Current (Holy Cow! Press) and Waking Before Dawn (Red
Dragonfly Press). He teaches poetry at the Loft Literary Center in
Minneapolis and lives on the Kinnickinnic River in River Falls, Wisconsin.
He believes in poetry as a way of realizing that other world of “our better
angels.”
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the grays never came for me. I’ve hoped, and I’ve watched the
skies, but they never came. I would have gone away with them, just
for the adventure of it. And now, like everything else about me, my
hopes have sagged into a mush of flab. If they were to come now, I
doubt I’d have the energy to respond.
I believed in the Easter Bunny until I was seven when my cousin
broke the news. Santa Claus, the following year. I was twenty-four
when Betty Hill broke the news to me about The Grays.
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But The Grays never came for me. They came for Betty Hill. They
picked her up on a lonely highway in the White Mountains of New
Hampshire shortly after midnight on September 20, 1961, and the experience changed her life. The Grays made Betty Hill the first and
only credible alien abductee. And her description of her captors became the iconic alien in our culture.
Having never met The Grays myself, the next best thing in my life
has to be meeting Betty Hill. My interview with her in 1974 was set
up by Betty’s niece Kathleen Daugherty, who lived next door on Ohio
Avenue, two blocks from the University of Cincinnati campus.
One bright blue autumn Saturday morning, Kathleen came
in through the back door with her cup of coffee, for a cheery chat,
which was not so unusual, as the back doors to this duplex were always open to the patio in good weather, and we visited back and forth
a lot. This particular Saturday morning, however, she made me an offer I couldn’t refuse, in her uncompromising Yankee accent, “My
Ahn-tie Eunice is coming to visit next week. Puh-haps, you’d like to
intuh-view huh, maybe do an ah-tickle?”
At the time, I was a budding journalist, working entry-level jobs
that proto-journalists do to gather clips, as editor of a small biweekly newspaper, The Clifton-Vine Reporter. Kathleen and her husband
were among a close-knit group of friends who bonded in Cincinnati
around the university life and who kidded me ruthlessly about my little neighborhood newspaper. They referred to it as The Daily Planet,
Clark Kent’s employer in the Superman comics. For my birthday the
previous April, they gave me a nameplate that read “Perry White.” He
was the editor-in-chief of The Daily Planet, known for his “great
Caesar’s Ghost” reactions to Clark, Lois Lane, and Jimmy Olsen’s exploits. That nameplate has been on my desk throughout my career as
I eventually rose up the ranks to become an editor-in-chief myself.
I answered Kathleen, “Great Caesar’s Ghost! Why would I want
to interview your Auntie Eunice?”
Kathleen told me about her Auntie Eunice’s UFO abduction experience. During the conversation, her husband Tom walked in, listened for a bit, and then rolled his eyes, and blasted her, “Your Auntie
Eunice is a crackpot!” Then, addressing me, “She’s crazy! Don’t waste
your time!” and stalked out the door. I should mention here that their
marriage did not survive the Ford Administration.
I jumped at the opportunity to meet Auntie Eunice. I’d always
believed in life out there. I couldn’t conceive the vastness of our universe without life in abundance. The alternative—that we were the
only ones—didn’t seem plausible from any philosophical, physical,
or phenomenological perspective. It seemed—still does—a certainty. Any kind of life: from viruses to superior races rocketing between
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Camelopardalis and Canis Venetici, visiting, conquering, mating
with, or feasting upon other life. I grew up on Tom Swift, Jules Verne,
H.G. Wells, Arthur C. Clarke, and Captain Kirk.
A week later, I was in Kathleen’s apartment having breakfast with
her, her husband Tom, and her Auntie Eunice, the First Lady of The
Grays. I introduced myself and turned on my tape recorder, and for
the next hour, had a delightful breakfast conversation with Eunice
Betty Hill, during which many eggs, cigarettes, and cups of coffee
were consumed. To his credit, Tom, a usually opinionated, outspoken
oaf, stayed quiet. Kathleen occasionally prompted her Auntie Eunice
regarding details.
I hadn’t listened to the tape of this interview in more than thirty
years. I searched my basement recently and discovered it in a box that
had survived six intercity moves, two of which were cross country,
four more intracity moves, and three flooded basements. I held my
breath as I inserted the tape into the player, and lo! The sound was
still clear as a bell. I heard Betty’s gravelly voice and a younger, naïve
version of my own, and the clank of silverware on breakfast plates,
along with the occasional exhale of cigarette smoke. I quit smoking a
few years after this interview but not soon enough to halt the roots
of asthma. Betty never quit and died of lung cancer, although she
lived a full and rewarding thirty years more.
Betty described her and her husband Barney’s drive home from
a vacation in Québec on the night of September 19–20, 1961. Shortly
after midnight, Betty said, “In the Lancaster area, we became aware
of a craft in the sky. Barney saw it first as a big, bright star, moving
toward us. It had the appearance of spinning, making sharp rightangle turns.”
Betty dug out Barney’s binoculars and followed the trajectory of
the object.
“It stopped in mid-air right over our car,” she said. “We slowed
to a stop right in the middle of the highway. And when the craft descended toward our car, we sped off down the highway.”
The craft, which Betty described as cigar-shaped, had a band of
lights around its middle and V-shaped wings with red lights on the
tips. “It flew off, but then swooped back down at our car,” she said.
As the craft approached, Betty said, “Barney noticed a row of
windows on the side. He saw humanoid figures in the windows.”
At this point, Betty said, “We heard a series of loud beeping
sounds.” Betty described the sounds as “like someone had dropped a
tuning fork.” She said that they could feel the buzzing sounds vibrating their automobile.

After the beeping sounds ceased, Betty and Barney Hill proceeded south on State Route 3 to their home in Portsmouth, New
Hampshire, and did not see the cigar-shaped craft again.
When they arrived home, they became confused because the
drive had taken two hours longer than it should have. The next morning, Betty said that they noticed some strange metallic circles on their
1957 Chevy BelAire, and they were still confounded over their loss of
two hours and other puzzling evidence: their watches sustained irreparable damage, Barney’s shoes were badly scuffed, his leather
binocular strap was broken, Betty’s new dress was torn, they felt contaminated, and Barney’s upper back was injured.
Convinced that she had seen a UFO, Betty phoned Pease Air Force
Base in neighboring Newington, New Hampshire, the day after the
experience to report what she had seen. She and Barney gave a general description of the craft that they observed, but Betty said that
Barney did not mention the figures that he observed through the row
of windows because he did not want to be seen as a crackpot.
Ten days later, Betty said, “I started having recurring dreams of a
moon sitting on the ground.”
And there the incident stayed for more than three years, until
December 1964. “Barney developed ulcers, and he was unresponsive
to treatment,” Betty said. “So, his doctor sent him to a psychiatrist, a
Dr. Stevens, who referred us to Dr. Ben Simon.”
Dr. Simon insisted they both visit for therapy, and for the next
seven months, under regression hypnosis, both Betty and Barney, in
separate sessions, began to reveal explicit and intimate details of their
experience on Route 3 during those lost two hours.
“After the first beeping sound,” Betty said, “our car motor died,
came to a stop, and we saw men on the highway. The men came in
two groups, one on each side of the car, and took each of us along a
path through the woods.”
At this point I asked what they looked like.
“They were four-and-a-half or five-feet tall with gray skin,” Betty
said. “They were dressed in dark one-piece outfits with no insignias
or zippers. They wore small caps. They had no hair or ears. They had
very large eyes, slanted upwards, and a small nose. Only a slit for a
mouth. I could not determine their gender or ages.”
Did they communicate with you?
“Only one communicated with me,” Betty said. “He communicated in English. His lips moved, but when they communicated with
each other, it sounded like humming or tones. Barney described it as
a swarm of bees.”
“We were taken to their ship, like an orange-red moon. It was
huge, sixty to sixty-five feet across,” Betty said. “Inside the ship, we
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were taken down a narrow corridor. I was taken into the first room,
behind an oval, bulkhead door. Barney was taken to a different room.
Inside, I was given a physical exam. They used what seemed like medical instruments. One was used to check my nervous system. They
also inserted a needle into my navel, and they stopped because of my
pain. They seemed quite interested in my feet and bone structure.
They took pictures of our skin, Barney’s [an African American] and
mine [a white European]. They spent time tugging at my teeth.
Barney’s teeth were removable and mine were not. I tried to tell them
why Barney’s teeth were removable. They asked questions about time
and age, but I couldn’t seem to make them understand. Barney remembered that they put a cup-like instrument on his abdomen, that
later caused a circle of warts to grow, and during our hypnosis with
Dr. Simon, those warts became infected and had to be removed.”
“I asked the one who spoke, whom I called The Leader, ‘Where
do you come from?’ and he showed me a star map,” Betty said. “I
asked him for something to take back with me.”
“When they took us back to our car,” Betty said,“The Leader gave
me a book. This created a hubbub among the others, a loud humming noise, like an argument. The Leader then came and took the
book back and said, ‘They decided that you would forget, so there’s
no need to have the book.’ And I said to him, ‘They decided?’ and he
responded, ‘They have just as much right to decide as I do.’”
Betty said, “I asked, ‘Will you be back?’ And the Leader responded that he didn’t know, but he told us to wait in our car and watch
them take off. The craft was glowing, lifted up, dipped, and went
straight up without any noise. Then, we heard a second series of beeping sounds, and we were able to start our car and drive the rest of the
way home.”
Have they ever tried to contact you again?
“No,” Betty said.
Are you glad that this happened to you?
“I don’t know,” Betty said. “I’ve never been asked that before. For
a good many years, I wished it had not happened because the pressure was extreme.”
Barney Hill died of a stroke in 1969.
Eunice Elizabeth “Betty” Hill died on October 17, 2004, of lung
cancer. Her obituary appeared in the New York Times on October 23,
2004, under the headline “Betty Hill, 85, Figure in Alien Abduction
Case.” Her niece Kathleen Marden had become her sole caregiver and
was cited in the obit. Ms. Marden continues to write articles in defense of her Auntie Eunice, debunking the debunkers.
After I turned off the tape recorder in that 1974 interview, Betty
Hill lit another cigarette, drew deeply, and exhaled. Then in her grav-

elly voice, she asked: “Is that thing off now?” I assured her it was. And
she said something that ruined it all for me: “I’m going to make my
million off this story.” She mentioned that James Earl Jones had taken an interest in her story, and that he wanted to play the role of
Barney, who was African-American.
She clearly intended her comment to be off the record, but now
that she is dead, the bond of reporter confidentiality no longer exists.
The regression hypnosis revelations lent credibility to Betty and
Barney Hill’s claims of alien abduction. Their story first appeared in
a Boston newspaper, as a five-part series and then, The Saturday
Evening Post, a widely circulated national magazine, published a sensational two-part series in the October 4 and 11, 1966, issues. A few
weeks later, John G. Fuller’s bestselling nonfiction account of their
experiences hit the bookstores. Entitled Interrupted Journey, the book
contained transcriptions from their hypnotic sessions. In 1975, a
movie A UFO Incident staring Estelle Parsons as Betty Hill and James
Earl Jones as Barney was released for TV to very good reviews.
Betty Hill rode this publicity to the top of the UFO cosmos. She
spoke all over the world to all sorts of groups, including debates with
UFO debunkers, such as the famed Aviation and Space Technology
Editor Phillip Klass and others. UFO buffs refer to her as the First
Lady of UFOs. She officially “retired” from the UFO world on the thirtieth anniversary of her experience, in September 1991, although she
continued to give interviews from her Portsmouth home.
Betty and Barney Hill were a media-darling couple for the times.
Betty claimed to be a true descendent of the Mayflower Pilgrims.
Barney was African-American, and they were both active in the
NAACP, which made them a unique couple, ready-made for the Civil
Rights era in the U.S. After Barney’s death, Betty continued her proselytizing as a loveable character, with her pronounced New
Hampshire accent, gravelly voice, a seat-of-the-pants expertise about
science and psychiatry and outer space, dismissive of critics with a
“you-know-they’re-hiding-the-truth” air to her comments. UFO debunkers have poked many holes in her story, but the other side—the
Believers—loved her and still do even after her death and cling to her
story. And rightly so, because if Betty Hill told the truth, then UFO
abductions have a leg to stand on. However, if Betty Hill told a lie,
then the entire upside-down pyramid of UFO abductions, which rests
all of its weight upon her, topples over. After Betty Hill, there really is
no one nearly as credible.
Doesn’t matter which side of the UFO debate you stand on—or
whether you care about UFOs at all—but the everlasting contribution
to our literature, our media, and our culture from Betty Hill is her
description of the aliens who abducted her and Barney and examined
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them aboard their craft. The Grays have become the standard alien
figure in our culture: the cover of Whitley Streiber’s book
Communion, the aliens in the movie Close Encounters of the Third
Kind, on TV series like Roswell, and even the alien cameos on the TV
series X Files. In UFO lore, they are called “The Grays.” There is some
debate about whether Betty and Barney Hill saw a similar-looking
alien in an episode of the TV series The Outer Limits, but my point is
this: without Betty Hill’s popularity, charm, and persistence, The
Grays may have faded into the gray of distant memory. Instead, the
image has permeated the world’s culture. Obviously, other types of
aliens occur in movies and books. The nasty beasts in the Alien movie
series come to mind, and many other more maleficent creatures.
Before Betty Hill, we had Robby the Robot in the movie Forbidden
Planet, Klaatu and Gort in the movie The Day the Earth Stood Still,
and other outlandish 1950s images of aliens, but once Betty Hill described The Grays, they took root. They seem to live on and on. E.T.
herself was modeled on The Grays, and you can find little alien dolls
that replicate Betty Hill’s Grays in children’s toy stores today. They are
“cutified” for kids, and their very appearance lends them an aura of
kindness that diminishes any sort of threat.
Those are the aliens I had hoped to meet. If only they had come
for me in 1961 instead of Betty Hill, I would have volunteered to go
with them, an eleven-year-old’s dream. If they come now, the timing’s not right for me. I couldn’t leave my children, not yet. Maybe after they’re in college, if The Grays come then, I’d beg them to take me.
I’d love to spend my retirement exploring the galaxies with The
Grays, examining all the life out there, perhaps communicating with
some, seeing what’s around the next bent light beam, what’s on the
other side of black holes.
Will you be back?

tom lombardo’s poems have appeared or are forthcoming in Oxford
American, Southern Poetry Review, New York Quarterly, Hampden-Sydney
Poetry Review, Pearl, Salamander, Poet Lore, Hawai’i Review, Aethlon: The
Journal of Sports Literature, Orbis: Quarterly International Literary Journal,
as well as in many other publications. His literary criticism has appeared or
is forthcoming in New Letters, North Carolina Literary Review, and South
Carolina Review. He is currently editing an anthology, The Poetry of
Recovery, due out later this year. He holds a master’s degree in fine arts, creative writing, from Queens University of Charlotte, a master’s degree in
journalism from Ohio University, and a bachelor’s degree in metallurgical
engineering from Carnegie-Mellon University.

s t ua rt a r ots k y

What Lies
Below

The blemished face
of a rusted world
now embraces
my electronic portal.
I can walk my eyes
across her rocky surface
from steep-sided craters,
to an unearthly caldera a dozen miles wide.
With vision I can investigate
our solar system’s greatest chasm,
this deep, wrinkled rift
is as long as my home continent.
Mars, you lie so near,
but robots cannot lift one stone.
Our latest surrogates
do not scrape one inch of surface
to scratch for the precious juice
that pervades and propagates earthly life.
I trace meandering lines
excavated into orange soil
bending left and right
in a common oxbow.
But water, ice, the echo of existence
may dwell beneath this surface.
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Only human touch is dexterity enough
to excavate glistening, icy evidence.
When will we send a person
to prove the great god of war
once blossomed forth with life
on the days when the worlds were new?
Life may be a common thing
but only mortal curiosity
will prove it so.

stuart arotsky lives in West Haven, Connecticut, where he is a member
of the City Council. He has earned a bachelor’s degree in journalism and a
master’s in education. Currently a fifth-grade teacher in his hometown, he
writes science-fiction novels and short stories in his spare time.

r ay m o n d m o o d y

Are We Alone
in the Universe?

swedenborg’s amazing work Life on Other Planets has enthralled
me since the 1950s. I was a dedicated amateur astronomer from the
age of eight. At that time, many professional astronomers believed
that the sun was probably virtually unique in having a retinue of
planets. They regarded planetary formation around a star as a fluke,
an outlandishly improbable occurrence. These astronomers seriously entertained the notion that human beings might very well be the
only sentient creatures in the universe. All this ran counter to my own
heartfelt intuitions. But, who was I, a mere youngster, to question eminent authorities?
Imagine my delight and surprise when, sometime around 1956,
my father, himself a polymath, placed Swedenborg’s little book about
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extraterrestrials in my hands. I distinctly remember the joy of first
reading Swedenborg’s opinion that “only people of little judgment
could suppose that our earth is the sole inhabited planet” (Life on
Other Planets, paragraph 3).1 These were my sentiments exactly, and
I suddenly felt a friend reaching out to me across two centuries.
Some years later, I entered the University of Virginia and became
a philosophy major. I was intrigued by Plato’s description of a neardeath experience in The Republic. I began collecting accounts of the
spiritual experiences of people who survived close calls with death.
By 1974, I had interviewed more than one hundred individuals who
told remarkably similar stories. They said that—when they almost
died—they got out of their bodies and passed into a realm of light
where they met loved ones who had previously died. They experienced a panoramic vision in which they saw their lives reviewed in
exquisite detail. Then, when revived, they said they learned through
their other-world journeys that the purpose of life is to advance in
the capacity to love and to accumulate wisdom.
In 1974, when I was writing my book Life After Life, one of my
professors of medicine mentioned Swedenborg’s spiritual adventures. He said that Swedenborg’s accounts bore many points of resemblance to the near-death experiences I had collected.
Frankly, it was some time before I realized, to my astonishment,
that this was the same scholar whose work on extraterrestrials I had
read as a child. So, although I am not a trained Swedenborgian theologian, I have been grappling with his ideas in these two, distinct
contexts for about fifty years.

Astronomy, Biology, and Intelligent Life
in the Universe
immanuel kant is generally credited with launching sidereal astronomy—the study of the realm of stars and galaxies—in 1755. By then
it was realized that the fixed stars are suns like our own that appear
small only because they are at enormous distances from the earth.
Kant formulated three main ideas pertaining to the interstellar reaches. First, he stated that the Milky Way, which was an unfathomable
mystery to the ancients, was an optical effect created by the diffuse
light of myriad stars too far away to be seen as discrete points.
Secondly, Kant hypothesized that these stars were arranged into a gigantic disk that we now know as the Milky Way galaxy. Thirdly, Kant
conjectured that the nebulae, hazy patches of light seen in the heavens through the then-existing telescopes, were other incredibly distant galaxies of stars, comparable to our own Milky Way.

These three propositions revolutionized humankind’s conception of the universe. Obviously, they were truly vast in their implications. Yet they were not fully agreed to by all astronomers until the
early decades of the twentieth century.
There is some debate whether Swedenborg’s Basic Principles of
Nature (Principia Rerum Naturalium), 1734, presages the disk theory of the Milky Way and the hypothesis that the nebulae are other
galaxies. My own reading of the passages at issue inclines me to believe that he was indeed struggling with emerging notions that Kant
formalized in 1755. After all, there is a tendency in the history of
thought whereby revolutionary ideas are first set out in a preliminary
and tenuous form and then later formulated clearly and more rigorously. At any rate, it is plain that ideas analogous to Kant’s were percolating in Swedenborg’s mind as early as 1734.
Late in the twentieth century, enormous technological strides
created a revolution in the design and construction of telescopes, including orbiting telescopes, such as the Hubble. Consequently, as of
mid-2005, astronomers have detected more than 150 exoplanets, that
is, planets orbiting other stars. The New York Times (April 5, 2005)
science section (D4) featured the first photograph ever taken of a
planet in another solar system. An article accompanying the photograph said, “The new planet will take its place as another landmark
in an accelerating cavalcade of discoveries that have left astronomers
fumbling for synonyms for ‘historic.’”
As I write, the race is on to find the first earth-sized planets circling other stars. When that occurs, it will also be possible, by spectroscopy, to determine the chemical makeup of their atmospheres. In
short, science has now fully confirmed what Swedenborg asserted
two-and-half centuries ago. Planets circle most stars, perhaps nearly
all stars.
Concurrently, developments in the science of biology have made
it appear far more likely that life exists elsewhere in the universe.
Formerly, scientists held that life could exist only under a very narrow range of conditions. Within the past few decades, however, exotic organisms have been found flourishing everywhere from scalding
hot, salt springs to frigid Antarctic wastes. Life has been found in extremely acidic waters, in radioactive pools around nuclear reactors,
and in rocks retrieved from miles underground. It has shown up on
the ocean floor around high-pressure volcanic vents. It has proven
hardier than anyone believed until a couple of decades ago.
It sounds like science fiction, but it is science fact. Advances are
taking place so rapidly that as soon as they appear in print, they are
superseded by even more incredible scientific revelations. New extra-
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solar planets are currently being discovered at the rate of about three
per month.
It is in the context of this remarkable and potentially explosive
expansion of knowledge that Swedenborg’s writings on extraterrestrials take on a new complexion. I contend that what Swedenborg
said in Life on Other Planets contributes to the current debate about
extraterrestrials in at least three important ways.
First, it suggests possibilities for investigation that today’s researchers have not yet considered. Second, it suggests novel ways of
applying the knowledge that would be gained from the discovery of
sentient extraterrestrial beings. Third, it makes principled, theological responses possible should intelligent life be found in outer space.

Swedenborg’s Insights concerning Sentient
Extraterrestrials
much has been made of the fact that Swedenborg mentions certain worlds within our solar system: Mercury, Jupiter, Mars, Saturn,
Venus, and the Moon. It is not useful, however, to identify them with
the heavenly bodies we know by those names. Critics typically point
out that Swedenborg’s descriptions do not coincide with current astronomical knowledge relating to those worlds. These critics contend, therefore, his visions were simply mistaken, and his book on
other inhabited worlds can be dismissed out of hand.
Undeniably, this sort of criticism is appealing to those whose
thought processes are primarily concrete and geared to the concerns
of mundane reality. The trouble is that it is beside the point when addressing a work such as Life on Other Planets, for three main reasons.
In the first place, Swedenborg himself talks throughout the book of
the profound difficulties of putting experiences like his into ordinary
language. He also mentions that he could not decipher the communications of some of the beings he encountered and that some of
what was passing between them was ineffable. Furthermore, he says,
“The earths in the spiritual world are not distant in the same way as
in the natural world” (Life on Other Planets, §135). That is, the realms
Swedenborg visited were not in the space–time continuum as we
know it, nor are the categories of earthly languages directly applicable to those realms.
Literalistic criticism of Swedenborg’s claims about extraterrestrials blind the critics to the fascinating theoretical sweep of the book.
I find much that is valuable here, which this type of critique misses
because of rash attempts at debunking.

The Historical Context of Swedenborg’s Life
on Other Planets
in the eighteenth century, lines of demarcation among astronomy, philosophy, and religion were drawn less sharply than they are
today. The great thinkers who were then formulating what evolved
into modern cosmology were as much spiritual visionaries as they
were scientists. Integrating the physical world into the spiritual realm
was a central concern of their budding cosmological theories.
Through these men’s works, the notion of extraterrestrial intelligence
was rapidly becoming conventional wisdom. Eminent scholars felt
certain that sentient creatures inhabited other planets in our solar
system and planets in the solar systems of other stars.
Swedenborg’s contemporaries supported their advocacy of rational extraterrestrials by two main lines of reasoning. First they argued by analogy. Since the other planets that circle the sun resemble
Earth in so many other respects, they must also be like Earth in being inhabited. Similarly, distant stars are like the sun, so they, like the
sun, must be accompanied by their own inhabited planets.
The second type of argument these men employed appealed to
the nature of God. What purpose could God possibly have in creating innumerable worlds, they asked, unless it were to populate them
with sentient beings such as ourselves? Otherwise, they implied, the
infinite power and love of God would be going to waste, which would
be an utterly incomprehensible state of affairs.
Logicians and philosophers point out many perplexing difficulties with analogical reasoning. So it is to Swedenborg’s credit that he
did not base his statements about extraterrestrials on arguments
from analogy. Nor did he base them on a transcendent intuition concerning how God ought to behave. Of course, he acknowledged that
the existence of intelligent life throughout the universe flowed from
the infinite beneficence of God, but there is a major difference of emphasis. He begins Life on Other Planets by saying “because I had a desire to know whether there are other earths, and what their nature is,
and the quality of their inhabitants, therefore, it has been granted me
by the Lord to speak and converse with spirits and angels who are
from other earths” (§1). In other words, he knows that there are extraterrestrials because of a personal experience of interacting and
communicating with them. He could interact and communicate with
them because he shared a spiritual bond with them, through God. It
is this that distinguishes Swedenborg from the other great thinkers of
his era who also asserted that intelligent creatures inhabit other
worlds in outer space.
Thomas Wright (1711–1786), Johann Lambert (1728–1777),
Immanuel Kant (1724–1804), and William Herschel (1738–1822)
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were preeminent authorities on astronomy in the eighteenth century. All these men affirmed that there were innumerable inhabited
worlds in space, although they held this belief for different and even
divergent reasons. Historically, Kant overshadows the others, whose
accomplishments have faded into relative obscurity. Kant’s thoughts
on extraterrestrial intelligence naturally invite comparison with what
Swedenborg has to say in Life on Other Planets.
In The Critique of Pure Reason, 1781, Kant reaffirmed his “strong
belief, on the correctness of which I would stake even many of the advantages of life, that there are inhabitants in other worlds.”2 It was an
opinion he had maintained throughout his career. In Universal
Natural History and Theory of the Heavens, 1755, the foundational
document of sidereal astronomy, Kant asserted that the other planets of our solar system are inhabited.
In that book, Kant theorized that planets form from rotating
discs of gas and other material that surround newly formed stars. The
planets closer to the star condense from a cruder grade of material,
while those farther away from the sun are made of a more refined sort
of matter that was, by implication, more perfect. In that scheme of
things, the farther a planet is from its star, the higher the intellectual
level of its inhabitants. As Kant put it,“The excellence of thinking natures . . . stands under a certain rule, according to which these become
more excellent and perfect in proportion to the distance of their habitats from the sun.”3
Accordingly, Kant’s Mercurians and Venusians have only a rudimentary intellectual faculty, one that is inferior to that of Earthlings.
The inhabitants of our earth, he held, are on “exactly the middle
rung” as far as rational intellect is concerned. He claimed that the inhabitants of the outer planets, such as Jupiter and Saturn, are far superior in intellect to the inhabitants of earth. They may even be so
advanced, he believed, that they are relatively immune to death.
Kant kept extraterrestrials in mind when he propounded one of
the most renowned tenets of his philosophy. He intended the categorical imperative, the fundamental principle of his theory of
morals, to apply to all rational beings throughout the universe. So,
like Swedenborg, he contended that we exist in a spiritual relationship with sentient creatures on other worlds.
Ideas similar to many of those found in Life on Other Planets were
in the air during the eighteenth century. For instance, William
Herschel, the celebrated founder of observational stellar astronomy,
was convinced that the moon was inhabited, and Kant fully concurred. Herschel even asserted that the sun and stars were inhabited
and offered definite descriptions of the beings who lived there.
Johann Lambert wrote a book claiming that comets were inhabited.

Scientific knowledge relating to other solar systems is expanding
so rapidly that it is difficult to extrapolate what will happen next.
Even so, astronomers may detect extraterrestrial civilizations much
sooner than most of us anticipate. Swedenborg’s thoughts about sentient extraterrestrials may well appear in a startling new light in the
not-too-distant future. It is reasonable to expect that the importance
and influence of Life on Other Planets will continue to grow. It is
probable, in my judgment, that unfolding events will someday add
another distinction to Swedenborg’s record of historic accomplishments. In the future, he may well be looked upon as the intellectual
forefather of a science of communicating with intelligent extraterrestrial beings.
Notes
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m o l ly m a c l e o d

Permission
What happens
when it rains
is this:
in clouds—
which are dense
concentrations
of suspended
water or ice
particles—
in clouds,
the particles
condense, collide,
and once they become too
heavy, fall.
That is how it works.
The cloud gets fuller
and fuller,
and then it is too full—
and then it has
to open, and then
the rain has
to come down.
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